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What ls ACTIVE Reading? 
ACTIVE reading is an approach to reading, advocated by Neil J Anderson, that focuses on the following elements: 

A = Activate Prior Knowledge 
• Activation of background knowledge improves reading comprehension.

• Getting Ready and Before You Read sections elicit learners' prior knowledge, and generate interest in

the topic, through use of visual prompts and questions.

C = Cultivate Vocabulary 
• Vocabulary plays a crucial role in the development of reading ability.

• Vocabulary Comprehension sections in each unit examine vocabulary items encountered in the main

reading passage.

• Vocabulary Skill sections provide learners with explicit skills-based instruction in how to learn, process,

and decipher new vocabulary.

T = Think About Meaning 
• In addition to testing for comprehension, the ACTIVE approach encourages learners to think deeply about

the meaning of the text.

• Check Your Understanding questions focus learners on the main ideas and key details of the text.

• Critical Thinking questions require learners to go beyond reading comprehension to analyze each text and

the author's intent.

= Increase Reading Fluency 
• Conscious development of reading rate and comprehension are key ingredients in building reading fluency.

• Tips for Fluent Reading (pages 8 and 9) encourage learners to become more aware of their own reading habits.

• Four Review Units reinforce learners' use of strategies and provide additional reading fluency practice.

V = Verify Strategies 
• Learners are encouraged to be aware of what they are doing and why they are doing it, as they read.

• Reading strategies are presented in the Reading Skill sections, the Vocabulary Skill sections, and the

Real Life Skill section in each unit.

• Self Check sections in each Review Unit require learners to monitor the effectiveness of their own use

of strategies.

E = Evaluate Progress 
• Both qualitative and quantitative evaluation of learners' progress is advocated.

• The Reading Rate Chart and the Reading Comprehension Chart allow learners to plot their achievements

in building reading fluency.

• What Do You Think? sections provide opportunities for learners to show comprehension of the unit theme,

through verbal or written discussion.

For more information on his ACTIVE reading methodology, see Neil J Anderson's professional title Exploring Second 

Language Reading: Issues and Strategies, part of National Geographic Learning's TeacherSource series (ISBN: 

0-8384-6685-0) as well as his online professional development course, ELT Advantage: Teaching ESUEFL Reading.
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Dedication & Acknowledgments 

This book is dedicated to the students and teachers who have used ACTIVE Skills for Reading over the past 
1 O years. Since 2002/2003 when the first edition of ACTIVE Skills for Reading was published, thousands of 

students and teachers have used the book. I know that I had no idea that the series would be this popular 

and that we would reach the stage Of publishing a third edition. 

The pedagogical framework for this series is as viable today as it has ever been. As students and teachers 

use each of the elements of ACTIVE, stronger reading will result. 

My associations with the editorial team in Singapore continue to be some of my greatest professional 

relationships. I express appreciation to Sean Bermingham, Derek Mackrell, Andrew Robinson, and Sarah Tan 

for their commitment to excellence in publishing. I also express appreciation to Jenny Wilsen and John Murn 
for their commitment to helping the third edition be stronger than the two previous editions. 

Neil J Anderson 

The third edition of Active Skills for Reading maintains the ACTIVE approach developed by reading specialist 
Professor Neil J Anderson, while introducing several significant improvements. 

This new edition now has a full color design, presenting the series' content in an attractive and student
frien�ly way. Approximately half of the passages have been replaced with new and engaging topics; the rest 

have been updated. ltalso has a wide variety of text types including articles, journals, biogs, and interviews, 

with later levels featuring readings based on content from National Geographic. 

Each of the 24 chapters now includes a "Motivational Tips" section from Professor Anderson, reflecting his 

.current research into student motivation and learning. His reading charts have also been updated to more 

accurately track students' reading fluency and comprehension progress. 

Active Skills for Reading, Third Edition features an Assessment CD-ROM with ExamView® Pro, which has 
been revised to reflect the needs of learners preparing for standardized tests. 

This latest edition of Active Skills for Reading series is designed to further enhance students' progress, 

helping them to become more confident, independent-and active-readers. 

Reviewers for this edition --------------------------------
Mardelle Azimi; Jose Carmona Hillsborough Community College; Grace Chao Soochow University; Mei-Rong Alice 
Chen National Taiwan University of Science and Technology; Irene Dryden; Jennifer Farnell Greenwich Japanese 
School; Kathy Flynn Glendale Community College; Sandy Hartmann University of Hou�ton; Joselle L. LaGuerre; 
Margaret V. Layton; Myra M. Medina Miami Dade College; Masumi Narita Tokyo International University; Margaret· 
Shippey Miami Dade College; Satoshi Shiraki; Karen Shock Savannah College of Art and Design; Sandrine T ing; 
Colin S. Ward Lonestar College: Virginia West Texas A&M University; James B. Wilson; Ming-Nuan Yang Chang Gung 
Institute of. Techn9logy;,Jakchai Yirnngam.Raj�mangala University ... of Technology 

Reviewers ot the second edition -----------------------------
Chiou-Ian Chef'n ·National Taiwan No.rmal University; Cheongsook Chin English Campus Institute, lnje University; 
Yang Hyun Jung-Ang Girls' High Sch.ool; Li Junhe Beijing No.4 High School; T im Knight Gakushuin Women's College; 
Ahmed M. Motala University .. of Sharjah; Gleides Ander Nonato Colegio Arnaldo and Centro Universitario Newton 
Paiva; Ethel Ogane Tamagawa University; Seung Ku Park Sunmoon University; Shu-chien, Sophia, Pan College of 
Liberal Education, Shu-Te University; Marlene Tavares de Allmeida Wordshop Escola de Linguas; Naowarat Tongkam 
Silpakorn University; Nobuo Tsuda Konan University; Hasan Huseyin Zeyrek Istanbul KOltOr University Faculty of 
Economics and Administrative Sciences 
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Use Your Brain! a Process Instructions 
Reference article 

Oh, No! Not Identifying Main and The Suffix -ize

Another Test! Supporting Ideas 

Page 11 Magazine article 

2 Going Abroad We're in Vietnam! Scanning for Details Adjective Endings Reading and 
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Safe Travel Predicting The Prefix pre- Immigration 

Page 21 Magazine article Forms 

3 
Move Makers Behind the Scenes Using Headings to The Prefix dis- Understanding 

Magazine· article Understand Main the Use 
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Abrams Sequence Vocabulary 

Page 31 Reference article of Events ,/, .:., � ' 

4 Young Laura Dekker: Previewing Verbs Used to Using Dates 

Athletes Record-Setter! Talk about 
Reference article Sports and Games 

The Unbeatable Predicting Adjectives with the 

Yani Tseng Suffix -ous

Page 49 Reference article 

Review 1 Fluency Strategy: PRO; Are Human Beings Getting Smarter? Reference �rticle 
Page 41 Fluency Practice: 1. The Film and the Novel: Twilight Magazine article t • • , 

2. Organrc farming: The New Vacation Newspaper'article
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' •,< 
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Web interview Words for 
Moving from Recognizing Facts Word Associations Internet 

TV to the Web Searches 
Page 69 Reference article 

Review 2 Fluency Strategy: PQR+E; Movies for the Blind Newspaper article 
Page 79 Fluency Practice: 3. Raising a Child Athlete Reference article 

4. The Life of a Professional Gamer Magazine article
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Vocabulary Learning Tips 
Learning new vocabulary is an important part of learning to be a good reader. Remember that the letter C in 

ACTIVE Skills for Reading reminds us to cultivate vocabulary. 

1 Decide if the word is worth learning now 

As you read, you will find many words you do not know. You will slow your reading fluency if you stop at 

every new word. For example, you should stop to find out the meaning of a new word if: 

a. you read the same word many times.

b. the word appears in the heading of a passage, or in the topic sentence of a paragraph-the sentence

that gives the main idea of the paragraph.

2 Record information about new words you decide to learn 

Keep a vocabulary notebook in which you write words you want to remember. Complete the following 

information for words that you think are important to learn: 

New word 

Translation 

Part of speech 

Sentence where found 

healthy 

11! '* 

adjective 

Oliver is well-known for sharing his secrets of cooking healthy food. 

I exercise to stay flt and healthy. 

3 learn words from the same family 

For many important words in English that you will want to learn, the word is part of a word family. As you learn 

new words, learn words in the family from other parts of speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.). 

Noun 

Verb 

Adjective 

Adverb 

happiness 

happy 

happily 

4 learn words that go with the key word you are learning 

When we learn new words, it is important to learn what other words are frequently used with them. These 

are called collocations. Here is an example from a student's notebook. 

long 

take two-week next week 

go on a short vacation in Italy 

need summer with my family 

have school by myself 
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5 Create a word web 

A word web is a picture that helps you conne�t words together and helps you increase your vocabulary. 
Here is a word web for the word frightened: 

a frightened child 

easily frightened 

terribly frightened ---

calm 

6 Memorize common prefixes, roots, and suffixes 

frightening (adj) 

fright (n) 

frighten (v) 

scared 

Many English words can be divided into different parts. We call these parts prefixes, roots, and suffixes. 

A prefix comes at the beginning of a word, a suffix comes at the end of a word, and the root is the main part 
of the word. In your vocabulary notebook, make-a list of prefixes and suffixes as you come across them. On 
page 238 there is a list of prefixes and suffixes in this book. For example, look at the word unhappily. 

prefix: un- (meaning not) suffix: -ly (meaning an adverb) 

unhappily� 

root: happy 

7 Regularly review your vocabulary notebook 

You should review the words in your vocabulary notebook very often. The more often you review your list of 
new words, the sooner you will be able to recognize the words when you see them during reading. Set up a 
schedule to go over the words you are learning. 

8 Make vocabulary flash cards 

Flash cards are easy to make, and you can carry them everywhere with you. You can use them to study 
while you are waiting for the bus, walking to school or work, or eating a meal. You can use the flash cards 
with your friends to quiz each other. Here is an example of a flash card: 

translation 

cut 

Front 

( 
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Tips for Fluent Reading 

8 

Find time to read every day. 

Find the best time of day for you to read. Try to read when you are not tired. By reading 

every day, even for a short period, you will become a more fluent reader. 

Look for a good place to read. 

It is easier to read and study if you are comfortable. Make sure that there is good 

lighting in your reading area and that you are sitting in a comfortable chair. To make it 

easier to concentrate, try to read in a place where you won't be interrupted. 

Use clues in the text to make predictions. 

Fluent readers make predictions before and as they read. Use the title, subtitle, 

pictures, and captions to ask yourself questions about what you are going to read. 

Find answers to the questions when you read. After reading, think about what you have 

learned and decide what you need to read next to continue learning. 

Establish goals before you read. 

Before you read a text, think about the purpose of your reading. For example, do 

you just want to get a general idea of the passage? Or do you need to find specific 

information? Thinking about what you want to get from the reading will help you decide 
what reading skills you need to use. 

Notice how your eyes and head are moving. 

Good readers use their eyes, and not their heads, when they read. Moving your head 

back and forth when reading will make you tired. Practice avoiding head movements 

by placing your elbows on the table and resting your head in your hands. Do you feel 

movement as you read? If you do, hold your head still as you read. Also, try not to 

move your eyes back over a text. You should reread part of a text only when you have 

a specific purpose for rereading, for example, to make a connection between what you 

read previously and what you are reading now. 

Try not to translate. 

Translation slows down your reading. Instead of translating new words into your first 

language, first try to guess the meaning. Use the context (the other words around the 

new word) and word parts (prefixes, suffixes, and word roots) to help you guess the 

meaning. 
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Read in phrases rather than word by word. 

Don't point at each word while you read. Practice reading in phrases-groups of words 

that go together. 

Engage your imagination. 

Good readers visualize what they are reading. They create a movie in their head of the 

story they are reading. As you read, try sharing with a partner the kinds of pictures that 

you create in your mind. 

Avoid subvocalization. 

Subvocalization means quietly saying the words as you read. You might be whispering 

the words or just silently saying them in your mind. Your eyes and brain can read much 

faster than you can speak. If you subvocalize, you can only read as fast as you can 

say the words. As you read, place your finger on your lips or your throat. Do you feel 

movement? If so, you are subvocalizing. Practice reading witpout moving your lips. 

Don't worry about understanding every word. 

Sometimes, as readers, we think we must understand the meaning of everything that 

we read. It isn't always necessary to understand every word in a passage in order to 

understand the meaning of the passage as a whole. Instead of interrupting your reading 

to find the meaning of a new word, circle the word and come back to it after you have 

finished reading. 

Enjoy your reading. 

Your enjoyment of reading will develop over time. Perhaps today you do not like to read 

in English, but as you read more, you should see a change in your attitude. The more 

you read in English, the easier it will become. You will find yourself looking forward to 

reading. 

Read as much as you can. 

The best tip to follow to become a more fluent reader is to read whenever and 

wherever you can. Good readers read a lot. They read many different kinds of material: 

newspapers, magazines, textbooks, websites, and graded readers. To practice this, keep 

a reading journal. Every day, make a list of the kinds of things you read during the day 

and how long you read each for. If you want to become a more fluent reader, read more! 
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Are You an ACTIVE Reader? 

Before you use this book to develop your reading skills, think about your reading habits, and your 

strengths and weaknesses when reading in English. Check the statements Jhat are true for you. 

Start of course End of course 

1 I read something in English every day. D D 
2 I try to read where I'm comfortable 

D D and won't be interrupted. 

3 I make predictions about what I'm going 
D D to read before I start reading. 

4 I think about my purpose of reading 
D D before I start reading. 

5 I keep my head still, and move only my 

0: D eyes, when I read. 

6 I try not to translate words from 

D D English to my first language. 

7 I read in phrases rath'er than 

D D word by word. 

8 I try to picture in my mind what 

D I'm reading. D 
9 I read silently, without moving my lips. 

D 
10 I try to understand the meaning of the 

passage, and try not to worry about D D understanding the meaning of every word. 

11 I usually enjoy reading in English. D D 
12 I try to read as much as I can, especially 

D D outside class. 

Follow the tips on pages 8-9. These will help you become a more active reader. At the end of 

the course, answer this quiz again to see if you have become a more fluent, active reader. 

10 
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UNIT 

Exam Time I 

Getting Ready 

Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 How often do students take tests in your country? What kinds of tests do they 

take? 

2 What kinds of tests do adults take? Which of these tests have you taken? 

3 Are you good at taking tests? How do you prepare for them? 

11 
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UNIT 1 

Before You Read 
Do you remember? 

Reading Skill 
Describing a Process 

Some articles tell us 
how to do something. 
You can draw a diagram 
to help you understand 
things that are in a 
certain order. Rrst, find 
the steps. Then, decide 
how best to arrange the . ·· 
steps in a diagram. 

CHAPTER 1 For Better Grades

U se Your Brain! 

A Think about answers to the following questions. 

1 · Do you think you have a good memory? Why, or why not? 

2 What do you do when you need to remember something important? 

3 How do you usually study for a test? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Read the third paragraph of the article on the next page. Write the three 

kinds of memory described. 

1 

2 

3 

B Decide which diagram below is best for organizing the information above. 

Explain your answer to a partner. 

b 

C Read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on

page 14. 

Motivational Tip: I love reading-do you? When I remember how much I like to read,

it helps me stay positive, even when I have to read things that are not of my choice (like a textbook). Reading 

becomes much easier when you have a positive attitude. 

12 UNIT 1 Chapter 1 
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·. 10

�15 

For Better 

Grades-Use 

Your Brain! 

If you're like most students, you probably started this new academic year with a resolution to study 
harder. Now, science can help you keep your resolution. Recent discoveries in brain research point to 

· b�tter ways to learn. ' ' 

How does the brain save new information? Thi.nk of the last time someone told you their phone 
number. could you remember that number five minutes later? Probably not! That's .because it was in 
your short-term memory. ' 

Our memory actually has three component's. Sensory memory takes in infor[Jlation from o.ur five 
senses an·d is stored for,jlfst a few seconds while our brain processes it'. Short-term memory wor�s 
like a "hold_ing area" for new information.-:that's where you keep. the phone. rjumber while you dial 
it. But i1f you can put the phone·numbe(into /ohg-term memory, you'll rem,ember that same phone 
number next week. Thls part of your memory holds everything from irregular verbs to the.names of all 
your cousins. 

When you.study, you transfer new information into long-term memory. Every time we learn something 
new, the structure of the brain actually changes as we build new connections to information that we 
already know. When there are more connections to the new information, it's ec3sier to find it again. 
Brain researchers have discovered four key points for effective study. 

:· 8, Make:·an efl'.ort The brain remembers better when we are interested in the subject, already 
know a little about it, and know we will need the information in the future. 

f) Find the most important informati9n and organize it. Your brain can process only a limited
20 amount of information at one time, so don't try to remember every detail. When studying a 

�extbook, look for titles, headings, and illustrations to ,show you the main ideas. 
8 Make the new brain connections stronger. One;techri_iq4e i� to recite1 the ideas out loud in your own. 

words .. This is the mostpowerful way to transfer informat1pnJrom.short-te.rm to long-term memory. 
· Another:'method is drawing a picture at' the informatio.n to'activat�;the visual'part'of the brain.

2s O Give the new material time to soak in-your brain has to build new physical connections. For this 
reason, it's better to study for several short sessions than one long one .. And cramming2 the night 
before a big test doesn't help. 

By understanding how the brain works, and following these four tips, you can make this your most 
successful academic year ever. 

1 When you recite something, you say it aloud after practising or memorizing it. 
2 When you cram for an exam, you try to study for it in a short space of time. 

For Better Grades-Use Your Brain! 13 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions. 

1 Which topic is NOT discussed in the passage? 
a. short and long-term memory
b how to study for tests better
c why some people are very smart

2 According to the passage, what does drawing a picture do?
a It puts information into short-term memory.
b It shows people you are trying to learn.
c It makes the connections in the brain stronger.

3 Which sentence is most likely to be true? 
a Reciting ideas out loud is better than drawing them. 
b Brain researchers understand short-term memory best. 
c It's better to have information in your long-term memory when doing 

a test. 

B Read the following sentences. Check (II') true (7} or false (F). 

1 When we learn new fc;3.cts, we savE
{

them in our long-term memory. 
2 You remember better if you start studying'a long time. before a test 

,· · < 
I, ' 

3 Our brains change physical�y when we learn new inforrriation. 

4 Saying new information out 'loud is a good wa/to remember it: 
• · ., ; ,i • . • • , .• , 

, 11. ,. , rp,:1 \•:, ,:.,. 

5 You don't haveJ<?. memorizeievery small detail to learn a subject. 

T F ' 

Critical Thinking C Discuss the following questions \\#ith a partner.· 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context·

14 UNIT 1 Chapter 1 

1 Which study techniques sound useful and which do not? Why? Have you 
tried any of them? 

2 What other ideas do you have for .how to study better? 

A Choose the bes,t answer� The wo'rds in
, b,

lue are from the passage. 

1 . Some compor,ents of a healthy life are ____ _ 
' a .. exercise .. and a good diet . b more· energ� and better skin 

2 Whi�h ,af these are' long-term plans? 
a having a family b going on holiday 

3 "You can transfer money ____ _ 
a at the bank b in your wallet 
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4 You need to make an effort if a task is ____ _
a easy b difficult

5 If you use effective ways to study, your grades will get ____ _
a better b worse

,.; 6 The structure of something is how it is ____ _
a used b organized

7 One tec�riique for remembering new English words is--�--
a writing them in a notebook b taking an exam

8 Which of these is an academic skill?
a writing an essay b baking a cake

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with a
partner. The words in blue are from the passage.

1 What are the main components of a computer?
2 What is a useful technique for taking good notes in class?
3 What do you think is the most effective way to manage stress?
4 What are your long-term goals when it comes to learning English?

A Look at the word web below. Are there other words you can think of .to_
add to this web? Explain your diagram to a partner. �ow do your ideas
connect to each other?

B On a sheet of paper, create a wordweb usi11g one_ of the categorie.s· in
the box below (or one of your own). See how many branches and words
you can add. Share your ideas with a partner.

( travel music the future food)

Vocab�Uuy Skill 
Word Webs 

On� helpful strategy 
,,r.1, 

, . 

.. .r·�ttiat you can. use 
. to memorize new 
vo.cabulary ·,� to ., 
create a wbrd web.·

Word webs can help . 
you remember the 
meaning of new 

. vocabulary and relate 
this vocabulary to other 
words you know. 

For Better Grades-Use Your Brain! 15 
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UNIT 1 

Before You Read 
Too many tests? 

. Reading Skill 
Identifying Main and 

Supporting Ideas 

Every paragraph 
has a main idea, or 
topic. Often, you will 
,find the main idea is 
given in the first or 
second sentence of a 

,. · paraQraph. Supporting 
·. ideas usually lollow,the
main idea. Sentences .'
with supporting ideas
explain or give more
information about the
·main idea.

16 UNIT 1 Chapter 2 

. CHAPTER. 2 Oh, No! Not Another Test! 

A Think about answers to the following questions. 

• a spoken English test
• a driving test
• a vocabulary quiz
• a test to get a job
• a piano or violin exam

• a school or university entrance
exam

• a large international test like
TOEFL® or IELTS® 

1 Which of the tests above have you taken? Which ones are you planning 
to take? 

2 Which do you find the most difficult? Why? 
· 3 Which are the most important for your future?

B Discuss your answers with a partner . 

A Read paragraph 1 of the passage on the next page. Underline the 
sentence that best describes the main idea. �at least one 
supporting idea in the paragraph. Discuss your answers with a partner .. 

B Skim the rest of the passage, th.en read the following sentences. @ 
the sentence that best describes the main idea of each paragraph. 

Paragraph 2 
a Multiple-choice style tests are not very effective. 
b Tests are easy to grade but the scores might not be useful. 

Paragraph 3 
a Reformers say that other assessment methods are better than tests. 
b Group interviews and portfolios are two ways to assess a person's 

abilities. 

Paragraph 4 
a Some s.choqls .do not focus· on. giving tests to their stu.?ents.
b s·tudents can learn kom other students as: w�II their teachers. 

Paragraph 5 
a New test methods will continue to develop. 
b There is no one best way to test learners. 

C Read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 18. 
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10 ( 

11 ( 

12 ( 
13 ( 

14 ( 

15 ( 

Think about the last test you took. 16 < 
How much of what you learned for 11 ( 
the test do you s�,11 remember? Many 
people take tests to pass a course or get a promotion, but they often forget the information 

5 afterward! This is especially the case for people takiqg large international tests like TOEFL 
or IELTS. These tests usually involve multiple-choice questions, and people often study to 
increase their scores, not to learn irT_1portant information. In fact, educators are divided on 
whether'these kinds of tests are the. most effective way to assess a person's abilities.

'Those who support such tests say they are the only way for educators and employers to 
10 compare people ·based on their test scoresi However, there are people trying to reform 

this system: They
'l
belieVe that standard tests-aren't the best way to measure a person's 

abil'ity. These reformers:·aJso be!ieve that intelligentpeopl_e are not always good at taking 
tests or memorizing facts. A multiple-choice test cannot always tell what people have 
learned, or whether they can apply that knowledge in the future. 

15 Reformers believe that other types of evaluation achieve better results. Tests that contain a 
mix of written and spoken questions give a more complete assessment of what the person 
is capable of. A portfolio, or a collection of work done throughout a course, can show how 
much the student has iniproved individually. Group· interviews ,where a group of people are 
interviewed at the same time, can also be useful for employers, since they show how people 

20 interact with others. 

A.lternativ� edwcational institutions such as·Monte.ssori and Waldorf schools don't 
believe that education should be focused on testing. At these schools, the classroom is 
very relaxed and ''free," with students learning from each other as much as they learn from 
teachers. Some of these schoois even ,illow students to choose what they study. Tea.chers 

25 create·acthlitles a·�signed to let stiJdents show their abilitfes or knowledge of a certain 
.. subject. In these schools, th� focus is on learning by experiencing and doing things. l :-.,.,: .. :lhe clebate on testing continues, :and educators have yet to find a perfect method of
'-evaluating le9rning. Uritil'that day comes, old test methods will be used and new test 

. 
�ethods will c�ntinue to_develop. But one thin.g's for sure, tes�ing will continue to play an

30 important part 1n all our l1ves�so study hard! 

Oh, No! Not Another Test! 17 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Definitions 

18 UNIT 1 Chapter 2 

A Match the sentence parts to make correct statements. 

1 __ Multiple choice tests 
2 __ Portfolios 
3 __ Assessments 

a want to find better ways to evaluate 
students' abilities. 

b let people demonstrate how they 
interact with others. 4 __ Educational reformers 

5 __ Group interviews c have scores that are easy to compare. 
d are examples of a student's work. 
e are tests that measure how much a 

person has learned. 

B Read the following sentences. Who would agree with each sentence? 

Check (v") supporters (SJ or reformers (R). 

/' 
s R 

1 Multiple-choice tests are c;1 good way to evaluate 
intelligence. 

2 It is important to see how students communicate with 
other people. 

3 Students. learn better by experiencing insy�ad of 
,., 

, , . 

memorizing. 

4 A goog:test should allow examiners to_ easily compare 
people. ' 

, , 

' 

5 The classroom should be a place where students 

\.._ prepare for tests. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 Can you think of other alternatives to tests like TOEFL or IELTS? 
2 Why do you think it is so hard to replace such tests with alternatives? 

A Match each word with its definition. The words. in blue are from the 

passage. 

1 __ apply 
2 --reform 
3 __ measure 
4 __ memorize 
5 __ assess 
6 __ interact 
7 __ alternative 
8 __ debate 

a rnscussion about opinions on a topic 
b to judge or evaluate someone or 

something 
c to talk to each other or w�rk together 
d different than what is usual or expected 
e to determine the size or amount of something 
f to change or improve something 
g remember something 
h to use an idea or skill for a particular 

situation 
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B Complete the following sentences with the words in blue from A. You 

might have to change the form of the words. 

1 You can tell she'll be a good mother from the way she _____ _ 
with children. 

2 In a school ______ , two teams will discuss the benefits and 
issues of a certain topic. 

3 The new principal was considered a(n) . His main goal 
was to change the school's testing system and make it better. 

4 The only way to learn irregular verb forms is to ______ them. 

A Look at the following words and use the suffix -ize to write the verb

form next to each one. Use your dictionary to help you with spelling. 

1 standard 
2 theory 
3 modern 
4 revolution 
5 fantasy 

B Match each verb above to its definition below. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

��----: to form an i,dea or explanation about something 
____ : to imagine or dream of having things you desire 

______ : to change the way of doing something completely 
______ : to bring something up-to-date; to make it current 
______ : to make things the same or to fit a certain measurement 

C Complete the following questions with a verb from A. Make sure you 

use the correct verb tense. Then answer the questions with a partner. 

1 What would you do to the look of your apartment? 
2 Do you ever about where you will live in the future? 
3 Do you think the Internet has the way people learn? 

Vocabulary Skill 
The Suffix -ize

In this chapter 

you read the verb 

memorize. One 

common suffix in 

English is -izeq (spelled 

-ise in British English),

which means to make
or cause to become.

Motivational Tip: Using vocabulary skills. The vocabulary skills throughout this book can
increase your range of vocaoulary and help you with your general reading. How can you apply these vocabulary 
skills in your reading outside of class? 

Oh, No! Not Another Test! 19 
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Real Life Skill 
Reading Test Instructions 

In an exam, 

understanding the 

test instructions, as 

well as the question 

itself, can help you 

to improve your test 

scores. Pay special 

attention to the verbs 

in the instructions, 

such as choose, circle, 

underline, cross out, 

write, or explain. 

A Below are four common types of questions used in tests. Read the 
instructions for each item. Then answer each question. 

1 Choose the word or phrase that best completes the sentence. 

Mary is (a nice/the nicer/the nicest) person I have ever met. 

2 Circle the sentence that best describes the photo. 

a The man is looking for his key. 
b The man is watching television. 
c The man is getting dressed. 
d The man is putting clothes in 

a suitcase 

3 Look at the word one in the sentence below. Underline the word or 
phrase that means the same as one. 

I don't have a car now, but I want to buy one next year. 

4 Write a sentence to describe the main idea of the passage below. 

When should a person begin learning a second language? Is learning 
a second language not spoken in the home really easier for children? 
While many people thihk children are abl� .. to learn new languages 
easily, many experts now believe that second language learning can be 
as difficult for many children as it is for gdults. 

B Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 What do you think each question type above is testing? 
2 Which .instructions .were easiest to understand? Why? 
3 Which question is easiest to give a score to? Which question is hardest? 

What do you think? 

1 What effect do tests have on education in your country? 
2 Why do you think we need to take so many tests in modern society? 
3 · How you would design the perfect test? What kinds of questions would it have? 

20 UNIT 1 Chapter 2 
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UNIT 

Going Abroad 2 

Getting Ready 

Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 What do you like to do on vacation? Relax on a beach? Go shopping in a city? 

2 Look at the photos above. Where are you able to do these activities? 

3 Which of the places above would you most want to visit? Why? 

21 
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UNIT 2 

Before You Read 
Travel Knowledge 

Reading Skill 
Scanning. for Details 

An important use for 

scanning is to find a 

piece of information 

that we need. We do 

this in everyday life 

when we look up a 

word in the dictionary, 

or check a telephone 

number in the phone 

directory. Use scanning 

when you need to find 

a fact in a reading. 

CHAPTER 1 We're in Vietnam! 

A Answer the following questions. 

1 What do you know about Vietnam? Write a few words about each topic. 

a location 

b climate 

c cities 

d history 
( 

2 Vietnam is becoming a very popular destination for tourists. Can you 

think of any reasons for this? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Scan the passage on the next page and find the dates of the four blog 

posts. 

Post 1: _______ _ 
Post 2: _______ _ 
Post 3: _______ _ 
Post 4: _______ _ 

B Read each blog post quickly to find the following information. 

Post 1: Which city did they go to first? 

Post 2: Where is the market that they visited? 

Post 3: How long did they go hiking for? 

Post 4: What is in Vung Tau? 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 

page 24. 

Motivational Tip: Expect success! As you begin this chapter, what success do you expect to

achieve? Do you expect to increase your reading fluency? Do you expect to increase your vocabulary? Success 

comes when you identify what you want to achieve and then work hard to achieve it. I challenge you to set a 

reasonable goal and expect success . 

22 UNIT 2 Chapter 1 
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Posted on April 6 by Juliana 

Hue is a unique city with lots to see. I would love to stay longer, but Tom 
and I are both ready for the beach. Tomorrow we'll take the train back to 

the south, and then we're going to a town called Vung Tau. It has several 

5 beaches and is famous for crafts made out of seashells. Vietnam is an 

amazing country with so much variety-big modern cities, small traditional 

towns, mountains, jungles, and beaches. Twq weeks here just isn't enough. 

Posted on April 4 by Juliana 

Now we're in the old capital city of Hue. After hiking around the Sapa mountains, 

10 it's nice to have accommodation with electricity and a shower1 Our trip to 
Sapa was long and exhausting. From there, we took a van to a small village 

in the mountains and went hiking for three days. The people who live there are 
called Hmong. They live a very basic life-no electricity or telephones. They 

don't have many possessions, but they are the kindest, friendliest people 

15 I've ever met. Everyone smiles and says "hello." Kathy and I can only speak a 

few words of Vietnamese, so smiling is the best way of communicating. This 
afternoon, we're taking a walking tour in Hue. We're going to visit the Forbidden 

Purple City, where the emperor lived. 

Posted on March 27 by Juliana 

20 Ho Chi Minh City is fantastic! The pagodas are fabulous and the different 

Buddha statues are wonderful to look at. we visited a market in Cholon, in the 

western part of the city, and saw an amazing range of fruits and vegetables. 

Everything was so colorful. We took hundreds of photographs1 Later today we 

take the train north. We'll stay in Hanoi for two days, then catch a bus to Sapa. 

25 Tom can't wait to go trekking in the mountains. 

Posted on March 24 by Juliana 

Greetings from Vietnam1 Tom and I arrived here this afternoon tired but excited. 

This is our first trip to Asia and the friendliness of the people is amazing. All the 

different sights and smells make us eager to try everything-especially the 

30 food1 We're looking forward to eating spring rolls and pho for dinner. Our hotel is 
cheap and very clean. The owners are friendly and helpful; they seem to like us. 

They gave us drinks when we arrived and have told us about some places that 
we shouldn't miss. we plan to stay here in Ho Chi Minh City for a few days and 

visit temples in the city, then travel to the north. 

spring rolls 

pho 

We're in Vietnam! 23 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Odd Word Out 

24 UNIT2 Chapter 1 

A Read the following sentences. Check {II') true (7} or false (f). Then 
check the number of the post where you found the answer. 

r T F 0 8· e 0' 
1 In the past, Vietnam had an emperor. 
2 Many Hmong people speak English. 
3 This is Juliana's second trip to Vietnam. 
4 The market in Cholon has many kinds of 

vegetables. 
5 The town of Vung Tau is famous for its 

\.. 
mountains. 

B Read the following sentences about Juliana's trip. @your answers. 
Then write the words or phrases from the reading that helped you find 
the answers. 

1 She thinks the market in Cholon is really (great I expensive I noisy). 

2 She thinks the Hmong people are very (practical I modern I friendly). 

3 She likes hotels that are (expensive I traditional I simple). 

4 At the end of her trip, she says she wants to (go home and see her 
friends I visit more of Vietnam I learn to cook Vietnamese food). 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 How much money do you think Juliana and Tom spent on their trip? Why 
do you think so? 

2 Do you blog about your travels? What other ways can you keep a record 
of your trips? 

A � the word or phrase that does not belong in each group. 
The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 accommodation hotel guesthouse school 
2 terrible wonderful fabulous fantastic 
3 tiring relaxing exhausting demanding 
4 similar matching unique alike 
5 possessions belongings plans stuff 
6 bored interested eager fascinated 
7 many kinds range alike different 

8 basic advanced easy simple 
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B Complete the postcard using the words in blue from A. 

· f om Madrid1

�;;�.:
1

:!�e:e Fm -Anally �ere. The trip from Seoul was long and
l
s 

but I made it . My (2)
(1) . . , thouse in the center of Madrid. I got a 

nice; I'm staying in a gues 

room-it only .has a small bed
cheap and (:3) . -it'� 

d shower \ The weather here is ( 4)
an 

d nny with clear blue skies every day. It s  great for Plaza de Santa Ana 21

warm an su · 
of 

sightseeing. because there's a wide (5) . 
th to An-

. 
see and do. Tomorrow I'm taking a train sou 

things to . f G d I'm really looking forward to
dalusia to visit the city o rana a . 

b p lace I'm also really (6) ------
seeing the Alham ra a 

. 
. 

cho a kind of cold soup which
to try the food-especially gazp:ry �ifferent from anything else 

I hear is (7) 
k nt See you next month!

in Spain. I promise I'll bring you bac a prese . 

Love . Jamie 

Madrid. Spain 

26014 

A Write the correct form of the adjectives in the box on the line� below. 

excite interest relax confuse please embarrass bore· worry 

I feel ... _e _xc _, _'te_d ___________________ _ 

because it's ... _e_xc_,_·t_in_..g.__ _________________ _

B Change the verbs in the advertisement below into adjectives by using 

the correct endings. 

Eco Tours 

T ired of going to the same (1) bor places? (2) Interest 
_______ in taking a vacation to an (3) excit location? 
Want a (4) relax beach holiday, but also want to help save the 
environment? If you answered "yes" to any of these questions, then you should book 
your holiday with Eco Tours! Not only will you experience the best vacation of your life, 
but ten percent of the cost of your trip also goes to protecting the local environment. 
Call us today to talk. Don't be (5) embarrass to ask questions-
we want you to have the perfect vacation! If you are (6) worr ______ _ 
about the cost, don't be. Our prices are very reasonable. We know that you'll be 
(7) pleas with your EcoTours holiday, so give us a call at 
(888) 555-3458, or visit us online to find out more at www.heinle-ecotours.org.

Vocabulary Skill 
Adjective Endings -ed and 
-ing

When we talk about 

how we feel, it's 

common to use 

adjectives that end 

in -ed. To describe 

something, or how 

we feel about it, use 

adjectives ending in 

-ing.

We're in Vietnam! 25 
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UNIT 2 

Before You Read 
Preparing to Travel 

Reading Skill 
Predicting 

Before reading, think 

about what what you 

are going to read by 

looking at the title and 

any subheadings, and 

examining the images. 

While reading, you 

should also think about 

what comes next. This 

helps you understand a 

passage better. 

CHAPTER 2 Safe Travel 

A Think about answers to the following questions. 

What are some risks :c:fr' dangers of �raveling abr9ad? 

2 How can you prepare for a safe trip? What should you do during the· 
trip? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Look at the article on the next page. Read the title, the subheadings, 

and look at the pictures. Check (II') advice you think the article will give. 

Discuss your answers with a partner. 

1 D learn basic phrases of the local language 

2 D go to local markets for cheap shopping 

3 D check the dates on your passport 

4 D keep your luggage close to you 

5 D walk instead of taking taxis to see more 

6 D book accommodation online for better prices 

7 D mak� sure you have the correct currency 

B Skim the article to check your answers. Were your predictions correct? 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 

page 28. 

Motivational Tip: Pause and think. Before you answer the questions on page 28, pause and

think. What was the most important information from this passage? How was it supported with examples? What 

do you now know that you didn't know before reading this passage? When we pause and think after we read, 

our comprehension will increase. 

26 UN IT 2 Chapter 2 
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Many travelers feel nervous about going to a new and 
unfamiliar place. If you plan your trip carefully and learn to 

take precautions, you can relax and enjoy yourself. 

Check Your Paperwork1

5 While you prepare for your departure, make sure your 
paperwork is organized. You'll want to check the dates on your visas and 
passport. Having an important document expire before or during your trip is 
the last thing you want to happen. Be sure to get an international driver's license if you plan · · 
to drive while you are abroad. Also, do some research on the local currency. Some countries-

10 like Jamaica and -use more than one currency. It's best to know how and when to use each. 

Mind Your Health 
If you need to take medication along, keep it in its original container. If you are carrying 

prescription2 drugs, bring a letter from your doctor in case customs officials question you at your 
destination. Also, make sure that you travel with proper medical insurance so that if you are sick 

15 or injured while traveling, you will be able to get treatment. 

Pay Attention 
As a tourist, you'll probably stand out on the street. Unlike local 
people, you'll carry guide books, refer to maps, take photos, and 
look up at buildings. Because of this, you may appear vulnerable. 

20 Stay safe by keeping one eye on the amazing sights and the other 

25 

on your personal items. 

When you get into a taxi, make sure there is a meter3 and that 
it is turned on. If there is no meter, agree on a price before 
starting out. Tour guides recommend protecting your luggage in 
busy transportation areas by always keeping it in front of you or 
between your legs. Also, if you are going anywhere that requires 

purchasing tickets, be sure to buy them at an authorized 

location. Never purchase tickets on the street, as these are often 

overpriced, fake, or expired. 

30 Learn About the Locals 
It's always a good idea to buy a guidebook and a map, and read about the local culture of the 
country you will be visiting. For example, it's important to know that in India you should use the 
right hand to eat, or to give and accept things. In Thailand, it's rude to point with your feet at 
someone or something. Also, try to learn a few basic words and phrases of the local language. 

35 Don't assume that everyone will speak your language or that they will understand English. 

If you have trouble communicating, look for students and young people who might speak 
a foreign language. And remember to smile. It's the friendliest and most sincere form of 
communication, and is understood everywhere.in the world I 

1 Official documents like forms and reports are all paperwork. 
2 A prescription is a medicine that a doctor has told you to take. 
3 A meter is a machine that measures and records the amount of something. Sate Travel 27 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context 

28 UNIT 2 Chapter 2 

A Read the following sentences. Check (II') true (n or false (F). 

/' 

.1 · it is important to be prepared, as well as careful,
.. 

' ·

when you travel abroad. 

2 You usually can't use your country's money when you 

travel abroad. 

3 You should get insurance so that you can drive when 

you are overseas. 

4 You should bring a letter from your travel agent if you 

carry prescription drugs. 

5 It's rude to point at things with your feet in India. 

B Write advice given by the article for each situation. 

1 You have a problem communicating in the local language. 

2 You get sick or have an accident. 

3 You want to take a taxi during your trip. 

4 You want to buy tickets to a theater show while on your trip. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

T F ' 

1 Which tips from the article would you give to visitors to your country? Why? 

2 Write two more safety tips for tourists who want to visit your country. 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 What is something you can purchase? 

a a pair of shoes b an idea 

2 Which of the following will expire? 

a a visa b luggage 

3 Someone who is sincere is likely to tell ____ _ 

a lies b the truth 

4 Your flight's departure time is the time that your plane ____ _ 

a leaves the airport b arrives at your destination 

5 Which would need authorization? 

a applying for a passport b eating at a restaurant 
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6 What is one precaution you can take against thieves? 
a Lock your doors. b Call the police. 

7 You see a woman holding a crying baby. What might you assum�? 
a ·You talk to them. b The woman is the child's mother., 

8 Who is more vulnerable? 
a a baby b an adult 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with a 
partner. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 How can you tell when someone is being sincere? 
2 How long before your departure. time should you arrive at the airport? 
3 What do you assume about people with a lot of money? 
4 What are a few things that expire?.· 

A Read the article below and Sall of the pre- words you find. 

Travel T1p.s_for·San Fra��1sco 
��/ Don'tt _ry to predict the weather. Bring a warm jacket and sweater 

so that you're prepared for changes in the tempe'rature; ev.el'l in the 
summer months of July and August, it gets ia.ld. 

� y: ,·' 

2. Buy a prepaid phone card. Mariy of the phone bobths at Safl' .. F'rincisco 
airport and in'the center of tne'city <;>nly acpept pr�paid calling cards. 

. ''''!. •. . ,. . . .. . \ . • 

3. Pre-arrange your hotel stay-especially in the summer mpnths. Don't. 
assume that it will be easy to find a roorri wt:,�,n you arrive .. Hotels fill
up.quickly in San Francisco, particularly in th·e summer. 

4. San Francisco is a great city for walking-but there are hills! Bring a .
comfortable pair of walking.shoes if you're planning to go around on 
foot. Also, you can prevent stiff muscles by stretching, or avoiding the 
hills on the first day. 

5. There are many wonderful bultural events happening in San Francisco
all year round. Go online to get a preview of events happening at the

, time of your visit.·

B Write a pre- word from A for each definition below. Can ypu think of any 
other words that begin with pre-? Share your· answers with a partner. 

' . ', . ,'., 

1 · ----'----------: ready for something before it happens 
2. : a vie,wing of something in advance 
3 : say what will happen in the future 
4 : stop something from happening 
5 : plan or. schedule something in advance
6 : paid in advance 

Vocabulary Skill 
The Prefix pre-

In this, chapter, you 
learned the noun 
precaution, a word 
made by combining 

.. · the prefix .pre-,

meaning do1;1e before

or in advance, with the· 
' �i''.' noun cau�on; mearjlng 

care. Pre�.can be 
combined with nouns, 

':.1
, .,,, 

verbs, adjectives; and 
root words to form 
many words in English. 
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Real Life Skill A Read the 'immigration form below. Match the type of information with 

the question. Reading and Understanding 
Immigration Forms 

1 given name Are you male or female? 1') 

When you arrive in a 

foreign country, you 

must complete an 

immigration form to 

give to officials. These 

forms are for personal 

information, and they 

are often written in 

English. 

a 

2 gender b What's your job? 
3 marital status c What's your first name? 
4 occupation d What's your family name? 
5 citizenship e Are you married? 
6 permanent address f What's your nationality? 
7 date of birth g When were you born? 
8 su�name h Where do you live? 

Visitor Arrival Form 

Surname: ________ _ Given name(s): --------
Date of expiry:--------Passport Number: ______ ....___ 

Place of issue: ------� 
Permanent q9dre�§: ____ __._..........__ ........... ________ .___ _____ _ 

Date of birth:__/';__/_···_·_ Gender:'·M'·;Fi:Marifa:(stat�$: ----.-----
. ., . ,Citizenship: ------'--------'--

Occupatior,: ----,----,----,---
Purpose of sta}/: tourism -· .. -.-.... bustness __ visit relative$ --- other-. __ 
Length of stay: days 

Welcome to our country! 

B Complete the form with information about yourself. 

What do you think? 

1 Do you read biogs written by other travelers before going on holiday? Did you 
find them useful? 

2 Where have you traveled?Which place did you feel safest? Why? 
3 What would you do. if you �ere in trouble in a foreign country? 

30 UNIT 2 Chapter 2 
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UNIT 

Movie Makers 3 

Getting Ready 

Discuss the following questionswith a partner. 

1 What is the best movie you've seen: in the last year? What did you like about it? 
2 Have you ever wanted to work in the movies? Which jobs have you heard of? 
3 Do you think making a movie is difficult? Why, or why not? 

31 
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UNIT 3 

Before :You Read 
· ·.· Making-,a,Movie

Reading Skill 
Using Headings to 
Understand Main Ideas 

Looking at the title 
and the subheadings 

. before you read 
can help you to 
understand what the 
main ideas of the 
readlng,.will.be. 

CHAPTER 1 Behind the Sce'nes 
''-

' 
'I 

A Think abo.ut answers to the following questions. 

1 Why do you think it usually costs ·so much money to make a movie? 
2 What kinds of jobs are needed to make a movie? Why are these jobs 

important? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Look at the title and subheadings of the passage on the next page. 
Then 8 the correct word or phrase in each of the ':"ain ideas below. 

1 Makeup artists help the actors and actresses (sound great / look different). 
2 The prop master gets (objects I money) needed for the movie. 
3 Th� special effects coordinator creates things that (are I are not) real. 
4 Foley artists work with the things you (hear I see) in a movie. 

B Now read the entire passage to see if your answers in A were correct. 

C Read the passage· again carefully. Then answer the que,stions on page 34. 
. ' i  • \, ' 

. Motivational Tip: Sit in a different seat today. In most classrooms, stud�nts sit in the
same seat near their friends. Today, I challenge youJoday to sit in a:.different seat,:n.ext to someone you don't 
knovy very well. In thisclass, when invited by your teacher, share.what you are learning from today's chapter with 
your new partner.· · 

1 

• • 

32 UNIT 3 Chapter 1 
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hi 
Who makes movies? Actors and directors, of course. But 

lh n 

if you watch the credits at the end of a movie, you'll find 

hundreds of other names and Jobs. Most of the crucial people 

in filmmaking aren't famous because they do their work behind 

the scenes 1
• Here are four important jobs. 5 

Makeup artist: Making characters look believable 

The makeup artist's work sounds simple, but there's more to it than 
making the lead actress look beautiful: If the hero gets a cut on his face, 
the makeup artist must create that cut and ensure it looks exactly the 

10 same tomorrow and the day after. Some movies may require actors 
to look older or younger, or like a monster or a space alien. Pytting 
on special makeup can sometimes take more time than the actor's 
scene! For example; Jim Carrey's makeup artist needed two and a half 
hours every day to transform him into his character for the movie, The

15 Grinch. The audience should notice the character, and not the makeup. 

Property Master: Setting the scene 

The property (or "prop") master is responsible for selecting parts of the set and costumes. This includes large items 
like furniture and vehicles, but also small items like tools and weapons. When you see a mother cooking breakfast 
for her kids, the prop master has chosen the stove, the frying pan, the plates, and almost everything- else in the 

20 scene. For a prop master, details are everything. In the 2011,·movie The Social Network, the prop master had to 
find the exact model of computer that Facebook founder2 Mark Zuckerberg used when he was studying at Harvard 
University back in 2004. Part of the job is also ,keeping track of every item purchased for the movie and making sure 
no item disappears during production.

Special effects coordinator: Making the impossible look real 

After a movie, people often ask, "How did they do that?" In movies, 25 
people can fly, dinosaurs roam through cities, and spaceships 
travel to other planets. These are all the work of the special 
effects coordinator. This person is responsible for creating fires 
and explosions, rainy days, or snowy nights. Most special effects 
nowadays are made with computers. A big movie like Avatar took 30 
several years to make, and had many special effects companies 
working on differ.e�t things. one company had about 120 people 
working exclusively on the look of the aliens on the planet Pandora. 

Foley artist: creating the sounds of Jhe cinema 

35 Think bf your favOrite scary movie and\ts sounds�footsteps, loud rain, and creaking doors. All of these are the 
work of the Foley artist Many sounds can't be recorded during the filming of a movie, so Foley artists produce them 
in their Studios. They ·create the punching and kicking so.unds of a fight scene, and the wind, rain, and thunder in 
the pack'gr6und. They often have unexpecteq _methods-for example, to make the sound of bones breaking, Foley 
artists have recorded the sound of celery sticks being snapped in half. In a Foley artist's studio, there might even be 

40 spec\�ifloo'rs for re
'.

c6rdihg"c:Mferenfkinds of footsteps. So next time you watch a film, be sure to look for these jobs 
in the credits. The movie wouldn't be the same without these hardworking people! 

1 People who work behind the scenes help to make a movie but do nbt appear in it. 
2 The founder of a company is the person who first started it. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

A Read the following sentences� Check (v") true (T) or false (F). 

/ T F '\ 

1 The names of people who work behi\!ld the scenes are no1;
in the movie credits. 

2 Movie makers want you to notice the great makeup when 
you watch a movie. 

3 A prop master decides which objects actors use in a 
movie. 

4 Special effects coordinators usually need computers for 
their job. 

5 Most of the sounds you hear in a movie are recorded 

\.._ 
during filming. 

B Who did it? Write the correct job for each movie scene. 

1 
2 

3 
4 

5 

______ We hear a car accident outside the window. 
______ In a scene, a man sits in a car from the 1990s and uses 

a cell phone. 
------ The restaurant looks exadtly the same in the next scene. 
______ The, �era's skin looks green after he returns from his

space ·flig h,t. 
--------- Afire starts in the familis·kitchen. 

. . Critical Thinking . . . c Discuss the fo�lp�ing questions with a partoer.

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 

· · Definitions

34 UNIT 3 · Chapter 1 

1 Which of these four jobs do you think is the most important in making a 
good movie? Why? 

2 How do you think these people start out in their jobs? What kind of 
training would they need tp have? 

A Match each word with its definition. The words in blue are from the 
passage. 

1 -. __ director. 
2 _. _ credits 
3 _. __ scene · 
4 _· __ , crucial 
5 __ "production 
6 __ transform 
7 __ . ·_. exdusive 
8 _·_ .. studio . 

a very important .· 
b : one part of a movie 
c · 1a. place where mo�ies �ire made

' d . a list of all the people ·who worked on a movie 
e th� making of a movie 
f to change completely 
g imie>lving only one specific thing· 
h 'the 1persci'ri whb gives instructions to'make . 

a movie 
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B Answer the followin'g.questions, then discuss your answers.with a 
partner. The wor�s in blue are from the passage. 

1 What is the scariest scene of any movie you've seen? 
2 Do you think a good story:,s crucial to the success of a movie? 
3 Which names are usually listed first in the credits of a movie? 
4 Have. you ever been to an exclusive event? What was it like? 

A Use th.e. prefix dis- and one of the words from the box to complete the 
definitions. 

agree like appear 

1 ______ : not truthful 
2 ______ : to vanish 

belief honest connected 

3 ______ : feeling that something is not true or possible 
4 ______ : to not enjoy something 
5 ______ : not joined 

. 6 · ------·:>have a cHfferent opinion to someone 

B Complete the following sentences.using the words from A. You might 
have to c�nge the form of the word. 

1 .· Many people
.....,...

----- spicy food. 
2 Now I know why the printer isn't working; it's _____ _ 
3 Pa�I could only look at his girlfriend in ______ when she said 

she wanted to break up with him. 
4 When the sun came out, the fog _____ _ 
5 I don't trust that salesman. He looks really _____ _ 
6 Jean and her husband fight a lot because they ------ on 

everything. 

1C Complete the following questions using the words from A. 
asking andanswering the questions with a partner. 

1 Which foods do you ______ ? 
2 Have you ever met a person? 

.: .. 3 Do you agree or · .·;t�at it·is possible to predict the future?
4 Can you make a c9iry · ? 

Vocabulary Skill 
The Prefix dis-

In the passage Behind 

the Scenes, you saw 

the word disappear, 

a word made by 

combining the prefix 

dis-, meaning no� with 

the verb appear. The 

'pr�fix dis- is placed 
at the beginning of a 

noun, verb, or adjective 

to make the word 

negative. 
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UNIT 3 

Before You Read 
Who is J. J. Abrams? 

Reading Skill 
Recognizing Sequence 

of Events 

Dates and times in 
a passage are often , .. 
introduced with words 
like first, then, next, 

when, in, today, and . ' 
finally to indicate the 
sequence of events . 
Recognizing the 
sequence, or order, of 
events can help you to 
understand the reading 
better. 

36 UN IT 3 Chapter 2 

CHAPTER 2 The Rise of J. J. Abrams 

A Think about answers to the following questions.

1 Have you seen any of these movies and television shows? Did you like 

them? 

2 What do these movies and television shows have in common?

3 Do you know who J. J. Abrams is? Can you guess what he is famous for?

· B Discuss your answers with a partner.

A Read the following sentences about J. J. Abrams' life and career.

/ 
1 

Without reading the passage;·put the events in order from 1-6. Com
pare your ideas with a partner.

When He was 11 or 12,Abrams' grandfather gave him a movie camera called 
a Super 8. 
His movie success caught the attention of top filmmaker Steven Spielberg. 
Abrams made his movie directing debut almost a decade later in 2006, witn 
Mission: Impossible Ill. 

Not long after the camera, Abrams' grandfather gave him a box of magic tricks. 
His next move was into television in 1998, when he helped create the popular 
lV series Felicity. 

Today, the couple an9 their three children live near Los Angeles, California, 
where Abrams has his own production company called Bad Robot. 
He soon got his first opportunity at 16 years old, when he wrote music for a 
movie called Nightbeasi. 

B @the words or numbers in the sentences that helped you choose
the order. Then skim the entire passage to see if your answers in A
were correct.

C Read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on.
page 38.
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THE RISE OF J. J. ABRAMS 

J. J. Abrams was born in New York City in 1966. Growing 

up, Abrams loved mysteries and magic tricks-anything 

that was unexpected. His favorite movies and television 

programs were science fiction ones like The Twilight Zone. 

5 When he was 11 or 12, Abrams' grandfather gave him a 

movie camera called a Super 8. He used the camera to 

make short movies with his sister and their friends. From 

then on, Abrams' ambition was to work in Hollywood 

and make movies and TV shows. He soon got his first 

10 opportunity at 16 years old, when he wrote music for a 

movie called Nightbeast. 

In college, Abrams co-wrote and sold a scree.nplay to 

a Hollywood production company. He started gaining 

popularity for his work, and his next two dramas-Regarding Henry and Fomver 

15 Young-were hit movies. Abrams continued to write and produce screenplays 

throughout his 20s, the biggest being Armageddon. 

But Abrams never lost his passion for the mysterious and wanted to create shows like 

the ones he enjoyed as a child. His next move was into television in 1998, when he 

helped create the popular TV series Felicity. Some of his shows became huge hits, like 

20 the spy drama Alias and the Emmy-winning mystery thriller Lost. Abrams made Ms 

movie directing debut almost a decade later in 2006, with Mission: Impossible III. He 

then went on to direct science fiction movie Star TT'ek in 2009. His movie success caught 

the attention of top filmmaker Steven Spielberg. Together, they created the monster 

movie Super 8, named for the camera both men experimented with when they were 

25 young. 

The Super 8 camera has proved to be very influential in Abrams' life, but there is 

an9ther special gift that has helped Abrams become who he is today. Not long after the 

camera, Abrams' grandfather gave him a box of magic tricks. Abrams calls it a 'mystery 

box; because he never opened it. He says he wants to preserve the mystery, ancl remind 

30 himself to create un�xpected stories. To him, the box "represents infinite I possibility. It 

represents hope. It represents potential." 

Abrams has even used the box metaphor to describe movie theaters. "What's a bigger 

mystery box than a movie theater? You go to the theater, you're just so excited to see 

anything ... mystery boxes are everywhere in what I do." The box remains a source of 

35 inspiration for Abrams, and he keeps it on a shelf in his office. 

At a dinner party in 1994, Abrams met a woman named Katie McGrath and they got 

married soon after. Today, the couple and their three children live near Los Angeles, 

California, where Abrams runs his own production company called Bad Robot. He keeps 

busy, usually working on many projects at once, and is always looking to create more 

40 and more mystery boxes. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understandi�g 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context 

38 UNIT 3 Chapter 2 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions. 

1 What ki.nd of passage is this? 
a a biography b a newspaper article c a critical review 

2 What can be understood from the passage? 
a J.J. Abrams is no longer making movies. 
b J.J. Abrams has opened the magic box. 
c J.J. Abrams still enjoys making entertainment. 

3 Abrams compares to his box of magic tricks. 
a the love of a boy and his grandfather 
b the mystery of going to a movie theater 
c watching mystery television shows 

B Read the following sentences. Check (.I'} true (7l or false (F). 

/ 

1 Abrams mostly wrote screenplays in his 20s. 
2 Abrams c.ompares the movie theater to his Super 8 camera. 

3 Steven Spielberg has worked with Abrams since Abrams' 
television days. 

4 Abrams works for his wife's production company, Bad Robot. 

\? Abrams likes to work on more than one project at a time. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 What else could you compare a movie theater to? Why? 

T F
"' 

2 Would you open the mystery box if you were Abrams? Why, or why not? 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 The color red usually represents __ . 
a danger b something easily noticed 

2 The main ambition of many professional athletes is to __ . 
a win competitions b stay healthy 

3 Someone who has passion for something usually spends __ time 
doing it. 
a very little b a lot of 

4 An influential person would most likely be __ by other people. 
a ignored b listened to 

5 People usually want to preserve __ things. 
a good b bad 

6 You usually get inspiration from people you __ . 
a admire b dislike
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7 Which is a metaphor? 
a Life is a journey. b My mother likes flowers. 

8 An actor's debut is the __ of his or her career. 
a start b end 

B Complete the following sentences with the words in blue from A. You 
might have to change the form of the words 

1 I spent a lot of money on my bike because I'm about 
cycling. My is to become a professional cyclist one day. 

2 The band's new song is pretty good, but I still prefer music from their 
______ album. 

3 My mother thinks my new friend is a bad on me. 
4 I hope developers will some of the old buildings in the 

area, instead of knocking them all down. 

A One way to organize words is to categorize them by part of speech. 
Write N (nouns), V (verbs), or A (adjectives) next to the following words. 
Then review their meanings with a partner. 

_director __ create _scene __ scary __ script 
_studio __ credits _· avoid __ disappear __ Hollywood 
_produce __ hero -. important __ lead __ actress 
__ impossible _·prepare _ supervisor _:_famous __ monster 

B You can also organize words by meaning, for example, nouns for 
people, places, and things. Organize the nouns from A into one of these 
categories. 

r People Places Things 

Vocabulary Skill 
Organizing Vocabulary 

One helpful way to 
remember new words 
is to group them into 
meaningful categories, 
for example, by part 
of speech or by 
topic. Organizing your 
vocabulary can also 
help you to relate new 
vocabulary to other 
words you know. 

Motivational Tip: Reading for pleasure. As a class, discuss what you are reading for

pleasure-not because you are assigned to read it but because you want to. When you choose to make reading 

a regular part of your life, you will find greater levels of satisfaction. 
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Real Life Skill 
Understanding the Use 

of Italics 

Italics are used to 

distinguish certain 

words in a text from the 

others. We commonly 

use italics to emphasize 

or stress a word or 

phrase (I am notgoing),

to set apart a word 

from others (What does 

station mean?), and to 

identify titles of books, 

newspapers, magazines, 

and movies. 

A Why are italics used in each example below? Write a, b, or c.

a to set apart a word from others 

b to emphasize or stress a word 

c to identify a title 

1 __ J. J. Abrams has been nominated many times for an Emmy Award, 

but he has only won once. 

2 __ The Twilight Zone was a very popular science fiction television 

show. 

3 __ Words like first, second, then, next, later, and finally indicate a , 

sequence of events. 

8 Why are italics used in the movie review below? Explain your answers 
to a partner. 

New Mov
.
ie The Spirits Opens to Glowing Reviews 

Scary and exciting are words that Big Screen magazine and viewers 
around the country are using to describe the movie The Spirits, which 
opened today in theaters everywhere. Set in a village outside London 
at the end of world war II, the movie tells the story of a woman living 
in a house visited by ghosts from the war. The movie is based on the 
book The Haunting of Powell Manor by Robert Johnston. 

"I was really impressed," said moviegoer Diana Owens of Los 
Angeles. "It's a ghost story that will keep you guessing and jumping. 
At one point, a scene in the movie was so scary that everyone in 
the theater screamed." There's also a surprise ending to the story. "I 
won't tell you what it is," said Owens, "but pay attention to the word 
invitation in the movie." 

C Write sentences of your own to show the three different uses of italics. 
@the words that should be in italics. 

1 

2 

3 

What do you think? 

1 If you could work in the movie industry, what job would you want to do? Why? 

2 J. J. Abrams was inspired by a Super 8 camera. Do you have anything that 

inspires you? 

3 What makes a movie timeless? Which movies will people still enjoy 20 years from 

now? Why do you think so? 
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Review Unit 1 

Fluency Strategy: PRO 

PRO stands for Preview, Read, Organize._ This reading strategy will help you build your reading
fluency by helping you to organize an9 understand what you read. 

Preview 

The first stage of PRO is to preview the reading material by looking for features of the text that can help 
you. Read the title of the passage and any other headings. If any words in the passage are written in 
italics, read them. Read the first paragraph, the first sentences in the middle paragraphs, and the final

paragraph. After doing this, stop for a minute and think about what the reading is about. Think about what 
you already know about the topic, and any questions you have that you hope the passage can answer. 

Preview the reading passage on the next page, Are Human Beings Getting Smarter? What do 

you think the answer to the title question will be? Then skim the rest of the passage and write a 

list of questions you hope to answer as you read the passage in detail. 

Read 

Now, read Are Human Beings Getting Smarter? When you read, think about the questions you listed in 
the Preview stage. Look for answers to your questions. 

Organize 

The final stage of PRO is to organize the information in some way that will help you remember what 
you have read. One way is by creating a word web. The word web can help you easily see how the 
information in the passage is organized. 

A Here is an incomplete word web based on Are Human Beings Getting Smarter? Complete 

the rest of the word web using the information in the passage. 

computers and video games 

\ 
1 _____ points per decade 

7 people are less'--'-----

_____ ? 

_____ ? 

Flynn Effect 

technology 1------1 change in 4 _____ ? 

8 _____ effect? measures general 5 ____ _ 

tests 6 _____ skills 
used to learn and get 9 ____ _ 

Google and Wikipedia 
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· Are Human Beings Getting s._.arter?
Do you think you're smarter than your parents, and grandparents? According to James
Flynn, a professor at a New Zealand university, you might be. Over the course of the last
century, IQ test scores of people in some countries have gotten increasingly better-on
average, three points better for every decade that has passed. This trend of improving

5 scores is known as "the Flynn effect," and scientists want to know what is behind it.

IQ tests and other similar tests are designed to measure general intelligence rather
than knowledge. Flynn knew that intelligence is partly inherited from our parents and
partly the result of our environment and experiences, but the improvement in test
scores was happening too quickly to be explained by heredity. 1 So what happened in

10 the 20th century that led to higher test scores?

Scientists have proposed several explanations for the Flynn effect. Some suggest that
the improved test scores simply reflect an increased exposure to tests in general.
Because we take so many tests, we learn test-taking techniques that help us perform
better. Others have pointed to better nutrition, which results in babies being born

15 larger, healthier, and with more brain development than in the past Another possible
explanatio� i$ a change in educational styles�children are encouraged to discover
things for themselves;'rather than just memorizing information . This cquld prepare
people to do the kind of problem-solving that intelligence tests require.

Flynn himself suggested that learning new technologies may have improved people's
20 pr®blem-solving skills. This may be true .for the first decade of his tests, when IQ

scores in many countries increased. However, in recent years, IQ test scores in some
countries have begun to decline. Data from Norway, the Netherlands, Australia, and
Great Britain have shown that as these countries become more and more modern, IQ
scores have begun to drop.

25 While scientists aren't sure what's causing this decline, they think technology is
dramatically changing the way that we learn and get information. For example, people are
now able to access all kinds of information very easily using online resources like Google or
Wikipedia. The danger is when they start to rely too much on these sources of'information,
and not do any thinking for themselves. Lifestyle changes that come with modern

30 technology may also have a negative effect on intelligence, such as video games and
television making people less social. So while the world may have gotten smarter over the
20th century, improving technology and changing lifestyles may soori reverse that trend.

1 Heredity is the process by which features and characteristics are passed on to you from your parents through your genes. 
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· B Choose the best answer for the following.questions. Use the word web from A to help you.

1 What best describes the Flynn effect? 

a a way to measure intelligence 

b an increase in IQ test scores 

c a way of teaching university students 

d an explanation for why people are less smart 

2 The Flynn effect .is probably the result of __ _ 

a heredity 

b our environment and experiences 

c taking fewer tests 

d memorizing information 

3 IQ tests evaluate our __ _ 

a knowledge 

b environment 

c intelligence 

d memories 

4 Who does others in line 14 refer to? 

a babies 

b scientists 

c people in general 

d people who take tests 

5 Which sentence gives the main idea of the passage? 

a This trend of improving scores is known as "the Flynn effect," and scientists want to know what is 

behind it. 

b Because we take so many tests, we learn test-taking techniques that help us perform better. 

c However, in recent years, IQ test scores in some countries have begun to decline. 
d Lifestyle changes that com� with modern technology may also have a negative effect on intelligence. 

6 The writer uses video games as an example of how __ _ 

a we are becoming less social 

b technology can increases problem-solving skills 

c people don't think for themselves 

d countries are becoming more technologically advanced 

7 Which statement would the writer probably agree with? 

a People today are more intelligent in every way. 

b People today have fewer problems to solve. 

c People today don't take enough tests. 

d People today use computers too much. 
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SELF CHECK

Answer the following questions.

;',,�._,_ __ _/ .

t--J'-
1 

! 

o·

44 Review Unit 1

1 Have you ever' used the PRO method before·? 

D Yes D No · D I'm not sure. 

. . . . . ' . . . . . 
2 Will you practice PRO in your reading outside of English class? 

D Yes 
.

D No . o· I'm not sure. 

3 Do you think PRO is helpful? Why, or why not? 

4 Which. of the six reading passages in units 1-3 did you enjoy most? Why? 

� Wh.ich of the six reading passages in units 1 :...3 was easie.st? Which 

was most difficult? Why? 

6 What have you read in Engli�h outside of class recently?· 

1 What distractio'ns do you face when.you.read? What ·can 'you ·do to 

minimize those- distractions? 

8 How will you try to improve your reading fluency from now on? 
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Reading Review 1: The Film and the Novel: Twilight 

Fluency Practice 

Time yourself as you read through the passage. Try to read as fluently as you can. Record your 

, time in the Reading Rate Chart on page 176. Then answer the questiqns on page 46. 

When a popular book gets made into a movie, there will always be 
a debate about whether the novel or film is better. The filmmakers 
always have to consider certain things: do they want to follow the 
book closely to please dedicated readers, or do they want to change 

·s· parts of the book if they don't translate well on-screen? No matter
what they do, there will always be people who feel the movie will 
never be as good as the book, people who will love the movie without 
ever reading the book, and people who enjoy both. 
The vampire series Twilight, by Stephenie Meyer, became so popular 

10 that movie companies wanted to produce it for the big screen. Most 
Twilight fans were excited about seeing characters such as Edward 
and Bella 'come to life,' but there were other fans who did not trust the 
movie script. They assumed the scriptwriters would change parts 9f, 
the story.to rnake it seem more interesting as a movie. 

15 · By·the time the ffrst Twilight movie was ·released; millions of people 
had read.the series .. Many_o,fthese peopl,e ·wenfon tq watch the,'film, 
which made $35.7 millionjust on its opening day. While many.;fans 
and critics liked it and said the movie more or less followed the book's 
storyline, some fans were not impressed. One change that angered 

20 them was that certain sound effects were added to the movie, such 
as a 'whoosh:ing' sound when the vampires jumped. This was not 
mentioned.in the book, and many fans felt that it was too distracting. 

. . 

Those who liked the movie said they enjoyed the light mood and 
excitement. This was very different from the book. The writing in 

25 Twilight is dark and gloomy, like many vampire novels. The movie, 
however, added more energy to the story and more personality to the . 
characters. For example, many characters in the book are portrayed 
as being quiet, and they spend most of their time at school. But in the 
movie, the characters are cooler and funnier-one scene even shows 

30 them going surfing together. The director of the first movie, Catherine Hardwicke, thought it was 

�35 

important for the characters to be believable. She wanted them to have a wide variety of emotions, 
sincethe seri_es is for, and about, teenagers. 
In the end, the films were considered a success, even if there were both happy and unhappy fans: 
It's a great accomplishment to make films that are watched by millions of people, and you can't 
�xpect to be able to please everyone all of the time. 

431 words Time taken 
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Reading Comprehension 

1 What is the main idea of the first paragraph? 
a It takes a long time to make books into movies. 
b Filmmakers prefer to make movies out of popular books. 
c People will always compare movies to the books. 
d Many people will see a movie without reading the book. 

2 Why does the passage say fans were excited to see the movie? 
a to see how the story would change 
b to see which actors would play their favorite characters 
c to see real people acting out the story 
d to see if the movie would be better than the book 

3 The passage discusses vampires jumping _ __ 
a as an example of a sound effect 
b as an example of a change that displeased fans 
c because it was a special effect and not real 
d to say how scary the movie was 

4 The book Twilight is desc�ibed as very __ _ 
a exciting 
b serious 
c fun 
d .. · funny 

.s· According to the pa,ssage, what was NOT changed for the movie? 
a storyline 
b mood 
c characters 
d sound effects 

6 In line 26, them refers to the __ _ 
a directors 
b actors 
c characters 
d fans 

7 What best describes this passage'r 
a a comparison of a book and a movie 
b a review of a movie 
c an introduction to a book 
d a discussion of how books are made into movies 
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Reading Review 2: O_rganic Farming: The New Vacation 

Fluency Practice 

Time yourself as you read through the passage. Try to read as fluently as you can. Record your 
time in the Reading Rate Chart on page 176. Then answer the questions on page 48. 

Organic Farming: 
The New Vacation 

· In 1971, Sue Coppard worked as a
secretary in London. While she enjoyed city
life, Sue also missed the countryside where
she spent most of her time as a child. So

5 she offered to help out on a farm, or more 
specifically, an organic farming program 
organized by a nearby college. She got a 

.few people to volunteer as well, and they 
spent th_e weekend doing 'ho'usework,' 

10 which in'volved clearing bushes and cleaning drains. Afterwards, the farm managers said they could 
come back anytime to help out. 

Sue put a small ad in a magazine, offering people the chance to volunteer at the organic farm. T he 
volunteer program grew quickly, and soon other organic farmers joined in, asking fc:>'t people to help out.· 
With so many people and farms involved, someone neededto organize the different groups. A few of 

15 the original volunteers started WWOOF (World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms) to help volunteers 
and farmers find one another. Today, at least 50 different have WWOOF organizations, and 
many other countries have individual farms that participate in the movement. 

While WWOOF is still a weekend activity for some, it now welcomes travelers and people who wish to 
live and work on farms for longer periods of time. WWOOF volunteers can stay on a farm for weeks or 

20 even months at a time in exchange for hands-on farming and gardening experience. The work can be 
exhausting, but voluhteers think it's worth it. By working on farms, the volunteers interact with farmers and 
develop a love for the outdoors and organic farming. Many travelers now use WWOOFing as a way to visit 
new countries and experience new cultures. 

As travelers will discover, every WWOOF opportunity is a bit different. In Serbia, you can find Msa and 
Olja, a couple whose farm is known for its hard cheeses and for its bread made from homegrown grains. 
Finca Amir'uca, a farm ln Ecuador, teaches volunteers how to grow peanuts, plantains, and yucca. When 
volunteering in Japan, you may get to learn about growing rice. 

L. 
\/I/WOOF is only one of t�e m

. 
3ny unique voi_unteer opportu

. 
hities av

.· 
ailable .. .Volunteering is someth

. 
irig'.t�at

anyone can do, and a wide variety of organizations accept or even welcome volunteers. So the next time 
30 you get the itch to be active on the weekend or on vacation, why not look for a good cause to spend 

your energy on? 
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Reading Comprehension 

1 Why did Sue first work on a farm? 
a She was a student at the university. 
b She needed money. 
c She missed the countryside. 
d She'c�id not enjoy her job. 

2 More people joined the program when Sue __ _ 
a put an advertisement in a magazine 
b hung posters at a school 
c asked friends and neighbors to come 
d offered to pay people to work 

3 In line 9, the word organize means __ _ 
a pay 
b arrange 
c cancel 
d work 

4 When living on a WWOOF farm, volunteers __ _ 
a must pay the farm's owner 
b can stay for a long or short time 
c are given a special bedroom 
d sleep outdoors 

5. Which, is NOT a change that wwoqF has undergone since it first started?
a It h,as spread to many different countries ... 
'.b ' It has many more people vo1unte�ring .for it. 
c · It allows people to stay for longer perio'ds of time. 
d It is less tiring than it used to be. 

6 What is special about the farm in Serbia? 
a It is the only farm in the country vthere rice is grown. 
b Peanuts, plantains, and yucca are grown on the farm. 
c It is an animal farm, with lots of pigs and cattle. 
d The people at the farm make c�eese and bread. 

7 What is the purpose of the last paragraph? 
a to introduce a new volunteer organization 
b to explain why working on a farm is good 
c to give one more detail about WWOOF 
d to encourage readers to volunteer 
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'UNIT 

Young Athletes 4 

-

Getting Ready 

Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 Can you name the sports above? Write their names in the boxes. What other 

sports do you know? 

2 Which athletes do you think are the best in their sport? 

3 Do you know of any young athletes? How old were they when they first started? 

49 
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UNIT 4 

Before You Read 
Setting Records 

CHAPTER 1 Laura Dekker: Record-Setter! 

A Read the following about a day in the life of a college football player. 

/' 6 AM: Wake up and get ready for the day. I h.ave a banana and a slice of toast with peanut butter to give me 
energy for my morning exercise. 

7 AM: A run around the lake, followed by lifting weights at the gym. Every athlete knows that being fit is one of the 
keys to being a good player. 

8 AM: Breakfast - I'm so hungry! This is an athlete's most important meal·of the day, so we make sure to haye a 
big one. I usually have five eggs with spinach and tomatoes, and a big cup of coffee. 

9AM: Classes start. 
'"� 

12 NN: Lunch with friends. 

1 PM: More classes, followed by private tuition. We sometimes miss classes because we travel across the country 
for games, so we have tutors to help us catch up on our studies. 

4PM: Football training starts. We do our warm-ups, then move on to exereises and practice games. The National 
Championships are coming up, so we train extra hard.· 

7:30 PM: Dinner with the team. It's all football talk! 

9 PM: Back to our dorms, where I work on my .class paper: and watch TV. , . 

11 PM: Bed time. I try to get sev�ri hours 9t sleep every night, which; isn't difficult.bec;au�e I'm s�·.tired by the en� of the
day! 

· 
··; · ... -

Reading Skill 
Previewing 

Previewing involves 
�kills _lik,e skimming, 
scanning·, and predicting:"-: 
in· preparation fQr 
reading a new �ssage. 
Ask yours�lf questions 
like: What is this

1

f1bout? What kind of 

· text is this? What do I

already know about it?

50 . UNIT 4 Chapter 1 

B Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 How are athletes' lives different from a normal student's? Would you want 
to be a young athlete? 

2 When should an athlete start playing a sport if he or she wants to be 

famous? Does it matter? 

A Take one minute to preview the reading passage. T hink about the title 

and the picture, scan the passage for interesting information, and skim 

the first and last paragraph. 

B ·. Now discuss the following questions with a partner. 

· 1 · · \/i{hat do you think the passag� is about?
2· · What do yol,J already know about this subject?
3 What is in�eresting or special 'about La,urct Dekker?

C Read thEf entire passage carefully. Theri' answer the qu 'S .. i_�ns on 

page 52. 
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All athletes aspire to be the 
best in their sport, and young 
athletes are no different. More 
young athletes now aim to win 

5 competitions, set records, or 
perform amazing feats. And 
some, like Dutch sailor Laura 
Dekker, achieve that goal.

As a child, Laura Dekker loved 
10 the sea. She was born on a boat in New Zealand, and has hardly stepped off one since. 

Laura first sailed by herself at age six, displaying a talent for understanding her boat and the 
confidence to control it. At 13 years old, Laura felt ready for the bi.ggest challenge of all: she 
wanted to set the record for the youngest person ever to sail around the world alone. 

• ' • •  ' 1 

Bet'�re sh� could do that, she had to face many challenges. While her parents were 
15 con.fident that she could do 1�, the Dutch government tried to stop her, arguing that she 

wa�noo young to risk her life_, Many people also-felt that she should be focusing on 
her studies. After a lo'ng battle, she finally got permission. She had to go for classes to 
learn how to care for herself while alone at sea, and had to use a bigger boat than she 
was used to. To avoid falling behind in her studies, she had to sign up with a speci91 

20 distance-learning school and promise to do her homework at sea. 
Finally, at the age of 15, Laura was ready. on January 20,- 2011, she set out from the island of 
St: .. Maarten in the Caribbean on her 38-foot (11.5-meter) sailboat, Guppy. Her trip lasted 
500 days in total, partly because she had to stop at different ports to study and check her 
boat. During this time, she visited exotic islands like the Galapagos, Bora Bora, and Vanuatu, 

2:5.: · anq also found time to go surfing, scuba diving, and cliff diving. She even discovered a new 
hobby: playing the flute! Laura was aldn� for most of her journey, but she kept a blog that 
was read by many people around the world. 

' 
' . 

Laura returned to st. Maart�n atthE
f

age of'' 16 years,and 123 da'ys, and wa_s greeted by·her 
· family, fri�nds, and man:yJans .. She·h·ad become the youngest sailor to circle the globe alone.

30 · Hciwever,· GUinnes's World Records and the World Sailing Speed Record council did not
verify her claim, saying they no longer recognize records for youngest sailors because it
cq'uld encourage other y6Ung people to do dangerous things. Despite this, Laura felt a sense
of achievement. She said that smmding so much time alone on her trip helped her to
fOC!JS Oflthe important things idher life. "I became good friends with my boat," Laura said.

35 "I.learned a lot about myself."
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension
Odd Word Out 

52 UNIT 4 Chapter 1 

A Choose the· correct answers for the following questions. 

1 Which is NOT a reason people were against Laura's trip? 
a It would cost too much money. 
b It would cause her to miss school. 
c It was too dangerous for a young girl. 

2 What do you think the line in paragraph 2, She was born on a boat in

New Zealand, and has hardly stepped off one since means? 
a Laura has always lived on a boat. 
b Laura decided to live in New Zealand. 
c Laura has had a passion for sailing since she was very young. 

3 What is the main idea of the last paragraph ? 
a Laura had many problems trying to get her record recognized. 
b Laura felt her trip was successful despite all the problems. 
c Laura liked spending time alone on her boat. 

B Read the following sentences. Check (ti) true (7) or false (F). 
' 

T
.· 

1 L�ura go� the idea to sail around tt:ia. world when .sh� was i's, 
•••• • > 

Laurc{sailed nonstop for 500 days'. ., 

3 Laura h?d to study' while she was sailing. 

4 People could follow what Laura was doing during her trip 
by reading her blog. 

5 Laura is listed in the Guinness Book of Records for her 
achievement. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 How would you describe Laura? What kind of person do you think 
she is? 

F " 

2 Do you agree with the Dutch government that Laura was too young to do
the trip? Why, or why' not? 

A @the word or phrase that does not belong in ea'ch group. The 
words in blu� are from the 'p�ssage., . 

1 abilit'y artist skill talent 
2 exotic local unusual interesting 
3 aspire sweat desire want 
4 check confirm address verify 
5 accomplishment achievement feat close 
6 purpose aim goal reward 
7 record work report account 
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B Complete the following sentences with the words in blue from A. 

You might have to change the form of the word. 

1 Tina took a writing course because she ______ to write a novel 
some day. 

2 The best part about traveling to another country is trying the 
____ __ foods. 

3 One of the of Little League Baseball is t�·teach young 
boys the value of teamwork. 

4 Many running competitions now use special cameras to _____ _ 
who crosses the finish line first. 

A Look at the sports and games below. Write the word play, go, or do

next to each activity. 

__ soccer 
__ golf 
__ aerobics 
__ jogging 
__ swimming 
__ tennis 

__ cyclin_g 
__ chess 
__ surfing 
__ gymnastics 
__ yoga 
__ basketball 

B Complete the following questions using the words from A or your own

words. Be sure to use the correct form of the word. 

1 Is playing ______ popular in your country? 
2 Would you rather go or ______ to keep fit?
3 Can you suggest a good place to go ______ in or near your 

city? 
4 Do you think that it is dangerous to do ______ ? 
5 Can you explain how to play ______ ? 

C Discuss the questions above with a partner.

Vocabulary Skill 
Verbs Used to Talk about 

Sports and Games 

When we talk about 

participating in sports 

and games, we use 

the verbs play, go, or 

do before the name 

of the sport or game, 

for example, Let's 

play basebalf, Let's go 

skateboarding, Let's 

do karate. 

Motivational Tip: Are you applying yourself? Are you giving your best effort? When we

are honest with ourselves, often we recognize that we could be doing more to achieve our best. On a scale of 

1-1 O (1 = low effort, 1 O = high effort) where would you rate yourself in terms of applying your effort in this unit?

If your effort falls between 7-10, congratulations, you are doing well! If it's below 7, what could you do to apply
yourself more?
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UNIT 4 

Before You Read 
Sports Personalities 

Reading Skill 
Predicting 

When we know the 

topic of a passage, we 

can use it to predict 

the kind of words 

or information we 

might read. Using this 

skill can help us to 

understand what we 

will read about. 

54 UNIT 4 Chapter 2 

CHAPTER 2 The Unbeatable Yani Tseng 

Venus and Serena 

Williams, tennis players 
Usain Bolt, sprinter 

A Think about answers to the following questions. 

Manny Pacquaio, 

boxer 

1 Do you recognize the athletes above? What do you know about them? 

2 Who is your favorite athlete? Do you like that person because of their 

sports ability or because of their personality? 

3 Do you think having an interesting personality helps an athlete? Why? 

8 Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Look at the title and picture in the passage on the next page. The 

passage is about a female athlete who became very successful at a 

young age. Check (w") what you think the passage will mention. 

D physical strength 

D the right body type 

D the right personality 

D a supportive family 

D good luck 

D good coaches and training 

D hard work 

D lots of money 

B Now skim the passage to see if your answers in A were correct. 

C Read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 56. 
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The Unbeatable vani Tseng 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Yani Tseng is one of the brightest stars of the golfing world, 
not to mention a superstar in Taiwan, where she grew up. 
By the age of 22, she had achieved things most golfers can 
only dream of. She had been named LPGA Player of the Year 

s twice, and was the youngest professional golfer-male or 
female-to win five major tournaments. 

Yani started playing golf when she was very young, thanks to her 
enthusiastic parents who are both golfers. Her father gave her 
a set of golf clubs when she was only five year� old. At 13 years 

10 old, she told him she wanted to take up golf as an occupation. 
Just one year later, Yani won the Callaway Junior-World Golf 
Championships and went on to become the top amateur player 
in Taiwan. She finally started playing in professional tournaments 
when she was 18 years old, and then her career really took off. 

15 Brittany Lang, who came second to Yani at the Women's British Open in 2011, calls her 
· "unbelievable." She says Yani is "so mentally strong and she's so aggressive and confident.
She's just got it all. It's pretty cool to watch."

But Yani was not always so confident, especially off the golf course. When she first left her home
to start playing in international tournaments, she didn't speak English very well. She struggled to

20 communicate with other golfers and had to use an interpreter1 for interviews. Because she was 
shy about her English, Yani had a reputation2 as a very quiet person. Yani's coach, Gary Gilchrist, 
says that studying English has helped Yani change this. "She worked so hard to improve her 
English," said Gilchrist. "Now her confidence is a 9 on a scale of 10." 

Today, Yani is well known for her big smile and sense of humor. She loves to chat and joke 
25 with reporters, fans, and other golfers. Once, before a tournament near her home in Florida, Yani 

invited a number of golfers and golf reporters to her place for a dinner party. Halfway through the 
party, she decided to dress up as Harry Potter, and even gave a speech wearing her black coat 
and round spectacles. 

As a teenager, Yani looked up to adult golfers like Annika Sorenstam and saw them as her role 

30 models. Today, she herself hopes to inspire young girls to take up golf, the same way sorenstam 
influenced a whole generation of woman golfers. Yani is also an inspiration to people trying to 
pick up English. Her advice to English learners: "Keep talking. I'm not afraid to be talking to other 
people, no matter what I say. I'm learning from the way [I talk] to you, and the vocabulary, I use it 
for the next time [I talk]." 

1 An interpreter is someone who translates from one language to another. 
2 Your reputation is the opinion people have of you. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context 

56 UNIT 4 Chapter 2 

A Choose the correct answers for the foUowing questions. 

1 Which event happened first? 

a Yani began playing golf. 

b Yani moved to the United States.

c Yani turned 13. 

2 How did Yani change after learning English? 

a She became more confident. 

b She began studying other languages.

c She became more interested in golf. 

3 Which is NOT mentioned as helping Yani speak better English? 

a She talks to people in English. 

b She learns vocabulary and tries to use it. 

c She takes lessons with her interpreter. 

B Read the following sentences. Check (ti} true (7) or false (F). 

r
- .. 

' 

1 Yani won major tournaments before she turned professional. 

2 Yani's parents supported her interest in playing golf. 

3 Brittany Lang beat Yani in the Women's British Open. 

4 Yani asked people to dress up as Harry Potter for her party. 

,5 Annika Sorenstam says Yani is one of her role models.

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 Do you think athletes make good role models? Why, or why not? 

T 

2 Do you think athletes should always be serious during competitions? 

Why, or why not? 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 ______ athletes play their sport for money. 

a Amateur b Professional 

2 Athletes ______ during a tournament. 

a relax b compete

F" 

3 The coach of a sports team usually has ______ experience than 

the players. 

a more b less

4 Jenny is known for her sense of humor. She ______ a lot. 

a argues b laughs 

5 A person who is enthusiastic to start a project is ______ by the 

work. 

a bored b excited
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6 People generally ______ talking to an aggressive person. 
a like b don't like 

7 A role model is someone you _____ _ 
a respect b fear 

B Complete the following paragraph with the words in blue from A. 
You might have to change the form of the word. 

. . 

Young player leads· his team to 4-3 victory 
. . 

16-year-old Paulo Dias led the Metro City Rangers to victory last.nigrt in
the final game of the National Soccer (1) when he scored 
a goal in the last minute. The team's (2) , Ray Palmer, said, 
''We're very happy with Paulo. He's young _but has great talent. He's very 
soft-spoken in person, but can be (3) on the pitch and 
isn't afraid to challenge bigger players." Di�s is (4) ____ _ 
about his future in football and says that one day he'd like to play on a 
(5) team like his (6) , Lionel Messi. "Next 
year, I'll be even better and stronger!" Dias promised. 

A Use the suffix -ous to change the nouns in the chart to adjectives. Use 
your dictionary to help you with spelling. 

/ 
Noun Adjective Noun Adjective 

humor courage 

danger nerve 
, 

fame adventure 
\. 

B Complete the following questions using one of the adjectives from A. 
Some may have more than one answer. Then discuss the questions 
with a partner. 

1 Do you consider yourself a(n) ______ person? Why? 

2 Have you ever met a(n) person? 
3 What's the most thing you have ever done? 
4 Have you ever been in a(n) situation? What happened? 

5 Can you make people laugh? Do you know any stories 

or jokes? 

'\ 

Vocabulary Skill 
Adjectives with the 

Suffix -ous

One way of forming 

adjectives in English is 

to combine -ous with 

a noun. The suffix .:.ous. 

means to have or to

be full ol 

Motivational Tip: Why is this reading skill important? You will practice this reading

skill in this chapter, but where can you also use this skill? When you realize that a reading skill can be applied 

beyond the text, your reading will improve. 
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Real Life Skill 
Using Dates 

People around the 
world write, and say, 
the date differently. 
Learning which date 
formats are commonly 
used, and how these 
are spoken and written, 
can help you avoid 
confusion. 

A look at how the dates below are written and spoken in English. Which 
format is common in your country? 

/ 
-

Written Spoken 

In the U.S.A March 5, 209.7 : March fifth, two thousand 
., 03/05/07 seven 

II ! 

In England, Australia, 5 March 2007 the fifth of March, two 
Canada, many European 05/03/07 thousand and seven: 
countries, and Latin March fifth, two thousand and 

\..America seven 

B Practice saying the following dates aloud. 

February 17, 2007 

17 February 2007 

December 25, 2000 

25 December 2000 

October 2, 1999 

2 October 1999 

C. look at Sam's calendar below and answer the following questions ..
Try saying the dates in both formats shown above.

1 When is Mary's birthday party?
2 What are the dates of Sam's trip to London?
3 On what day must Sam pay the rent?

��'ITJi3Rilll-Ja����t'!n.�-;,:,=����� 

May 
-

M T w T 

1 ( 2 
"' --- - ,,,-i\.. 

6 7 \ 8 V1v,an<;-..... 
9de-nfat 

appointr.ie-nt 

13 14 

-'2t "\ nt i<; dve, !)
21 

tocla;,I --
"'- I 

-
"'28 ' 

( Movie, ni&it 
with Joe, -

�on't foy�t!J 

15- 16

22 23 
.. 

29 30 
) 

F 

3
Tr-ip tc 

10 

17 

24 

31 

1, 
s 

4
lL-<mcJon 

11 

18 

25 

� 
s· 

-...... 
5 

____., 

(
V12 MaYf 

l>irfn�a� 
- I I 

1, 

26 

i\ 
L.J 

�-
�� 

What do you think? 

1 Would you rather play sports, or watch sports? Why? 
2 Shou\d chi\dren be required to take sports lessons in school? Why? 
3 Can you name some great heroes in sports? What can we learn from them? 
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UNIT 

The Amazing Human Body 5 

Getting Ready 

A Label the pictures above with these words. 

bone muscle joint skin stomach heart lung intestines 

B Discuss your answers in A with a partner. Then answer the following questions. 

1 What do each of these body parts do? 

2 How many other body parts can you name? What do they do? 

brain 
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UNIT 5 

Before You Read 
Do You Know Your Body? 

Reading Skill 
Identifying Main Ideas 

within Paragraphs 

Every paragraph 

has a main idea, or 

topic, which gives us 

the most important 

information in that 

paragraph. The main 

idea is often mentioned 

in the beginning or 

concluding sentence of 

the paragraph. 

60 UNIT 5 Chapter 1 

CHAPTER 1 You Are Amazing: You Are 
Human! 

A Read the following sentences and check (v') true (T) or false (F).

/ l ... 

T 

1 Your ability to hear is reduced if you eat too much. 
... 

Men have a better sense of smell than women. 

3 You are taller in the morning than you are at night. 

4 Nails and hair continue to grow after we die. 

5 Your brain is more active during the day than at night. 

\.6 Humans are the only animals that cry when upset 

F 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. Then check your answers at the 
bottom of page 61. 

A Skim the first paragraph on the next page. � the sentence that 
describes the main idea. Discuss your answer with a partner. 

a Many facts about your body are surprising. 

b Your body is mostly made of water. 

B Skim the rest of the para�raphs. � the main idea for each 
paragraph. 

Paragraph 2 
a Your body is very complicated, like a machine. 

b Your body can develop many different problems. 

Paragraph 3 
a Stress can cause many health problems. 

b We do many things that can damage our bodies. 

Paragraph 4 
a Doctors can treat many health problems that come with old age. 

b Modern medicine helps people live much longer than in the past. 

Paragraph 5 
a The most important habit for good health is regular exercise. 

b We can do many things to take care of our bodies. 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 62. 

·:;:,, 
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Did you know that your small intestine is 
nearly six meters long? Or that there are 
about 60 muscles in your face, and you 
use 40 of them to frown1 but only 20 to. 

5 smile? How about the fact that our bodies 
consist of 73 percent water, and that our 
hearts beat over 100,000 times each day? 
You really are ama.z)ng! 
The human body is a complex machine. 

10 From the· day we are bo'rn, our bodies grow 
· ·· and change in responsEno our environment, diet, and habits. The body has many different

organ2 systems and parts that work together to allovJ' us to breathe, move, see, talk, and 
digest3 food all at the same time. Most of the time we are unaware of what is happening in
our bodies; usu.ally.it is only wher we.get sick otfeel pain that we, noti?e· .. ,,,.' '-··,,_,;' 

15 Many people do not take care ot their ... complex mach�nes. Bad· habits like smoking,
drinking too much a'lt

°

ohol, and eating junk fopd dama1ge our bodies: Stress Gan .. also 
cause health problems .. People who worry a lot or have busy jobs often don't gerenough 
sleep, or don't eat properly. We also can damage our bodies whe·n we play sports or get 
into accidents. Studies done by the Australian government show that most people get 

20 hurt because of an accidental slip or fall, or because of injuries from car acddents. It's 
true that a lot of people go to hospital because of serious illnesses, but far more people 
end up there because they simply weren't being careful. 
Like machines, different body parts sometimes wear down from o.ld age. People over 
the age of 65 are more likely to fall and hurt themselves, �nd these .injuries-from bad

25 cuts to broken bones-usually require serious medical attention. Due to the increase 
in the population of elderly people, gerontology is now one of the fastest growing areas 
of medicine. There are many treatments available to help older people'.recover from 
illness and injury. It is now common for older people with damaged joints, 'for ex�mple, 
to have surgery.tq replace the old joint with a new one made of pl.astic or metal. 

30 Instead of .. suffering aches and pains through their retirement days
,. 
older people are.

able to lea'd happier and more comfO{t'able lives. . 't · ' .  . , . 
. . 

· As with any machine, the better you take care of it, th'e longer'it will last. The best way to
take care of your amazing machine is to eat the right foods, do regular exercise, and get 
enough sleep. Oh, arid don't forget to smile! 

1 When you frown, you make an angry or unhappy expression with your face. 
2 An organ is a part of your body that has a special function, such as your heart or lungs. 
3 Your stomach digests food by breaking it down and. taking what it needs. for your body. 
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Reading 
C�mprehension 

. Check Your Unqerstanding ·. 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions.

1. The writer lists facts aboLJ� �L;lr body in paragraph 1 to __________ _
a show us how amazing our bodie�uire
b test our knowledge aoout the body
c remind us to take care of our body

2 · Why does the writer say that we are unaware of what is happening in our

bodies (line 13)? 
a · we still don't know much about how our bodies work . 

. :b Our body works so smoothly that we don't notice it. 
c We don't really care about what happens in our body. 

_ 3 Doctors who study gerontology focus on _____ _ 
a doing research on the population of elderly people 
b ; creating technology for bones and joints 
c improving the health of older people 

B � the correct answer to complete each sentence.

According to the passage . . . . . 
1 Most people know (a lot I very; little) about their bodies. 
2 Most visits. to,the hospital ar:e caused by (bad habits /,��Gidents). 
3 Our bo�iy'i{�ompared to .a:p1achine bec.ause it (is expensive to fix I
. . :has many complicated parts);· ' ,. ' 

·4�:'i(Children_ / Olc(peopl�).have.the mos�:·:accident�}md health emergehcies.

Critical Thinking . c Discuss the following qu�stions wit� a partner.

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context 

62 UNIT 5 Chapter 1 

1 T�·e article talks about ways that our bodies are similar to machines. How 
are· our bodies different from machines? - ' ·

2· What advice would the writer give to readers who want to be healthier? 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 Which is an example of an illness?_

a a broken leg b a bad cold 
·2 What does surgery .involve?

� giving mec;:jicine ,;: . b · cutting open' a b6dy 
3 Which wou.ld ma�e:you su.1'.fer? 

a an injury,,; b a treatment" 
4 . , A cake consists of

a flour and ,eggs b mixing and baking 
5 Your body need,s, ______ to breathe.

a air b food 
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6 Which is an example of an injury from a car accident? 
a broken glass b · a broken leg 

7 Which machine is more complex? 
a a·computer b a coffee maker 

8 One treatment for a headache is _______ _ 
a resting b listening to loud music 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with a 
partner. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 Name a serious illness: What does it do to the body? 
2 How _long can you hold your breath? 
3 What was the worst injury you've ever had? How did it happen? 
4 Suggest a treatment for a stomachache. 

A Using a dictionary, match each root word with its meaning in the chart. 
Then combine the root word with the suffix -logy/-ology to complete 
the definitions . 

Root�ords .. M�aning 1 : the study of life 
_ bio • • sound 2 : the study of t.he mind,

psych• .. • culture
phon • •,'life 3: : . the stlJdy of tf':le earth 

4 : the study of speech 
•'hature I body physio • soun'ds 

geo • •mind 5 : the study of the body 
• earthsocio• 6 : the study of culture 

B Complete the following letter using words from A. 

Dear Aunt Marie, 
How are you? My -Arst year at the univ�rsityis almost over and I 
haven't chosen my major yet! Mom wants me to be a doctor, so this 
semester, I took a (1) 

· 
dlass called "lrttrodLi�tion to

Life Science"and a (2) class called "The Human Mind." 
I didn't do ·very welJ, though, so maybe 117edicine isn't:fqr rpe! I really 
enjoy readir:,g "1ational Geographic and learning about volanoes and 
eartr�uakes, so maybe I'll take a (3) . class next year .. 
'I'm coming home in three weeks7can'.t wa.it to see yoµ! 
Lov�,.Judy 

·· · · 
--�-�-.,-��----�---· 

'., 

t. ·,

Vocabulary Skill 
Nouns Ending in 

-logy/-ology

Le�rning· th� 
nieanings onqot 

:,-,,:·Words and,·:StJffixes ..
.. can helpyou increase 

· · your vo.Gabulary. In
, . this chapter, you saw
the word gerontology.

The word is made
up of the root word
geronto, which means

.-: > ot(J:person,· an� �h.e
. sufffx -:logy, which
means the study of.

Motivational Tip: Set high expectations! Why are you studying English? Why is reading

an important part of learning English? Five years from now, what do you hope to be doing in English? These 

questions can help you set higher expectations, or goals, for yourself. 
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_ UNIT 5 

ant 

Before You Read 
Stronger, Faster, Highe"r 

Reading Skill 
Predicting Vocabulary 

By thinking. about the 

topic of a reading and. 

the. vocabulary that 

you expectto see, 

you can increase your 

understanding and your 

fluency in reading. 

CHAPTER 2 Seeing with the Ears 

bat eagle dog 

A . Think about answers to the following questions. 

1 The animals above have special abilities. What do you think they are? 

2 What do you think a human's special abilities are? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Look at the photo and the title of the passage on the next page. @ 
the words that you expect to see in the passage. 

ability cooking phenomenon blind childhood 

study sight deaf body dance 

:endurance stress memorize school nose 

· strain determination animals ey s 

illness athlete 

B Read the passage to see if your answers in. A were correct .. 

C Now re�d the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 66. 

Motivational Tip: What do others say about learning English? Have you read
anything recently in a newspaper or a magazine about the importance of being a good reader? Who made 
the statement? Many influential people want to improve reading skills among people in their country. Do the 

. leaders in your country have the same goals? How can you support those goals? 
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The human body is an amazing thing. People 
can train themselves to achieve unbelievable 
feats, from setting Olympic records to finding 
ways to overcom.e physical disabilities. 1 Ben 

5 Underwood is a great example of someone 
who trained his body to do something 
incredible. 

At the age of three, Ben went blind from 
retinal cancer, a type of eye cancer. When Ben 

10 was about five years old, his ·mother noticed 
him making a clicking sound with his tongue 
that seemed to help him understand his 
surroundings. This skill, known as echolocation, is normally used by animals with very 
sensitive hearing, like dolphins and bats, for communication and to find food. They 

15 make sounds and listen for the echo made when the sound waves hit an object and 
bounce back. Doctors tested Ben's hearing ability, but found it was normal. If Ben did 
not have superior hearing, how was he able to use echolocation? 

Doctors used to believe blind people developed a sharper sense of hearing to help them 
overcome their loss of sight. Doctors did tests to try to confirm this, but just like in Ben's 

20 .case, the research showed that th.e test subjects generally had normal human hearing. 
Jt wa.$ through brairiscans that doctors began to understand the phenomenon of 

. echofocation. The scans show that when.? blind person hears an echo, the parts of the 
· ·brain that are related to vision are stimulated.

·: So even though blind people can't see with their eyes, their brains are able to dete�mine . ·.
25 the shaD�·and size of nearby·objects: They move amqrid an object, clicking and listen.ing,

to better understand its· shape. TJlis refines�the picture of the object in their minds. In 
. Jhis way,, blind pebple tome to "see" their environment. 

By th·e time he was a teenager, .��n Underwood could safely ride a bike and skateboard 
around his neighborhood using echolocation. Of course, it took Ben years of training 

30 his mind and his senses to overcome his lack of sight. Sadly, Ben passed away in 2009 
at the age of 16, but he remains a shining example of pea.pie are capable·of if they are 
determined enough. 

1 A disability is a per��ment injury or illness that affects the way someone can live their life.
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Reading 
Comprehen�ion 
Check Your Understanding 

Critic;al Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Definitions 

66 UNIT 5 Chapter 2 

A Read the following sentences. Check (v") true (7) or false (F).

, 

1 Ben was never able to see. 

2 Dolphins and bats make clicking sounds to know where to go. 

3 Doctors found that Ben had average· hearing ability. 

4 Ben tried hard, but he was unable to ride a bike. 

5 A' human brain can learn to analyze an echo. 

T 

B Complete the following paragraph using words or phrases from the 

passage. 

The human body really is amazing. (1) was a 

teenager who showed us how people with (2) can 

(3) ·· them. He went blind at a youhg age after 

getting (4) , yet he found a way to "see" his 

surroundings by making (5) . This is a skill called 

F
"' 

(6) which is also used by dolphins and bats. Doctors 

once believed blind people developed (7) to get 

around, which was proven to be untrue. Now they have learned using 

(8) that the part of the brain that controls 

(9) is stimulated when a blind person hears echoes. 

For Ben, learning to "see" took a long time, but it enabled him to cycle and 

(10) around his neighborhood. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 What is the author's opinion about Ben Underwood? Give examples from 

the passage to support your answer. 

2 How would learning how to use echolocation benefit a person who can see? 

A Match each word with its definition. The words in blue �re from the 

passage. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

overcome 

blind 

sensitive 

bounce 

sight 

phenome_non 

refine 

capable 

a unable to see 

b a special or remarkable thing 

c to make better 

d to hit an object and come back 

e easily affected 

f able to do something 

g the ability to see 

h to succeed in dealing with a problem or 

difficulty 
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B Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the words 

from A. 

1 You'll definitely be a better tennis player if you _____ your 
technique. 

2 After weeks of practicing with friends, Kathy _____ her fear of 
speaking in front of a group. 

3 Eagles use their powerful sense of _____ to find and catch prey. 
4 Guide dogs are trained to lead people around. 
5 Marta wears sunglasses because her eyes are very to light. 
6 Lightning is a natural that still cannot be fully exlained. 
7 This car is _____ of speeds of up to 200 kilometers an hour. 
8 Can you please stop the ball? The sound is really annoying. 

A Look at the words below and complete the chart with the correct 

nouns. Use your dictionary if you need to. 

AdjectiveNerb Noun 

1 · determined determination 

2 admire
·3 inspire

4 compete
5 distinct 
6 satisfy 

B Complete the paragraph below with the correct nouns from A. 

You might not have heard of Roger Bannister, but he has the
(1) " of beinQ the first person to run a mile (1.6 km) in under
four minutes .. He achieved thi� feat in 1954, during .. a (2) _____ _

r.l! 11, '.�. ' · · - , . ' 

between his runni�g group and. a team from Oxford University. At that
I •.'' I 

time, people felt the "four minute barrier" could not be broken, and might
even be physicallydangerous. But Roger did .not believe this, and :trained
with (3) to achieve .his goal. He finally ran a mile in
·3 minutes and 5s.)A seconds, earning th�J4) · of runners
worldwide. Roger later said that no matter how fast· he.got, he would 
only get (5) from breaking the.four-minute record. Even 
though the "four minyte barrier" has bee11· broken many times.since, 
Roger's- story :�till provides ·(6) for athletes looking to rnn 
faste(and better_;,, . ; 

Vocabulary Skill 
The Suffix -ion

In this chapter, you 
saw the noun 
communication. Many 
common nouns in 
English are formed by 
adding the suffix -ion to 
an adjective or verb. 
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Real" Life Skill 
Finding the Right Doctor 

Many people have 

a doctor they visit 

regularly. However, 

when a person has 

A Study the list of root words 
in the chart. With a partner, 
discuss what the people 
whose names are listed 
below do. 

'•,;., 

'Root 

derm-

opt- I opthalmo-

pod- I ped 

psych-

dent-

'gyn-

Meaning. 

skin 

eye 

foot 

mind 

teeth 

female 

Dr. Kimberly Bentini, Dentist ................... � ................................... 555-2356 

' 

a serious illness or 

injury, or a special 

medical need, he or 

she will often visit a 

specialist. Learning the 

names of these types 

of doctors can help you 

identity the right health 

specialist. 

Dr. Martin Lewis, Podiatrist ......................................................... 555-9080 -.. 
Dr. Sandy May, Gynecologist ........ d .......................................... � ... 555-2234 
Dr. Peter Ro.drigyez, Dermatologist ............ ;.: ......................... u ...... 55.5-0076
Dr. Mary Waters, Psychologist ................. ;· .................................... 555-6789 
Dr. James Wong, Optometrist ....................................................... 555-8855 

B You have the following problems. Using the page from the phone book 
above, write the phone number of the doctor you should call. 

1 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 

________ You have a toothache. 
________ You can't read, so you need new glasses. 
________ Your sister is going to have a baby. 
________ You've been getting spots all over your face. 
________ You've been feeling really nervous and upset 

recently but you don't know why. 
________ The sides of your feet hurt when you run 

What do you think? 

1 'wh) don·{'many peciple take go�d �are of their bodies? 
2 Whaffnore can you do to take better care of your health? 
3 Do you think people are held back by their physical limitations or their mental 

limitations? Why? 
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UNIT 

Leisure Time 6 

• Sleeping

• Working

Spending time with
friends and family

• Reading and
surfing the Web

• Eating

• Exercising

• Travel

Getting Ready 

Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 Look at the pie chart above. Which activities involve leisure time? 

2 What activities do you do in your leisure time? 

3 How do you spend your day? Make a pie chart using your own information. 
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UNIT 6 

Before You Read 
Making Memories 

Reading Skill 
Finding Definitions 

Sometimes a passage 

will give definitions or 

explanations of words 

that are related 

to the topic. The 

definitions may be 

shown by quotation 

marks "", parentheses 

( ), or a dash -. When 

you find a new word, 

look carefully to see 

if the author has 

explained its meaning. 

CHAPTER 1 Scrapbooking 

A Think about the answers to the following questions.

1 Do you have many photos of your family and friends? Where do you 

keep them? Do you look at them often? 

2 When you go on vacation, what do you keep to remember your trip? 

3 Did your parents save any letters, documents, and photos from your 

childhood? Do you ever look at them? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner.

A Look at the first paragraph of the passage on the next page and find the

meaning of the word scrapbook. 

B Read the rest of the article and write the explanations for these terms.

layout: _______________________ _ 

scrappers: ______________________ _ 

LLS: _____________________ _ 

C Read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on

page 72.

Motivational Tip: Are you a risk taker? Don't be afraid of making mistakes! Mistakes are

a natural part of the learning process. Your classroom is the safest place in the world to study English and to 

make a mistake, so why not take a risk in this unit? What can you learn from making mistakes that will help you 
improve your reading? 
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The dictionary defines a scrapbook as "an empty book for 
collecting and preserving photographs, newspaper articles, 
and other papers." Today, scrapbooking is also a verb-and a 
popular new hobby. we talked with Diane Lucas, who runs a 

5 scrapbooking club. 

What is scrapbooking exactly? 
When I make a scrapbook page, I take a few of my family 
photos and put them into a "layout," which is a page that uses 
fancy paper, stickers, drawings, and words .to-show the theme. 

10 For example, I'm working on a page about my son called "First Day at School," so there's a photo of 
him and one of his drawings, and I decorated it with alphabet stickers. I use lots of things on my 
pages-ribbons, stickers, beads, and much more. When you make a scrapbook, you put words and 
pictures together to shqw the important times in your life. It's like a personal history. 

How did you get started? 
15 When I was a child, I always saved bits of paper. Things like movie tickets, vacation postcards, 

and even paper napkins. I loved looking at them and remembering. I made my first scrapbook 
ten years ago when my father died. When I looked through his desk, I found the most wonderful 
things-like my parents' anniversary cards and photos from his army days. I couldn't throw
away anything, so I made two scrapbooks, one for my brother and one for me. 

20 How do you learn about new scrapbooking techniques and trenas? 
The Internet is a great resource for new ideas. Many new "scrappers"-people who make 
scrapbooks-work from their computers, using digital photos and special software. But my favorite 
place to get new ideas is at scrapbooking trade shows. These shows feature new materials and 
techniques, offer workshops, and are a great way to meet people with the same interests. 

25 Why is scrapbooking so popular 
these days? 
I think people want to preserve their family history and 
display it for other people to see. When you make a 
scrapbook, you can pass the stories on to your children and 

30 your grandchildren. so many people today want to do that! 
In the U.S. alone, there are 2,500 LSS's (sorry; that's Local 
Scrapbooking Stores!) that sell paper and other supplies
for scrapbooking. If you go online, you'll find scrapbooking 

websites from Norway, New Zealand, and South Africa. It's universal. we all have boxes of pictures 
35 and we all want to keep those precious memories. That's the real meaning of scrapbooking: 

sharing your family experiences and your story. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Odd Word Out 

72 UNIT 6 Chapter 1 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions.

1 Which would you probably NOT put in a scrapbook? 

a pictures of your graduation ceremony 

b your household electricity bill 

c a poster of the concert that you performed in 

2 When did Diane Lucas make her first scrapbook? 

a ten years ago, after her father died 

b on her parent's ten-year anniversary 

c on her son's first day at school 

3 According to the last paragraph of the passage, which is true? 

a People prefer to buy scrapbooking supplies online. 

b Scrapbooking is more popular in South Africa than Norway. 

c People all over the world are taking an interest in scrapbooking. 

B Read the following sentences. Check (/') true (T) or false (F). 

/ 

1 A scrapbook page usually has a theme. 

2 People use a scrapbook to help them plan their future. 

3 People attend trade shows to learn new scrapbooking 

techniques. 

4 Most scrapbooks are about national history. 

5 Scrapbooking has become a big business worldwide. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

T F """" 

1 What kinds of people do you think scrapbooking would be popular with? 

2 Imagine you are going to make a scrapbook. What theme would you 

choose? What would you put in your scrapbook pages? 

A � the word or phrase that does not belong in each group.

The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 preserve keep throw away maintain 

2 spoil decorate destroy wreck 

3 define mistake wrongdoing error 
4 show display assess arrange 
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5 supplies 
6 worldwide 
7 useless 

techniques 
global 
prized 

items 
speaker 
precious 

materials 
universal 
beloved 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with a 
partner. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 What is something you would like to preserve for your children in the future? 
2 When do you usually throw away a pair of shoes? 
3 How do you like to decorate your room? 
4 Do you think there will ever be a universal language? 

A Create the noun form of the verbs below, then write a simple definition. 
Use your dictionary to help you. Discuss your answers with a partner. 

'Verb Noun Meaning " 

improve improvement making something better 

achieve 

measure 

develop 

require 

agree 

\..... govern

B Complete the following paragraph with either a verb or a noun from A. 

A: It's quite a(n) (1) ____ to get into a university like Harvard or Yale. 
B: Yes, I (2) , but I'm not planning to attend either of those schools. 

I'm trying to enter Central University.The problem is that all international. 
students have to take the TOEFL® test-it's a(n) (3) ___ _ 

A: Well, if you want to go there, you'll need to (4) your test score. 
B: I know, but my current score is still a(n) (5) over last month's. 
A: Well, I'm sure you'll get into Central-your English is very good. And you 

know that standardized tests don't always provide an accurate 
(6) of a person's ability to speak in English.

C Now write three sentences of your own using the nouns from A. 

1 

2 ---------------------------

3 ---------------------------

Vocabulary Skill 
The Suffix -ment 

Many common noun�; 
in English are formed 
by adding the suffix 
-mentto a verb, for
example, enjoyment
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UNIT 6 

Before You Read 
Leisure Survey 

Reading Skill 
Recognizing Facts 

It's important to know 
the difference between 
fact and opinion. A 
fact is always true. 
In contrast, opinions 
are signaled by in
my opinion, believe, 

think, might, may, 

probably, should, 

perhaps, etc. Writers 
may also back up their 
opinions using facts, 
for example, According

to [surveyname] ... 

74 UNIT 6 Chapter 2 

CHAPTER 2 Moving from TV to the Web 

A Answer the following questions. 

1 Rank the following kinds of entertainment from favorite (1) to least 
f�worite (8). 

__ sitcoms 
_· _movies 

__ dramas and soap ope,ras 
__ talk shows 

__ news programs __ music videos 
__ nature and documentary shows __ video games 

2 How many hours a day do you spend viewing the above? @the 
answer. 

0-1 2-3 '4-5 6+ 

3 How do you usually access such entertainment?@the answer. 

on television on a computer , other: _____ _ 

4 �omplete this chart. 

/' ·Very Somewhat Not true' 
true true at all 

I like to watch shows alone. 
I like to watch shows with friends. 

� like to watch shows with family. 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Read the following sentences, then scan the passage to find 
information about each sentence. Check (v") fact (F) or opinion (0). 

/' 
l :, ' ,. 

F 
1 There are more movies and TV shows available online than 

on TV. 

2· The change from TV to Internet viewing is good. 

3 People pay more attention when they watch shows online. 
4 · Not many people want to pay to watch shows online. 

� The value of online entertainment has declined. 

' ·.· 

0 '\ 

B Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 76. 
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It used to be that if you wanted to watch a 

sitcom or a sporting event, you'd have to 

watch it from your television. As Internet 

technology improves, more and more shows 

5 and movies are becoming available online. 

Broadcasting1 companies are putting their 

primetime2 shows directly on the Internet, 

and movie rental stores are converting their 

DVD collections to digital libraries. 

10 This is probably a good change-at least for viewers. People can now pick exactly what 

they want to watch, and decide when and how they want to watch it. A study done by Harris 

Interactive found that more than half of Americans (56 percent) surf the Internet while 

"watching" television, and approximately 40 percent say that they read biogs or go on 
social networking sites at the same time. But this trend could be a problem for television 

15 stations. Advertisers aren't getting a response from viewers, and they don't want to pay 

money if their commercials aren't being seen. In contrast, people who watch things online 

seem more engaged with what they watch. They read and write comments on the show, 

they look up details about the show, and they are less likely to ignore commercials. For 

broadcasters, online viewers may turn out to be more loyal fans. 

20 Changing people's habits takes time. Even though many people are interested in watching 

television on the Internet, some may not want to make the switch completely. And some 

might be persuaded to, but only under certain circumstances. According to Harris, almost 

half of television viewers (44 percent) would cancel their cable television if they could get the 

same programs for free online. However, the number fell to 16 percent when people were told 

25 they had to pay a small fee for online viewing. This is strange, since most household's monthly 

cable bills are the same or even more than what they would pay for the same shows online. 

It's possible that people have become so used to getting online entertainment for free that 

they learn not to value it as much. 

Even with growing interest in online entertainment, people still think it is important to watch 

30 television shows with their friends and family. People used to think that watching television 

would make families spend less time together, but it actually brought families closer for a· 

few hours each night. Now it's feared that viewing shows online could make people more 

isolated. Who knows? Perhaps as on line programming becomes more popular, people wifl. 

find a way to make it into a social activity. 

1 A broadcast is a television program. Broadcasting companies create and sell these programs. 
2 Primetime is the time period when the most number of people are watching TV, usually between 6 pm and 10 pm on weekdays.
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context 

76 UNIT 6 Chapter 2 

A Choose the correct answer for the following questions. 

1 The writer puts quote marks around watching in line 12 to show viewers

a are not happy watching shows on television 

b are not paying attention to what they watch

c would prefer to watch shows on the Internet 

2 Which is NOT mentioned as proof that online viewers are more loyal? 

a They are willing to pay money to watch shows. 

b They watch the commercials during the show.

c They want to find out more about the show. 

3 What does the line people have become so used to getting online 

entertainment for free that they learn not to value it as much mean? 

a Online entertainment is becoming much more expensive. 

b The quality of on line entertainment is not as good 'as on TV. 

c People feel they should not pay for something they used to get free. 

B Read the following sentences. Check (./) if they are true for television 
(7) or the Internet (/).

/ T I '\ 
1 People can choose to watch any show at any time. 

2 There is a growing potential for advertisers to make money. 

3 People are more willing to pay to watch shows. 

4 Viewers analyze and discuss the shows more. 

\..5 Families get together to watch shows at the end of the day. 

C ,Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 Do you think technology isolates us; or brings us closer? Give examples. 

2 Do you think people should pay for online entertainment? Why, or why 

not? 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 When you convert something, you 
' 

it. 

a get rid of b change

2 You use an approximate number when you ______ the actual 

number. 

a know b don't know

3 A response comes ______ an event. 

a after b before
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4 The ______ in a ·passage contains details. 
a heading b paragraph 

5 My dog is very loyal; he ______ walks beside me. 
a . never b always 

6 You switch to something else if you the first thing. 
a like b don't like 

7 A ______ needs to be able to persuade people. 
a policeman b salesman 

8 If you feel isolated, then you feel _____ _ 
a alone b hungry 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with a 
pr;1rtner. The J,yords in blu.e are from the passage.

1 Approx;imately how many foreign countries have you been to? 
2 How would you respond to someone who was rude to you? 
.3 Which brands are you most loyal to? .\'.'Jha� would persuade you to switch 

to a different brand?. 

A For each word in the box below, complete the associations using the 
vocabulary shown. Then explain to a partner how the words in each 
group are related. Can you add more words to these associations? 

commuting hobby e-mail common download enjoy hectic 

1 activity.: pastime 
2 computer: 
3 workweek: work 
4 leisure: relax 
5 pressure: stress 
6 . ,'popular freqL:Jent 

B Use the "starter'.' words below.to create word associations of your own. 
Begin by saying the word to a partner. Your partner should reply with 
a word that is related. Continue until you have a six.:.word association. 
Share your answers with the class. 

Example: food: delicious, pizza, Italy, spaghetti, tomatoes, garden 

1 relax: ___________ _ 

2 travel: _____ _ 

3 school: _____ _ 

4 (your own idea) Word: ______ Associations: _____ _ 

Vocabulary Skill 
Word Associations 

In learning new . 
vocabulary, think 
about how words are 
related, or associated, 
with other words. 
Think about words 
with similar meanings, 

, for ex�mple hobby

iand activity.·Also think 
about words ::that are 
related to the same: 
topic, e.g., sciss_ors

and �aper. 
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Real Life Skill 
Using Key Words for 

Internet Searches 

Before you begin to 
search for information .. 
on the Internet, ask __ ....
yourself, "What am I 
looking for?" To find 
information about a 
specific·topic (e.g., the 
origin of pop music), you 
. should use key n't�uns, 
·.verbs, and adjective§ ...
Think of some key
word synonyms that
might also help you find
information about your
topic.

A You have to do some Internet research for an essay with the topic The

Origins of Pop Music. Can you think of more key words you can use? 

Key words: origins, beginning, pop music, pop songs 

B Look at the following topics. � the key words you would use for 
your Internet research. Then write other words which would be useful. 
Compare your ideas with a partner. 

1 learning how to use a digital camera to take photographs 
Other words: ____________________ _ 

2 keeping tropical fish in an aquarium, at home 
Other words:---------------------

3 simple recipes for beginners·to learn cooking 
·Other words:----'--------------------

4 biographies of film actor$ and actresses 
Other words: ____________ _ 

C Choose one topic from B and do an Internet search using your key 
words. Share any useful websites you find with your classmates. 

Topic:---------------------'-----
Sites that were useful:--�----------------

Can the information on a website be trusted? Remember to ask yourse,IJ: · · 
;. ·, 

., � . 

• Who wrote the information? How experienced are ;they in the topic?
• Are the�e many facts, or is the information mostly the writer's opinion?
• When w.as the inforr:nation �ritten? Is it up-tc;>�date?
• . Does the website provide Jjnks to,other�sef1.!l,vyebsites?

Motivational Tip: How can t�is be applied beyond the textbook? Reading is

a very important life skill and is used every day to accomplish real life tasks. How can the real life skill of doing
research on the Internet be used in everyday life? 

· .· · · 

What do you think? 

1 How has modern technology changed the way people spend their leisure time? 
2 Do people in your country have enough time for leisure? Why, or why not? 
3 What leisure activities are popular with young people in your country? Which are 

popular more with older people? 

78 UNIT 6 Chapter 2 . 
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Review Unit 2 

Fluency Strategy: PQR+E 

Parsing, Questioning, Rephrasing, and Explaining (PQR+E) is a reading strategy to help you 
build your reading comprehension in stages from sentences to paragraphs to full texts. Use this 
strategy when you have difficulty understanding large pieces of text that you are reading. 

Parsing 

The first step in. PQR+E is parsing-breaking a sentence into smaller parts. When you come to 
sentences that·are·:·1ong or difficl:Jlt to underst�nd, try parsing them into sm�IIP.r pieces·: 

A Look at one way the first sentence ln 'the. passage on the next page, Movies for the Blind,

can be broken into small'er parts. Doing this. can make· it much ea�ier to· work .out the overall ·· 
meaning of the sentence. · 

When you think of the cinema, the phrase watching a movie probably comes to mind, 
and, indeed, moviemakers work very ha�d to make their films interesting visually. 

When you think I of the cinema, I the phrase watching a movie I probably I comes to mind, I and,

indeed, I moviemakers work very hard I to make their films I in�eresting visually. 

B Now .look at another sentence of the passage. Parse this sentence by dividin,g it into smaller
parts� 

, Movies also contain dialogue, music, and sound effects-things that people don't 
need to see in order to enjoy. 

Question.ing 

The second step in POR+E is questioning. Once you have finished parsing a long sentence, ask 
yourself questions about the parts of the sentence. What do yow understand? What do you not 
understand? 

Review the first two sentences from Movies for the Blind. What questions do you have as 
you read them? Read the example question for the first sentence, then write your own for the 
second sentence. 

1 How are movies interesting, besides visually?

2 
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Rephrasing 

In step 3 of PQR+E, rephrasing, write in your own words what the sentence you parsed means. Rephrasing 
helps you show that you have understood what you have read. 

Read the example paraphrase of the first sentence of Movies for the Blind. Then write in your own 

words what the other sentence means to you. 

1 When people think about movies, they mostly think about the visual features. 

The visual features of movies are also very important to -Alm makers. 

2 

Expi'a.ining (or ··ISxtending) 

In the final step of PQR+E you explain wha:t you have understood to a partner. Explaining'what you understand 
to someone .. else helps strengthen your comprehension. 

I 

A Explain the meaning of the two example sentences from Movies for the Blind to a partner. 

B Use PQR+E as you continue reading the passage, especially if there is a sentence you do not

understand. 

25 newspapers and is a guest on radio shows. Forry 
gives movies one of five ratings, including, "So good, Movies for the Blind 

When you think of the cinema, the phrase watching blind people like it" and "I'm glad I couldn't see it." 
a movie probably comes to mind, and, indeed, Forry became a writer after going blind at the age of 
moviemakers work very hard to make their films 28, and his writing skills and sense of humor are what 
interesting visually. They may use elaborate costumes., 30 keep people reading his reviews or listening to .him on 

5 beautiful locations, or amazing special effects to tell · the radio. After "watching" the animated movie· Up, 

a story. An actor's expression or movements can also Forry commented that he wished he, too, could have 
sometimes say me>re than words. _. , a talking.:dog to teu him tq watch out for cars and to 

. But vli�'at abo�tpeopl:e who are bTind or have'troub-le not "go into'ttie ladies' restrool'l1 again'.\ 

seeing? Movies also contain diafogue, music, an,d 35 Sometimes, though, it's nice to go to a movie without 
10 sound effects-things that people don't need to see reading reviews and knowing what to.expect. Some 

in order to enjoy, Movie reviewer Marty Klein, who movie theaters have begun to offer recorded audio 
is blind, created a website called Blindspots to help descriptions of the movements, scenery, and special 
people choose.movies that they canfollow without effects so that blind moviegoers.can follow wh�t' 
the help of �omeone explaining what is happening on 40 otheraudience members seeonJhe scre¢r,1. They 

15 the screen. He gave a rating, from 1 to 10, based on usually receive a wireless headset to wear ·during 
several things. A movie received a high rating if it has the movie. This allows them to listen to the narration 
only a few main characters whose voices are easy to while still hearing the movie's music and other sounds 
recognize. Klein also liked interesting stories without that surround them in the theater. Jay Forry also 
too many changes in time and place. A large amount 45 notes that modern theaters now have excellent sound 

20 of dialogue between the characters was better than systems, something he appreciates more than the 
long silences or noisy action scenes. His reviews are average moviegoer. 
still online, but the site is no lo�ger updated. 

Another blind mov\e reviewer, Jay Forry, maintains 
the website Blindside Reviews. He also writes for 

80 Review Unit 2 

In the end, going to the movies should be a fun and 
exciting.experience-for both the sighted and the

50 blind. 
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C Answer the following comprehension questions.

1 What is the main idea of the article? 
a Jay Forry writes movie reviews for blind people: 
b Blind people have resources to help them enjoy movies. 
c Some movie reviews are written specifically for blind people. 
d Blind people do not enjoy going to movies. 

2 VVhich movie would probably receive the best rating from Marty Klein? 
a a foreign martial arts film with many fight scenes 

' b a drama that often shifts between the past and the present 
c a romantic comedy '{'ith four main characters and lots of conversation 
d a space adventure with many explosions and special effects 

3 Movie reviewer Jay Forry has his own __ . 
a website 
b newspaper 
c radio show 
d movie theater 

4 What is Jay Forry most likely �o say about a movie he dislikes? 
a He wishes it hadn't been made. 
b It might have been good if he could see. 
c He is very happy he is blind. 
d Other blind people might like it. 

5 W.h.Y does the. author include this quotation: "go into the' ladies' restroom again"?
· a to recommend the movie Up to readers
b to corripare Forry to .the dog in the movie Up

c t() illustrate Ferry's sense of humor
d to demonstrate Ferry's need for help

6 To help blind people, some· theaters __ . 
a offer special headsets that play a recorded description of the movie 
b hold events for blind people to see movies together 
c give a discount on movie tickets to blind people 
d provide people to sit next to blind people and describe the movie 

7 What does ;line 46-4 7 something he appreciates . .. average moviegoer mean? 
a Jay Forry is a better movie critic than most people in the audience. 
b Jay Forry needs to test if wireles� headsets help blind people. 
c Jay Forry nee�s to pay attention to sou,nd so he can write a movie review. . 
d As a blind persor:i, Jay Forry pays more: attention tp sound as a blind person. 
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SELF CHECK

Answer the following questions.

r---------�=�--=-=---=-=-=============-=-=-=--=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-----.. 

82 Revi·ew Unit 2

t Have you eyer used the· PQR+E ·method before? . 
O· Yes · D· No · D · I'm not-sure.''

2 Wi.11 you practic.e PQR+E in your· reading ·outside of English class?
o· Yes · o· No · D · I'm not" sure:

. . . . . . . . . . . 

3 Do you think PQR+E is helpful? Why, or why not? 

4 When you are reading, do you find yourself having to .translate? If yes, 
what do you think you can do to stop translating? 

5 Which of the six reading passages in units 4-6 was easiest? Which was 
m<?st �iffic�lt? '(Vhy? 

6 :,.What have you readin English outside. of class rece11try_·�{,. .. 
. ,. . . . . . . . . 

._.,_ .......... ';. 
. 

7 What improvements are you making as a reader? Look again at the 
· Tips for Fluent Reading on pages 8 and 9. Write down one or.two ·
. thiQgs �hat you !<now yoµ cari dO: better t9day thari wt)en you �tart�d
the course. 

8 What other improvements do you still want to make as a reader? 

� ...... ,, 
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Reading Review 3: Raising a Child Athlete 

Fluency Practice 

Tim� yourself as you read throug.h the passage. Try to read as fl�ently as you can. Record your 
time in the Reading Rate Chart on page 176. Then answer the questions on page 85. 

Raisin a Child Athlete 
In many countries, children with sporting potential are identified early and encouraged to 
achieve athletic greatness· by training for hours every day. While some people see this as a 
great opportunity for kids to be healthy, others argue that too much focus on training can hurt 
young people. How parents should raise child athletes has become a big topic of their debate. 

5 People who are against such serious commitment to sports say that there are many negatives to 
training so intensely. Here are some of their arguments: 

• The long hours spent training can distance the child from his or her family.
• Athletes who spend too much time training miss out on education. The child may not

be prepared for other real world activities, such as going to college and having a non-
10 athletic job ..

• Pressure from parents and coaches to win can be psychologically damaging for the child.
Parents may also become too pushy and end up caring more about athletic achievements
than the child. - · · ' ' · 

'. •• . . 
' I·' 

,'\ ' . �" I . 

�
. . or., .. 0hristine Carr, a psychologist, suggeststl;\at parents take ·some important steps to make 

15 sure that their kids are getting the most out of sports. Carr says that the focus should be on the 
· . · child's happiness andaboLJt learning l_ife lessons. Self-discipline, determination, and learning to

. .. . deal .with failure are some· of the important life ski I.ls and lessons kids.can learn fmm sports.
. . 

. ' 
�. . ' �"'- - .. .. ·, 

. Other experts pojnt to the importanc;e.of letting children make their ow.n decisions. Top
athletes Tiger Woods and Michael ·-Phelps have said that they 

20 appreciated their parents letting them decide how much or how 
little they wanted to train. lh fact, according to Phelps' mother, he 
had trouble focusing 'in the classroom until he found a sport that -he 
was passionate about. By allowing Michael to focus on his sport, his 
mother also saw him improve as a student. 

25; Another thing that many parents and doctors agree on is the 
importance of developing a close relationship with the family. Dr. Carr 
suggests eating dinner together and says it is a simpl.e WRY to remind_ 
children that family is important, and that support c�n always be 
found at home. Woods and Phelps both had suppo.rtive families and 

30 rQade it public, with parents: attending their ryiariy :competitfciris. 
• .  • • .•• • • ' "'; 

· ,  
. •  f . 

Rai�ing an athlete is not e,·asj. By balaricj'ng life and training, Pp.Tents 
can $8t thefr Cfllldre·n ·up °tor SUCCes:s and help them become , ;: \,. Michael Phelps and his 
Winners in sport and in life. 

. . 
mother Debbie 

398 words Time taken 
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Reading Comprehension 

1 What is this passage mainly about? 

a why training child athletes is wrong 

b when child athletes should begin training 

c how parents can decide if their child would make a good athlete 

d how parents can raise child athletes the right way 

2 The purpose of the second paragraph is to __ . 

a examine what child psychologists say 

b list arguments against training young athletes 

c compare arguments for and against training young athletes 

d list bad ways to train children 

3 What best describes Dr. Carr's opinion of children in sports? 

a She thinks sports have the potential to benefit children. 

b She is against children playing sports. 

c She thinks only teenagers should play sports. 

d She thinks sports are good but meaningless for children. 

4 What is said about failure in the third paragraph? 

a It should be avoided. 

b It happens when athletes don't train hard enough. 

c It is something child athletes should not think about. 

d It is something children should learn to deal with. 

5 Why does the writer use Tiger Woods and Michael Phelps au examples? 

a They are very rich and successful athletes. 

b They had supportive fa111ilies as child athletes. 

c They have spoken about the dangers of training too. hard. 

d They are now raising their children as child athletes. 

6 Why does Dr. Carr say families should eat dinner together at home? 

a because it is an important meal for child athletes 

b because otherwise the children might eat fast food 

c because children should spend their evenings at home 

d because it teaches children the importance of family 

7 Who would find this passage the most useful? 

a child psychologists 
b coaches of child athletes 
c parents of child athletes 

d adult athletes 

84 Review Unit 2 
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I 

Reading Review 4: :The Life of a Professional Gamer 

Fluency Practice 

Tir:ne yourself as you read through the passage. Try to read as fluently as you can. Record your 

time in the Reading Rate Chart on page 176. Then answer the questions on the next page. 

The Life of a Professional Gamer 

Gordon Hayward has a pretty cool job-he plays basketball 
for the team Utah Jazz in the American National Basketball 
Association (NBA). But in his free time, he also works as a 
professional gamer, competing in Starcraft 2 tournaments. Even 

s as a top-level athlete, Gordon is impressed with the amount of 
commitment needed for these competitions. "These guys are 
professionals," he says. "They play this game for their job, so they 
take this as seriously as I take playing basketball for a living." 

Competitive gaming has been around for almost as long as video 
10 games themselves, but it's only recently that people have started earning money from it. This is 

because companies sponsor 1 gamers and tournaments. The gaming industry is now worth about 
$6 billion, and it is growing every year. Michel Masquelier, President of IMG Media (one of the 
world's largest entertainment companies), called gaming the number one activity in the world for 
men aged 18 to 24. Just as young people aspire to play in the NBA, many also dream of becoming 

1s professional gamers. 

There are now big global tournaments like World Cyber Games and Major League Gaming 
Championships, where hundreds of gamers come to compete in popular games like Starcraft, 

warcraft, Counterstrike, and the football game FIFA in front of an audience. The prize money in a 
tournament can reach a few million dollars. 

20 One thing gamers and athletes have in common is that they often play in teams. These "clans," 
as gamers call them, usually play tournaments together and practice against one another. 
Professional gamers and their clans earn money through sponsorships, winning tournaments, and 
teaching and training people to play video games better. 

Like athletes, gamers must train long and hard to become the best at the games that they play. 
2s Most gamers only compete in one game, the same way that most professional athletes only play 

one sport. Adrian Kwong, a professional gamer, says that he usually practices Starcraft 2 for more 
than three hours. some days he even plays for more than five hours! "To become a pro player, it 
takes determination, skill, and exten$iVe practice," says Katie Goldberg, who is vice-president of 
communications at Major League Gaming. 

30 Gordon Hayward isn't going to give up his basketball career anytime soon, but he says that 
athletes and gamers are not that different: "You have to train hard if you want to be the best, and 
that goes for everything, not just basketball. That also goes for video games like Starcraft." 

1A person or orgc;1nizations sponsors an activity or event by paying for it to happen, normally so they can advertise a product. 

416 words Time taken 
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Reading Comprehension 

1 What best describes the main idea of the passage? 

a While popular, video game sports are not real sports.·· 

b Professional gamers earn as much as athletes. 

c Professional gamers train and compete like athletes. 

d More athletes are playing video games than ever before. 

2 Why does the writer say in line 4 that Gordon is .impressed even as a top-level athlete? 

a Athletes are used to training long and hard. 

b Ahletes generally don't like playing video games. 

c Athletes don't have time to play video games. 

d Athletes enter lots of competitions as well. 

3 Why does the passage say gamers have recently started earning money? 

a Competitive gaming is very new. 

b Gamers now work for video game companies. 

c Young people pay to watch their favorite gamers. 

d Companies now sponsor gamers and competitions. 

4 What is a "clan"? 

a a club for fans of gamers 

b a team of gamers 

c a person who is new to gaming 

d a gamer who no longer competes 

5 Which is true about gaming tournaments? 

a Only the top gamers compete. 

b Gamers play from their homes. 

c Winners receive trophies, but not money. 

d Fans watch gamers as they play. 

6 Professional gamers like Adrian Kwong __ . 

a do some physical exercise to help their gaming 

b take part in gaming competitions on their own 

c practice for many hours a day 

d compete in many different games 

1- The purpose of the final paragraph is to show __ .

a how athletes and gamers are the same

b how athletes and gamers are different

c why Gordon Hayward plays video games like Starcraft 2

d why Gordon Hayward chooses basketball over video games
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. 

UNIT 

A World of Music 7 

Friday 
• Sandor Nagy and the National Orchestra present an evening of Beethoven's classics .

Festival Hall, 8 p.m.
• - DJ 2-Cool from Los Angeles (with special guests) plays the latest dance hits. The Warehouse,

from 10 p.m.

Saturday··· 

• Save the planet! Ten top bands play all night at Rock & Roll for the World, a benefit concert for

environmental groups. Riverside Theater, from 6 p.m.
• Hear the Jazz All-Stars-five of the greatest names in jazz, together for the first time.

Lacey's Lounge, 9 p.m.
• Join us at Salsa Fest, with BIG prizes for the best dancers! Club Tropicale, from 9 p.m.

Sunday 

• From Jamaica-hear reggae band One Love in concert. Metro Auditorium, 8:00 p.m.
• Join the Ireland Festival for real Irish food and drink, and some great tunes. Cross-Cultural

Center, from 4 p.m until late .

Getting Ready 

Read the event flyer above, then discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 What kind of music would you hear at each event? 
2 Which event would you like to go to? Why? 
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UNIT 7 

Before You Read 
My Favorite Music 

Reading Skill 
Predicting 

Before you read, it's 

helpful to review what 

you already know 

about the topic. This 

will help you to predict 

the things you will read 

about, and will increase 

your understanding of 

the reading. 

CHAPTER 1 Sounds from the Past 

A Look at the different styles, or genres, of music below. Which ones have 
you heard of? @the ones you like. Gress out the ones you don't like. 

rock 

blues 

house/tech no 

classical 

country 

pop 

folk 

jazz 

salsa 

reggae 

hip-hop/rap, . .. 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. How many other genres of music 
can you name? 

A � the words or phrases which best completes the following 
sentences. Can you predict what the passage on the next page 
will be about? 

1 Traditional music is found in (many I only a few) countries in the world. 

2 To keep traditional music alive, young people need to 

(learn music from I teach music to) older people. 

3 Researchers think music is an (important I unimportant) party of history. 

4 Researchers are trying to record older, traditional music so that it 

(doesn't disappear I becomes more popular). 

5 If you are listening to a field recording, you are listening to musicians 

performing in a (studio I natural setting). 

B Scan the passage on the next page to see if your answers in A. were 
correct. 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 90. 

Motivational Tip: Sucess or failure? Effort or ability? When you suceed, is it

because of your effort or your ability? Sucess can be a combination of both, but effort is perhaps more important. 

When you suceed, remember that it is because of the time you spent working on it. When you fail, remember it is 

not because you are not good enough, but because you need to spend more time and energy on the task 
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Much of the music we listen to today is a mixture of styles from various 
countries and time periods. A lot of music has roots in older traditional 
songs heard in many different countries around the world. Traditional, or 
folk, music is collected over decades, if not centuries. Younger generations 

5 learn these songs from their elders through practice and repetition. 

Since music can tell us a lot about different cultures through its lyrics,

melodies, and the instruments used, researchers and music fans see it 
as an essential part of history. They fear that traditional and older types 
of music are slowly disappearing, partly because they are less likely to 

10 be written down or recorded, or because the format in which they are 
recorded is no longer in use. Also, younger generations may not find 
such music very appealing, so once older generations pass away, the 
music may die out with them. Whole genres of music may go extinct.

There is a growing effort to preserve music in its many forms. Some 
15 researchers create field recordings-recordings made outside of a 

recording studio-to capture live perform�nces. For example, in the early 1900s, social scientist 
Frc.mces DensrJ)ore made recordings of Native America�. ?ongs that had been ·sung for many 
generations but were in danger of being forgotte�. Researchers also transcribe old music by 
listening to old recordings-sometimes the only one of its kind left. They try to write out the music 

20 so that it can be studied and played by modern musicians. 

Collecting music is another form of music preseNation. Some collectors are extremely 
passionate about their music, and will spend a lot of time and money looking for things 

that have not been produced or sold for many years. ,... 
Their efforts help to document music of different cultures, .....

.... 
25 genres, time periods, and places. For example, some 

.
. . . ...

folk musicians from the 

island of Madagascar 

punk rock fans still collect cassette tape's' from'ffie'ios:-···"' 
while many jazz fans prefer to listen to old vinyl records_ ....... . ... .. .

There are also associations and societies to preserve and celebrate 
very specific kinds of music. For example, the ldelsohn Society helps 
to preserve old and rare Jewish music, the suni Project celebrates 30 
the work of Grikor Marzaian suni, an old and influential Armenian 
composer, while the Videogame Music PreseNation Foundation lets 
people listen to old videogame music in its original form. 

Now, modern technology makes it much easier to preserve music. 
smart phones can be used to record music, while the Internet lets 35 

us share these recordings and find people with similar interests. 
Soon, losing a piece of music may be a thing of the past. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Definitions 

90 UNIT 7. Chapter 1 

A Check (.f) the statements that you think the author would agree with ... · 
,'>I. ' ,·. ·. 

1 D · Young people are less likely to care about traditional songs and 
. music than older people. 

2 D People like Frances Densmore have worked hard to save traditional 
music. 

3 D Music researchers and music collectors ·are actually quite similar 
in what they do. 

4 D Modern musicians can learn from 'traditional music. 
5 D The Internet and smart phones have the potential to help save 

traditional music. 

B Choose the correct answers for the following sentences. 

According to the article ... 
1 Traditional music is collected over __ years. 

a many b a few 
2 Researchers sometimes have __ recordings of the music they are 

studying. 
a many b very few 

3 · The purpose of associations like the Suni Project is to __ . 
a celebrate traditional music b plan music events 

. 4 Field record.ings are recorded __ a studio. 
a in b outside 

5 Transcribing music requires __ music. 
a listening to and writing b recording live 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 What kinds of traditional music have you heard? Which country or area 
was it from? 

2 Can you think of more ways to help preserve traditional music? 

A Match each word with its definition. The words in blue are from the 

passage. 

1 __ roots a type or style of music, art, or literature 
2 __ extinct b the way in which something is presented 
3 __ lyrics c something that has ended or died out 
4 __ format d to represent or record in order to preserve it 
5 __ appealing e the origins of something or someone 
6 __ capture f the words of a song 
7 __ genre g necessary, very important 
8 __ essential h interesting or attractive 
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B Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the words 

from A. 

1 Th�. music from the 1960s, such as the Beatles and Jjmi Hendrix, is still 
. . � . . . 

_____ to ·young people today. 
2 The'_· ____ of rock and roll has its in other music · 

types: it's a style of music that developed from rhythm and blues, gospel, 
jazz; and country music. 

3 In a karaoke booth, the _____ to the songs are usually shown on 
a 1V screen. 

4 Jeff feels that listening to a musician playing live is a(n) ---�
part of the musical experience. 

A Read the passage below, and circle all of the ex- words you find. 

Tokyo Concert Review 

Last night was the first Asian concert of rock band Small Minds' world 
tour. The band began their exhausting tour six months ago in New York. 
They are so popular in the States that they extended their stay there 
by a week, and played five extra concerts that sold out within hours. 

In an _interview be.fore their concert yesterday, guitarist Lee Gray and 
lead singer Mark Lang said Jhey were very excited to be in Tokyo. "This 
is our first trip to Japan, so it's a fantastic experience for us," �aid Lang. 

The :extensive four continues to Nagoya,· Osaka, and Fukuoka 
before moving to Korea, China, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore, and 
the Philippines. Small Minds then plan to take a hard-earned break at an 
exclusive island r��ort before headiAg;back home to the U.K. From there 
they will start the European leg of the tour. If you're lucky enough to get 
tickets to see them, expect a loud and energetic show, with some 
fantastic new versions of their album songs. 

B Match each of the ex- words from A with the definitions below. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

_____ : limited or restricted to certain groups or people 
_____ : very tiring 
_____ : feeling happy and thrilled 
___ ____,_: great or large in size, length 
_____ : made something longer in space or time 
_____ : more than usual; additional 
_____ : an event or happening 

C Are there other words that begin with ex- that you can add to this list? 

What do they mean? Share your ideas with a partner. 

Vocabulary Skill 
The Prefix ex-

\ 

In this chapter, you 
read the adjective 
extinct, which. means to 
die out completely. 

Ex- comes at the 
beginning of 1181Y 
words to forrri nouns, 
verbs,adjectives,and 
adverbs in English. 
It means upwards, 

completely, without, 

and former. · .. 
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UNIT 7 

Before You Read 
My Music 

Reading Skill 
Noticing Patterns 

Before reading a 
passage, we look at 
the format of the article 
and scan it for patterns. 
Examining how an 
article is set up helps 
you read more quickly 
and find important 
information �asily. 

CHAPTER 2 For.the Record: Album Reviews 

A Answer the following questions. 

1 Do you have a favorite musician? Why do you like him or her? 

2 How do you get information about new mu$jc? �.g. through friends, 

music websites, magazines, etc. 

3 How do you decide which music to buy? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

. .

,, ,, 

A Skim the reviews on the next page and answer the following questions. 

1 How many albums are reviewed? 

2 Which album was released earliest? 

3 How many albums play for longer than one hour? 

B The information below can ·be found in the album reviews on the next 
page. Scan the reviews, then number the information from 1-6 as it 

. appears. 

. __ the date the album was released 

_1_ the name of the musician or bano 

__ the length of the album 

__ summary of the writer's opinion 

--. the writer's opinion of the album 

__ the name of the album 

C Now read the reviews carefully. Then answer the questions on page 94. 

Motivational Tip: Share with others. Think of two ways to share what you learn from this

chapter with people who are not in your class. Do you have a friend that you could send an email to after class? 

Tell him or her about the importance of preserving traditional music, or share information about an album you 

just discovered. As you share what you read with others, your reading skills will improve. 
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' 
' 

I ' 

In this month's For the Record, we review a selection of classic records _that created a revolution in the music 
world. Each of th.ese records appeared in the top 10 of Rolling Stone magazine's 500' greatest albums of all time. 

The Beach Boys - Pet Sounds (1966) 
Length 35:57 

5 When The Beach Boys released Pet Sounds, they 
were already famous for their all-American image 
and California-style "surf rock" sound. However, Pet

Sounds showed how the band had grown stronger 
and more mature in their music. Not only did 

10 they use more instruments than usual, they used 
a variety of sounds such� dog barks and trains 
to create their music. The album features the hit 
songs "Wouldn't It Be Nice" and "God Only Knows," 
and inspired another great album-The Beatles' 

'15 Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. 

In short: !his is a great �e.cord for both fans and
general listene(s. ·· 
/

t

'i. .1., I i ,. ' 

Bob Dylan -Highway 61·Revisited (1965) 
Length 51 :26 

20 In his early career, Bob Dylan was considered a 
folk music hero. He was known for his live shows, 
playing the acoustic guitar,3 and singing songs about 
everyqay life. Named for the road he grew up on, . 

1 

Highway 61 Revisited is very different from Dylan's 
25 earlier sound. On the record, Dylan plays an electric 

guitar and sings songs about politics and culture in'· 
America in the 1960s. Many fanswer�_shocked by 

· this change, but the record affected the co.urse of
music forever.

30 In short: Buy this classic album for Dylan's poetic 
lyrics. 

Marvin Gaye-. What's Going on (1971) 
Length 35:38 
In the late 1960s, American soul singer Marvin Gaye 
saw many problems around him- war, poverty1 , 
homelessnes$, the negative effects of drwg use-and 
felt the need to make a statement. What's Going

on is written from the perspective of a war veteran,2 

and the songs comment on social problems in a 
way that soul music never had before. Gaye's reco'rd· 
company was sure the record-his 11th-would fail, 
but the title track was very successful, and so was 
the record. What's Goi�g On was the first of many 
soul records to take on social issues . 
.In short: This is an important re;cord for any music 
'fan. Focus your attention ordhe iyrics tb really , . 

·, � l. • 

underst2hd,,.,the r.nusic. ·; 

i The Clasff-London Ca//ing(1979) 
Length 65:07 
Punk pioneers The Clash crossed many music 
boundaries with their third album, London Calling

While the band kept their original punk sound, these 
songs also incorporate bits of jazz, ska, reggae, pop, 
and soul. The Clash were kn6wn for expressing their 
political views through their music, and London Calling

comments on many problems in Britain at that time. 
This album showed that punk can and should be taken 

, seriously. 
�n short: This album is a great introduction to punk 
rock, but for true fans, spend your money on the rare 
live-music recordings. 
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Reading A Read the following sentences. Check (.I) true (7} or false (f). 

Comprehension,: 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

· Vocabu.lary,.
·comprehension
Words in ·context

94 UNIT 7 Chapter 2 

/ T' F 

1 The four records are said to be very i,n,portant 
in music history. 

2 The,Bea�h Boys sound more mature in.t��ir album 
Pet Sounds. 

3 Marvin Gaye inspired the Beatles fo make an album. 
4 Highway 61 Revisited is named for the store where 

Bob Dylan bought his guitar. 
5 The Clash released two albums before London

\.. Calling. 

, B Read the following sentences. Which album(s) do the sentences 
describe? Check (.I) Pet Sounds (P), What's Going On (W), Highway 61 
Revisited (H), or London Calling (LJ. 

/ 

,1.': . ''rtiis alburnJalks about sodal and 
�,:j 

''•.l11;·:.:' ,political issues. 
·2 A wide variety of·instru�.�nts were

used on this albuni. 
3 · Fans are told to get 'the liv,�.r�cording?, . 

. ·, .. of this album;'.�tsongs instead. 
> 4 lThe :artist,w�i's already famous before •

: .; .. �··this· albLJ
m was relea:=,ecl·t'·"--:�- ..

5 This alburii"l�as released by a BWtish
. '.·, ·, ,,,,.!I' I ' 

\.. •::,:.band/musician.

p 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

H 

>,\, 

I 

""\ 

1 ·., Which of.the-albums have you listened to? Which would yoL11ike to listen 
·. to.most? Why?

2 What other albums do you.think have changed music? Why? · 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 If something is a revolution, it changes people's ideas ____ _ 
a quickly b slowly 

2 When a book is released, who is able to· see· it? 
a the public · b the writer 

3 Mature people usually hav1q experience. 

a less b more 
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4 Who is likely to create an album? 
a a writer b a musician 

5 Which is an example of 1ifatement? 
a · is that the right thing to do? b What yol.,I are doing is wrong. 

6 The Misfits and The Ramones were pioneers of punk music: In other 
words, they came _____ in the movement. 
a early b later 

7 A fence creates a boundary a home. 
a around b within 

8 If you. incorporate A into B, yo,u ____ _ 
a add A to B b replace A with B 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with a 
partner. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 How can you tell when someone is mature? What qualities do 
they have? 

2 Do you think it is important for music to make a statement? Why, 
or why not? 

3 How can you incorporate the skills for learning a language into other 
parts of your life? 

A Compare the noun effect and the verb affect. Use each in a sentence, 
below.·· 

. effect /i'-fect/ n.'. a change that is ciiused tjy ·�omefr)jng .or ,is the result of,. 
. . ' 

somethin�f ... l ·,, ·,]tf. ;''"''.'', . ' . ;
aff�ct /�'feet/'(- to d9 so��th

0

ing that. cti&�ge��,��r1eone :Or something 

1 This book really _____ how I think about relationships. 
2 This book had a great on me; I think about relationships 

much differently now. 

B Look at the word pairs below. Clloose the correct word for the 
following sentences. Use a dictionary to help you. 

1 Marta gave me some good (advice I advise) for my trip to.'Spain. 
2 If you visit Madrid, I would (advice I advise) you to stay in a guesthouse . 

near the Retiro Park. 
3 Everyone (accept I except) Paul is going to the concert on Friday night. 
4 Ben, this is a lovely gift, but I can't (accept I except) it. It's too expensive! 
5 Graciela is older (then I than) Lucia. 
6 I'm free at 8:00, Can we meet (then I than}?. 
7 Smoking �nd:drinking too much can (effect/ affect) your.heqlth in c;1 

negative way. 
8 Smoking and drinking too much can have a negative (effect ( affect) on 

your health. 

Vocabulary Skill 
Easily Confused Words. 

·.i''.··,1n this .�J,1it,,yoci•v�
100 

• ', 

seefrthe words effect'·:/·'
and affect. Words 
like this are .often 
confused because 

· they are spelled in
, a similar way, and
: in spoken English,

are sometimes 

.. prono�nced alike.
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Real Life Skill 
Dictionary Usage 

Choosing the Right Word 

In English, there are 
many words that are 
similar in meaning 
but are not exactlY,: the

· same. A good English
dictionary has examples
that show how each
word is used. These
examples can help you
choose the correct word.

A Expect, hope, and look forward to are similar in meaning. Read the 
dictionary entries below, then complete the following sentences. 
Explain your choices to a partner. 

expect v. to believe very strongly that something will happen 
Example: I exp?ct it to be sunny 'tomorrow, since the weather
forecast s�ys there.will be good weather for the rest of the wee�.

hope v. to want something to happen, to believe that there is a 
possibility that it can happen 
Example: I hope it will be sunny tomorrow as I really want to go to
the beach. 

look forward to phr. v. to expect that something will happen and 
to be very excited about it; to anticipate something 
Example: I look forward to going to the beach tomorrow with my
friends. 

1 The audience has paid a lot of money for this show, so they 

______ it to be entertaining. 

2 I'm really ______ a two-week vacation; it'll be great to have 

some time away from school! 

3 I would love to get a new TV. I to buY''<;>ne next year if 

I can save enough money. 

4 I studied really hard for this exam, so I at,least to·pass. 

B Now:write a .sentence eac� for expect, hope, and look forward to;· ..... 
· Share yo�(,,sentences, w,!t:h a part,n_er.

1

2

3

What do you think? 

1 Have musical styles from other countries influenced the music scene inyour 

country? Give some examples. 

2 Who are the most popular musicians in your country right now? Do you like 

them? Do you know of any musicians in your country who sing in another 

language? 

3 Do you know any song lyrics in English? Say or sing a song for: your ·partner! 
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UNIT 

1920s 

Career Paths 8 

1950s 

Telegraph Operator: People sent and received telegrams, which 
were messages sent using Morse Code through underground 

and undersea cables. 

1970s 

Typists: Women worked in "typist pools" where they 
typed letters and forms for managers in an office. 

Cow Milkers: People milked every cow 
on the farm twice a day by hand. 

Getting Ready 

Discuss these questions with a partner. 

1 Why are the jobs above no longer needed? What jobs have they been replaced with? 

2 Which jobs today do you think will no longer be needed in 20 years? Why? 
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UNIT 8 

Before You Read 
Would You Start a 

Business? 

Reading Skill 
Making Inferences 

Information in a 

reading passage is 

not always stated 

directly. Sometimes 

a reader has to infer 

(make guesses about) 

events, information, 

or a writer's opinion, 

using information in the 

reading. 

CHAPTER 1 College Start-Ups 

A Think about answers to the following questions. 

1 A "start-up" is a very small business that is still in the process of 

growing. Would you like to have a start-up? Why, or why not? If you 

answered "yes," what kind of business would you like to have? 

2 What are some advantages and disadvantages of being a business 

owner? 

3 What kind of person do you have to be to start and run your own 

business? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Skim the first paragraph of the passage on the next page to answer the 
following question. You will have to infer information from the passage. 
Underline the sentences in the first paragraph that helped you find the 
answer. 

Which is considered the most common career path? 
a go to university, then get a job afterwards 

b start a business while in university. 

c start a business after university 

B Skim the rest of the passage, then read the sentences below. � the 
sentence that best describes the secret behind each person's success. 

Brian Laoruangroch 
a Sell products from your own store or website to save money. 

b Find the simplest way to sell your products, even if you have to pay extra 

for the service. 

Whitney Williams 
a Fall in love with someone who has the same interests as you. 

b Spending time on your work now will help you be successful later. 

Zac Workman 
a Start small and let your company grow. 

b Think big and don't listen to people who tell you "No." 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 100. 

Motivational Tip: Setting goals. Set a goal for your own personal reading rate on the next read

ing passage. When we set a goa\, we have something to work toward. The goal must be realistic but challenging. 

When you work toward and achieve your reading rate goals, you will feel a great sense of satisfaction. 
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College 
Start-Ups 
Most college students see their 

time at university as the first step in 

their career path; afterwards, they 

will go out into the working world 

5 and get a job. But some students 

have great ideas that simply cannot 

wait until graduation day. With many 

free resources and technologies 

available to them, more and more 

10 university students are finding ways 

to start small businesses while they 

are still in school. Let's take a look at 

a few enterprising undergraduates 

and their companies. 

Green Mobile 
15 As a student at the University of Missouri, Brian Laoruangroch used to sell refurbished 1 cell.phones on eBay as 

a hobby. But when Brian realized how much money he could make by buying, fixing, and reselling phones, he 

decided to create his own website to resell the phones. His parents loaned him money, and he received money 

from his local government to found a company called Green Mobile, which now has local retail stores and about 

20 employees. Brian said balancing work and studies was challenging, but he didn't forget to pay attention in 

20 class. "I was learning important business concepts while I was using them in my own business," he said. 

Whitney Williams Collection 
Whitney Williams has always been creative, and she enjoys making things in her spare time. While in 

elementary school, she sold handmade stationery to people in her neighborhood, and later she expanded 

her offerings to include one-of-a-kind purses. When Whitney visited Italy as a student at Texas Christian 

University, she fell in love with the handmade jewelry she saw there. It inspired her to start her own jewelry 

25 business. Instead of partying with friends or traveling, Whitney spent most of her weekends for the next 

two years selling her high-quality jewelry at small shows and private sales. As a result, the Whitney Williams 

Collection is now produced and sold around the world. Whitney hopes to eventually expand her brand to 

include shoes, clothing, and accessories. 

Punch 
As a competitive swimmer, zac workman became very familiar with energy drinks. However, zac found problems 

30 with most energy drinks. They either tasted bad, used chemicals that weren't healthy, or made the user feel tired 

again when its sugary energy was used up. This spurred zac to do some research when he got to the University 

of Indiana. Using an old family recipe for fruit punch, zac developed an energy drink with natural ingredients, 

and found a partner to produce it. His energy drink, called Punch, became popular on his campus. As his 

business grows, zac says he's learning on the job. "People would think it would be difficult to balance class and a 

35 business," he said, "but I'm lewning more now than I ever have in the classroom." 

1 Something that is refurbished is made clean, fresh, or like new again.
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

100 UNIT 8 Chapter 1 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions. 

1 According to the article, how many employees does Green Mobile have? 

a only 1 

b about 20 

c over 30 

2 Who did Whitney sell her first products to? 

a her neighbors 

b her classmates 

c her teachers 

3 Which best describes Zac's energy drink Punch? 

a a drink made especially for swimmers 

b an all-natural drink that helps athletes 

c a fresh sports drink that Zac made every day 

B Complete the diagram by writing the letter in the correct area. 

a turned a hobby into a business 

b developed a product for athletes 

c used family money to start the company 

d says lessons learned in school have helped in managing a business 

e started the company while still in university 

f creates new and original products to sell 

g worked weekends and did not see friends very often when starting 

the company 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 Do you think a university student knows enough to start and manage a 

business? Why? 

2 Should a business owner be more interested in making money or doing 

what they are passionate about? Why? 
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A Match each word with its definition. The words in blue are from the 

passage. 

1 _ resource a able to make money from new, interesting ideas 

2 _ enterprising b products used for writing letters and notes 

3 _ retail c money, skills, or time that is available when needed 

4 _ concept d to get bigger 

5 _ stationery e the land and buildings of a university or college 

6 _ expand f concerning the sale of things to people in stores 

7 _ spur g motivate, inspire 

8 _ campus h an idea about how something is or should be done 

B Complete the following sentences using words from A. You might have 

to change the form of the word. 

1 I'd like to have a(n) _____ business selling personalized 

notebooks, but I don't have the to start one! 

2 The school decided to the size of its _____ so that 

more students could attend. 

3 Don't be afraid to fail. Sometimes that can _____ you on to great 

success. 

4 Mr. Galison is very ; his business _____ always 

seem to earn lots of money for the company. 

A Match a word from the box with a word below to make a compound noun. 

computer travel book taxi police fire office car hair 

1 manager 2 agent 3 dealer 

4 programmer 5 dresser 6 driver 

7 fighter 8 keeper 9 officer 

B Which word{s) in A are one word? Which are two words? Discuss with a 

partner. You can use your dictionary to help you. 

C Write the occupations from A next to the definitions below.

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Occupation Definition 

protects your city from criminals 

helps you with a vacation 

drives you from one place to another 

sells you a new automobile 

_______ cuts and styles your hair 

_______ creates websites or software 

puts.out fires 

runs an office 

keeps a record of how much money a business has 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Definitions 

Vocabulary Skill 
Compound Nouns 

A compound noun joins 

two words to make one 

(for example, hand+ 

made= handmade). 

Sometimes, two words 

are used to talk about 

one thing (for example, 

retail store). There are 

many compound nouns 

in English, and several 

are used to talk about 

jobs and careers. 
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UNIT 8 

Before You Read 
A Job That Fits You 

Reading Skill 
Skimming for General Ideas 

When we skim while 

reading, we read quickly 

to get a general idea of 

the meaning of the text. 

Later we can go back 

and read more slowly 

to understand all of the 

details. 

102 UNIT 8 Chapter 2 

CHAPTER 2 The Right Job for Your Personality 

A Think about each of these jobs. What kind of person is the best match 
for each job? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Look at the title of the article on the next page. Think of three words 
that describe your personality and write them here. 

B Skim the different personality groups in the article and qui�ecide 
which group sounds the most similar to your personality. �the 
group in the box below. 

Realistic 
Social 

Investigative 
Enterprising 

Artistic 
Conventional 

C Read the entire article carefully. Then answer the questions on page 104. 
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Choosing a career is an important life decision, yet many people settle on one based on the opinions 
of friends and family. It's very difficult to find something you really enjoy doing, but scientists have 
devised tests to help people come closer to finding their dream job. 

One of the most widely-used tests is the Holland Code. Psychologist John Holland worked for more 
5 than 50 years to develop his theories about personality and career choice. He created a set of six 

personality types to help people understand what careers might be best for them. Dr. Holland believed 
that people work best in environments that match their personalities, and the key to finding a satisfying 
career is to match your fundamental interests with an occupation. 

Take a look at the six personality types below and see which jobs might be right for you. Most people 
10 are a combination of two or three types. 

15 

Realistic 
Realistic people like to work with things they can see o(touch. 
They are inclined to solve problems by doing them, rather than 
thinking or talking about them. They generally like to work outside 
and are good with tools, machines, plants, and animals. 
Job matches: carpenter, chef, nurse, pilot 

lnve��igative 
People of this personality type value ideas and are strong at tasks 

that allow them to investigate facts and figure out complex problems. They are better at individual 
20 work like research and study, rather than leading groups of people or working in teams. 

Job matches: computer programmer, historian, psychologist, surgeon 

Artistic 
Artists are creative people. They don't work well with structure 
and rules, and thrive instead in environments that allow 

25 communication and a free flow of ideas. They enjoy tasks that 
allow them to express themselves and mix with people. 

30 

Job matches: actor, art therapist, graphic designer, writer 

social 
Social personalities love to 
work with people. They get the most satisfaction out of teaching 
and helping others, and are driven to serve the community as 
opposed to making money. 
Job matches: coach, counselor, social worker, teacher 

Enterprising 
35 Many great leaders and business people have enterprising 

personalities. These are persuasive people who are good at 
making decisions and leading teams. They tend to value money, power, and status, and will work toward 
achieving them. 
Job matches: business owner, event manager, lawyer, salesperson 

40 conventional 
Conventional people appreciate rules and regulations, and like having structure to their lives. They are 
logical thinkers and have a lot of self-control, making them the perfect people to work with data and details . 
.Job matches: accountant, analyst, editor, librarian 

Nowadays, anyone can take a Holland Code personality test online to find what jobs might be right for 
45 them. Why not try it today? 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Odd Word Out 

104 UNIT 8 Chapter 2 

A Match the personality type with the description. 

1 __ Realistic a likes to lead and influence other people 
2 __ Investigative b likes to organize things and check details 
3 __ Artistic c likes to create new things and express their ideas 
4 __ Social d likes to work with their bodies and do practical things 
5 __ Enterprising e likes to work with ideas and problems 
6 __ Conventional f likes to work with and help other people 

B Read the following sentences. Check (./) true (7) or false (F). 

, T F"'-1 

1 A person can fit into several personality types. 

2 Realistic and Conventional people like working with objects. 

3 Most people consider their personality type before choosing a job. 

4 Both Social and Investigative types like working with other people. 

,5 You need to see an expert to take a Holland Codes test. 

C Discuss the following question with a partner. 

A 

B 

1 Can you suggest another job for each personality type that isn't already 
in the passage? Give reasons for your choices. 

2 Do you think personality tests are accurate? Why, or why not? 

Circle the word or phrase that does not belong in each group. 

The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 popular decision opinion agreement 
2 guess hypothesis politics theory 
3 fundamental essential central mistaken 
4 take care of inclined to support encourage 
5 investigate find out about study ignore 
6 succeed prosper thrive reduce 
7 romantic forceful strong persuasive 
8 order error regulation law 

Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with 

a partner. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 What are some jobs in which people investigate things? Would you enjoy 
doing these jobs? 

2 What is the best way to persuade someone to do something? 
3 Do you consider yourself an opinionated person? How so? 
4 Do you think regulations are important in a job? Why, or why not? 
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A Look at some of the adjectives that describe people's personalities. 
Note the different adjective endings. 

introverted 
patient 

adventurous 
energeti.Q 

responsible 
hard-working 

creative 

B Complete the online job ads below with the appropriate adjective 
endings. Use your dictionary to help you. 

JOBS AVAILABLE 

Looking for a (1) self-motivat__ and (2) effect__ teacher to 

join the staff at our elementary school. You must have a teaching 

certificate and at least five years' experience to apply. Must also be 

(3) interest__ in working with children ages 6-9.

( Read more>> ) 
want to make $5,000 a month working in shorts and a T-shirt? Water 

World, the swimming pool specialist, has an immediate opening for 
an (4) adventur __ and (5) assert_ salesperson in the Boston 

area. 

C Read more >> ) 
we have an immediate job opening for an (6) experienc __ , 

(7) flex__ secretary in our very busy downtown office.

C Read more » ) 
ScorePro, a software company that creates fun and educational 

math materials for children, is looking for a (8) dynam __ , 

(9) enthusiast____ computer programmer to join our company.

C Read more >> )

C Choose one of the ads above. Using adjectives, think of two or three 
reasons to describe why you would be good for the job. Share your 
answers with a partner. 

Vocabulary Skill 
Adjective Endings 

Adjectives can be 

formed in many different 

ways. Knowing the 

most common adjective 

endings can help you 

identify adjectives, and 

differentiate them from 

other word forms. 

Motivational Tip: Reflect on your goals. Think back to the goal that you set for yourself at

the beginning of this unit. Did you achieve your goal? Why, or why not? If you achieved your goal, find a way to 

celebrate! If you did not achieve your goal, determine what you need to do in the next unit to reach it and then 

celebrate. 
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Real Life Skill 
Searching for a Job Online 

Jobs listed on many 

websites are often 

organized by category; 

teaching jobs, for 

example, will often 

be listed within the 

category Education. 

Understanding job 

categories and 

recognizing key 

vocabulary in English 

can help you to begin a 

directed and successful 

online job search. 

A Look at the career categories on the left. What kind of jobs might you 

find in each? Match the jobs with the categories. 

1 __ Administrative a lawyer 

2 __ Education b clothing salesperson 

3 __ Finance c nurse 

4 __ Food, Travel, Hospitality d bank officer 

5 __ Health Care e English teacher 

6 __ Computer f secretary 

7 __ Legal g web designer 

8 __ Retail Sales and Marketing h hotel manager 

B How much do you want to work? Match a contract type with a definition. 

a full-time b part-time c contract/temporary (temp) 

1 __ works about 5-20 hours per week 

2 __ works for a company for a specific period of time, e.g., 1 month 

3 __ a regular employee of a company; works 40+ hours per week 

C Choose a job that is interesting to you, and the type of contract you 

would like. Go to one of the websites below and find a job that matches 

these requirements. Complete the information below. 

www.careerbuilder.com www.monster.com www.workhound.co. uk 

Website: _____________ _ 

Job Description (title, location, pay, working hours): 

What do you think? 

Discuss the foJlowing questions with a partner. 

1 Describe your ideal job. 

2 Is it easy or difficult to find a job in your country? Why? 

3 What advice have you heard for getting a job? Do you think these ideas are 

useful? 
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UNIT 

The Story of Chocolate 9 

Getting Ready 

Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 What kinds of food and drink are made from chocolate? 

2 How often do you eat chocolate? What kinds of chocolate do you like to eat? 

3 Do you think eating chocolate is good or bad for you? Why? 
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UNIT9 

Before You Read 
What Do You Know about 

Chocolate 

Reading Skill 
Recognizing Sequence of 

Events 

Not all articles present 

events in order; 

sometimes a writer 

will introduce a main 

idea or event before 

explaining how or why 

it happened. To show 

time relationships, 

writers use words like 

originally, later, and 

today. 

108 UNIT 9 Chapter 1 

CHAPTER 1 A Brief History of Chocolate 

A @ the correct answer to complete each sentence. 

1 Cacao plants only grow in (warm I cold) weather. 
2 Chocolate is made from (leaves I seeds). 
3 Chocolate can be deadly for (dogs I babies). 
4 People first consumed chocolate by (drinking I eating) it. 
5 Theobroma Cacao is the scientific name for chocolate, and it means 

(food of the gods I glorious medicine food). 

6 White chocolate contains (a lot of I no) cocoa powder. 
7 For every bar of chocolate eaten in China, there are (100 I 1 ,000) bars 

eaten in the United Kingdom. 
8 The most popular way to consume chocolate today is as (chocolate milk I

a chocolate bar). 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. Then check your answers at the 
bottom of page 109. 

A Read the sentences below, then scan the passage on the next page for 
the information. @the event that happened first. 

1 a Chocolate became popular in Spain. 
b Chocolate became popular in France. 

2 a Chocolate was used in ceremonies. 
b Chocolate was fashionable. 

3 a Chocolate tasted. sweet. 
b Chocolate tasted bitter. 

4 a Chocolate was eaten. 
b Chocolate was drunk. 

B Which words or phrases in the passage helped you understand the 
order of the events in A? Write them below. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 110. 
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One of the most beloved foods in the world, 
chocolate is not just a modern treat. In fact, 
chocolate-or rather, cacao seeds-has been part 
of our culinary history for thousands of years. 

5 More than 2,000 years ago in Central America, 
the Mayan people began consuming a drink 
made from cacao seeds. There was no sugar in America in those days, and so they flavored the 
drink with chili peppers and other spices. It was called xocolatl, meaning bitter water. The Mayans 
used xocolatl for important rituals, such as religious ceremonies or weddings, and believed that 

10 consuming it would enhance their health and cure illnesses. Caco seeds became highly valued 
throughout Central America, and were even used as currency 1 by the Aztecs. 

On his fourth voyage to America in 1502, the explorer Christopher Columbus 
landed in what is now called Nicaragua. He was the first European to 
discover cacao seeds being used as money, but he did not consider 
it very significant. It was only later, in the 16th century, that another 
explorer, Hernando Cortez, saw cacao's value, and brought the drink and 
the equipment used to make it back to Spain. The Spanish didn't quite 
take to the bitter taste, and added other ingredients such as sugar and 
vanilla, so that chocolate more closely resembled the sweet treat we 
know today. 

As popular as chocolate was in Spain, it didn't spread to the rest of 
Europe until nearly a hundred years later, when a Spanish princess 

Hernando Cortez married the French king and made chocolate fashionable. By the 17th 
century, the chocolate drink had gained widespread popularity in France, 

25 and an ambitious Frenchman opened the first chocolate house in London. Soon, chocolate drinks 
were sold everywhere in London, and English bakers began using it in cakes -the first mention of
chocolate being eaten and not drunk. 

· · 

But the biggest development in modern chocolate consumption happened by accident in 1828. 
C. J. van Houten, a Dutch chemist, discovered a method for making powdered chocolate when he

30 tried to extract oils from cacao to make the drink smoother. This product became known as "cocoa 
powder." Not long after, in 1847, a British man named Joseph Fry developed "eating chocolate," 
which were chocolate bars made of cocoa powder, cocoa butter, and sugar. This led to the first milk 
chocolate bars, sold by Nestle, a Swiss company. These were created by adding condensed milk2 to 
Fry's chocolate bar recipe. Fry's company, Fry & Sons, was later bought by Cadbury. Today, Nestle and 

35 Cadbury remain the world's leading chocolate producers. 

Chocolate hasn't lost its popularity, and has yet to stop evolving. Stop in your local specialty 
chocolate shop and you might find chocolates filled with fruit jellies and even flower petals. Food 
scientists have made chocolate sauces that can harden in seconds, and chocolate bars that don't 
melt in hot weather. For people who cannot live without chocolate, scientists have added the smell 

40 and taste to products like soap, perfume, toothpaste, and lipstick. As world-famous chocolatier 
Jacques Torres once said, "Chocolate is a magical product ." 
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1 The money used in a particular country is referred to as its currency. 
2 Condensed milk is cow's milk with water removed, and usually has 

added sugar. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions. 

1 Which is another possible title for the passage? 

a How Chocolate Moved Around the World 

b Cooking with Chocolate in Different Cultures 

c Modern Ways of Making and Eating Chocolate 

2 Which is NOT mentioned as a use for chocolate? 

a money 

b medicine 

c decoration 

3 What is the purpose of talking about C.J. Van Houten? 

a to teach readers how to make cocoa powder 

b to explain why Europeans first liked chocolate 

c to show how modern chocolate developed 

B Read the following sentences. Check (.I) true (n or false (F). 

/ 

1 Christopher Columbus knew that cacao seeds were used as 

currency. 

2 For many years, chocolate was only popular in France. 

3 C.J. Van Houten did not intend to make cocoa powder.

4 Modern chocolate bars were invented by one person. 

5 Nestle and Cadbury are still some of the most successful 

� 
chocolate producers. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

T F' 

1 How do you think chocolate tasted when the Mayans and _Aztecs prepared 

it? Would you like to drink this kind of chocolate? Why, or why not? 

2 Why do you think chocolate remains such a popular food?_· 

Motivational Tip: A 'Valuable life-skill. Thinking critically about what you've just read is an

important way to learn beyond the textbook. How can this critical thinking help in your personal life? 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context 

110 UNIT 9 Chapter t 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 Which would be taught in a culinary class? 

a how to make flowers grow b how to cut a potato 

2 Which of the following would you consume? 

a a sandwich b a shirt 
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3 When you enhance something, you make it ____ _ 
a better b worse 

4 What can you cure? 
a a mistake b a headache 

5 What can you extract from a watermelon? 
a juice b skin 

6 Which are examples of soccer equipment? 
a ball, shoes b players, coach 

7 When something evolves, it 
a changes b stays the same 

8 If you resemble your father, you him. 
a respect b look like 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with 
a partner. The words in blue are from A. 

1 Do you have any culinary skills? Who did you learn them from? 
2 Name an invention that has evolved over time. 
3 Name something that needs a cure. 
4 Have you ever been told you resemble someone famous? Who? 

A Look at the underlined word in each sentence. Write down what part of 
speech (noun, verb, adjective, adverb, etc.) for each word. 

1 There was no sugar in America in those days, and so they flavored the 
drink with chili peppers and other spices. 
Part of speech=--------------------� 
Meaning: ______________________ � 

2 The Mayans used xocolatl for important rituals, such as religious 
ceremonies or weddings. 
Part of speech=--------------------� 
Meaning: ______________________ � 

3 The Spanish didn't quite take to the bitter taste, and added other 
ingredients such as sugar and vanilla 
Part of speech=--------------------� 
Meaning: ______________________ � 

4 Stop in your local specialty chocolate shop and you might find 
chocolates filled with fruit jellies and even flower petals. 
Part of speech=-------------------� 
Meaning: ______________________ � 

B Write the meaning of the underlined words, and@the words in the 
sentence that helped you to understand the meaning. 

C Discuss your answers with a partner. 

Vocabulary Skill 
Identifying Part of Speech 

Knowing which part of 

speech a word is can 

help you to understand 

its meaning. Other 

words in a sentence 

can also help you 

to understand the 

meaning of new 

vocabulary. 
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UNIT9 

Before You Read 
Is Chocolate Bad for You? 

Reading Skill 
Understanding the Main 

Ideas 

Understanding the 

main ideas of each 

paragraph in a reading 

can help you to follow 

the argument the 

author is making, and 

to understand the 

main idea of the whole 

passage. 

CHAPTER 2 The Truth about Chocolate 

A Think about answers to the following questions. 

1 What are some bad things that you have heard about eating chocolate? 

2 Can you think of books or movies that feature chocolate? How is 

chocolate described in the media? 

3 Do you think chocolate has a good or bad reputation? Why? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A 

B 

Skim the paragraphs numbered 1-5 in the article on the next page. 

Then read the sentences below and check (v") if they are true (n, 

somewhat true (S), or false (F). 

/' T s 

1 Eating chocolate makes you happier. 

2 Chocolate makes you fat. 

3 Chocolate is good for your heart. 

4 Chocolate gives you pimples. 

,s Chocolate causes tooth decay. 

F " 

Now write one detail from the passage that supports your answer for 

each of the paragraphs. 

Paragraph1=��������������������� 

Paragraph2=��������������������� 

Paragraph3=��������������������� 

Paragraph4=��������������������� 

Paragraph5=��������������������� 

C Read the entire passage again carefully. Then answer the questions on 

page 114. 

Motivational Tip: Strengthen your personal relationships. Your friends can help you

achieve your reading goals. Sharing your goals can also strengthen your personal relationships. As you begin this 

unit, share with a friend what you hope to learn in this unit about chocolate that will help you become a better 

user of English. 
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If you ever crave chocolate, you're not alone-millions of people around the world admit to being "chocolate 
addicts." But have you wondered if this addiction is damaging to your health? Let's separate the myths from the facts 
concerning this popular food. 

O Eating chocolate makes you happier. 

5 It's not your imagination. Chocolate contains over three hundred known chemicals, which stimulate areas 
of the brain that enable us to feel pleasure. Chocolate contains small amounts of theobromine, which help to 
enhance your mood,iand caffeine, which gives you more energy and is also found in coffee and tea. 

f) Chocolate makes you fat.

Chocolate is commonly regarded as a fattening food that contains no nutritional value. In fact, cocoa beans
10 are full of antioxidants that are beneficial to health. However, they undergo a lot of processing to remove their

distinctive bitterness, which also removes a large portion of the antioxidants. Most store-bought chocolates
have high sugar and fat content, and only small amounts of cocoa. Eating these and other high-calorie
chocolate desserts, like cakes and cookies, can indeed cause you to gain weight.

15 There have been studies in recent years linking chocolate to 
a healthy heart. Cocda contains chemicals called flavanols 
which fight heart disease by lowering blood pressure and 
cholesterol levels. But you'll have to consume dark chocolate 
with a high proportion of cocoa if you want to see the benefits, 

20 or just eat more fruits and vegetables, which contain flavanols 
as well and in higher amounts. "If you want to reduce your 
heart disease risk, there are much better places to start than 
at the bottom of a box of chocolates," says Victoria Taylor from 
the British Heart Foundation. 

25 8 Chocolate gives you pimples. 

Despite what you might have heard from your mother or grandmother, there is absolutely no evidence that 
chocolate gives you pimples or acne. It's not chocolate that causes problems, but the highly-processed nature 
of the products containing chocolate, and their high levels of sugar and fat. While it's great that chocolate isn't 
to blame, bad skin could still indicate a bad diet. 

30 0 Chocolate causes tooth decay. 

This is another myth that just won't go away. It's not chocolate itself that causes tooth decay, but the sugar 
in chocolate products-and bad teeth-brushing habits! In fact, it is believed that cocoa butter forms a coating 
over our teeth, and this might actually protect rather than hurt them. · 

AS with most things, chocolate only becomes a danger when you overdo it. It's important to remember that 
35 most of the health benefits of chocolate come from cocoa, which is why dark chocolate is the healthiest 

option. So choose your chocolate wisely, eat it in moderation, and you'll get the best of both worlds
happiness AND health. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Definitions 

114 UNIT 9 Chapter 2 

A Choose the correct answer for the following questions. 

1 Most commercial chocolates contain lots of __ _ 

a antioxidants 

b cocoa 

c sugar 

2 Why does ,Victoria Taylor mean in her quote in lines 21-23? 

a She thinks chocolates are actually bad for your heart. 

b There are better things out there to help prevent heart disease. 

c Most boxes of chocolate only contain white or milk chocolates. 

3 Why does the writer mention mother and grandmother in line 26? 

a to show that chocolates causing pimples is an old belief 

b to show that modern chocolates don't cause pimples 

c to show that women tend to get pimples from eating chocolate 

B Read the following sentences. Check (�) if they are shown as positive 
(+) or negative(-) in the article. 

'
- .. 

"""" 
+ -

1 Chemicals in chocolate can change our emotions. 

2 Most people eat chocolate in candy bars and cakes. 

3 Cocoa beans are processed to remove their bitter taste. 

4 Chocolate contains flavanols. 

'-? When eaten, cocoa butter can coat the teeth. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 In your opinion, how often is it healthy to eat chocolate? 

2 Why do you think modern chocolates have so much sugar and fat? 

A Match each word with its definition. The words in blue are from the 
passage. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

decay 

crave 

distinctive 

stimulate 

nutritional 

nature 

moderation 

undergo 

a very different or special 

b to rot or slowly be destroyed 

c the basic character or quality of something 

d to excite or make something more active 

e related to the vitamins, minerals, etc., in food 

f in healthy or reasonable amounts 

g to experience something 

h to want something very much 

B Complete the following sentences with the correct form of the words 
from A. 

1 Women's diets tend to _____ a change when they get pregnant, 

and they may start foods they've never liked before. 
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2 This dish has a very _____ taste-it's sweet and sour at the 

same time. 

3 People are not allowed to keep tigers as pets because it's in their 

_____ to be aggressive, and they might harm their owners. 

4 Keep healthy by eating fresh fruit, vegetables and other ____ _ 

foods, and consuming oily or salty foods in ____ _ 

A Read the article below and find synonyms for the vocabulary definitions 
in the following chart. 

Health News 

It's accepted that exercising regularly is good for health. But is too much 
of it a good thing? A recent report in a leading medical journal may have 

proof that exercising too much can in fact be dangerous. When we work 
out, we get a lift or high from chemicals released into the brain. It is this 

"high" that people become addicted to, and it can have negative effects 
on body and mind. 

Over-exercisers may find their muscles are constantly sore; some 
may even get stress fractures, or small cracks in their bones, from 
doing intense workouts. A person obsessed with exercising day after 
day can end up feeling exhausted all the time. They may also feel 
restless or.unable to sleep at night. If you find yourself weaker instead 
of stronger after working out, it may be evidence of over-exercising. 
But those who are hooked on exercise should not quit altogether. 

Doctors advise to slowly cut back on the number of days a week that 
you exercise, and to limit yourself to only an hour a day. 

' Definitions Synonyms-

something that is bad for you 

to become dependent on something 

information to show that something is true 

something that happens all the time 

the feeling of tiredness 

to reduce or lessen 
\... 

B Write one more synonym for each definition. Then discuss your 
answers with a partner. 

"\ 

Vocabulary Skill 
Synonyms 

A synonym is a word 

that has the same or 

similar meaning as 

another word. One 

way of increasing 

your vocabulary is by 

learning synonyms. 
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Real Life Skill 
Dictionary Usage: 

Choosing the Right 

Dictionary Definition 

When you look up 

words in a dictionary 

you will sometimes 

see more than one 

definition. You can use 

the example sentence 

in the dictionary, or the 

sentence in the book you 

are reading, to help you 

decide which definition is 

the right one to use. 

A Look at the dictionary entries below. Then read the following sentences 
and decide which definition is correct. Write 1 or 2 next to each 
sentence. 

consume v. 1 to eat and drink; 2 to destroy 

contribute v. 1 to give or donate something (time, money, 

etc.); 2 to help make something successful 

cultivate v. 1 to prepare land for growing crops, trees, 

and flowers; plowing, planting seeds, and fertilizing soil; 

2 to study and develop a good understanding of 

something (books, art, music) 

1 Fire consumed the entire restaurant in less than an hour. 

Fortunately, all the diners and staff escaped unhurt. 
2 Each person in the office contributed $10 to help pay the 

hospital bill for their sick colleague. 
3 Steven cultivated his knowledge of Asian culture while taking 

. many business trips to Korea and Japan. 

B Now write three more sentences using the other definitions of the 
words above. 

1 

2 

3 

What do you think? 

1 Chocolate is described as a food that has evolved over time. Can you think of 
other foods that have evolved? 

2 Can you think of other foods that have myths surrounding them? 

3 Are there any foods that you "can't live without"? 
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Review Unit 3 

Fluency Strategy: KWL 

You can ask yourself three questions to improve your reading fluency and comprehension. The 

letters K, W, and L can be used to remind you of these questions. 

KWL stands for Know, Want, Learn. 

Know 

The first step in KWL is similar to the Preview step in PRO (page 41) and the A in the Active approach 

(inside front cover). This step will help you prepare yourself before reading. 

A Look at the title of the passage on the next page, Will Shortz: Puzzle Maker. Then read only 

the first paragraph of the passage. From the title and first paragraph, decide what is the topic 

of the passage. 

B Ask yourself, "What do I already know about this topic?" Write down three or four facts that 

you already know about the topic in the Know column of the table below. 

Know Want Learn 

Want 

In the second stage of KWL, ask yourself, "What do I want to learn as I read?" By doing this you are 

reading with a purpose. This step is similar to the Question stage in PQR+E. 

A Ask yourself what you want to learn as you read Will Shortz: Puzzle Maker. Write down some 

things you hope to learn in the Want column above. 

B Before going on to the L in KWL, read the passage on the next page carefully. 
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Will Shortz: Puzzle Maker 
When you ask a child what they would like to be 

when they grow up, common responses might 

include firefighter, pilot, doctor, or athlete. But those 

jobs don't capture the attention of all kids. Take Will 

5 Shortz, for example. In eighth grade, at the age of 14, 

Will had to write an essay about what he wanted to 

do with his life. He wrote about his desire to become 

a puzzle maker - someone who creates games and 

puzzles, such as sudoku or crossword puzzles. That 

10 same year, he sold his first puzzle to the magazine Venture. By the age of si;,L �n. Will was 

regularly contributing puzzles to magazines. 

In college, Will found that there was no traditional way to study puzzles or become a puzzle maker. 

There were no classes offered on puzzles. Fortunately, after becoming bored with his economics 

studies, Will learned that his university offered a special program that allowed students to suggest and 

15 create unique fields of study. After creating and completing two courses on word and math puzzles, 

Will switched his major to enigmatology-the study of puzzles. 

Will and his professors then created new classes that explored all aspects of puzzle-making. He 

studied the history, construction, and psychology of puzzles, mostly on his own. Because there 

were no professors of enigmatology, Will realized that he probably was the only student at his 

20 university to know more about his field than any of his professors! 

He did well in school, but upon graduating, Will did not know how to get a job creating puzzles. For 

summer work, he joined the magazine Penny Press, where he realized that he could find work as a 

puzzle editor. Will then found a job creating and editing puzzles for Games magazine. This seemed 

like a dream job because he could create new kinds of puzzles and be surrounded by great puzzle 

25 makers. 

After fifteen years at Games, Will accepted a position as the editor of The New York Times' 

crossword puzzle. When he first joined, the newspaper's crossword puzzle was seen as very 

difficult, and few readers could complete it. Will made fundamental changes, such as including 

everyday language in the clues and answers so that many more people could enjoy it. Today, he 

30 is credited with making the crossword appealing to a wider audience. Some of Will's most famous 

puzzles have related to the news for that day, such as the name of the winning president on 

Election Day, and a love-themed puzzle on Valentine's Day. 
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Learn 

Now that you have finished reading, ask yourself, "What did ,I learn while reading?" Did you learn what you 
wanted to? 

A Write down three or four things you learned about Will Shortz in the Learn column of the 

chart on page 117. 

B Now test how much you learned from the passage by answering the following questions. 

1 The writer mentions other children in the introduction to show __ _ 
a how every child has a different ambition 
b how Will Shortz was different from other children 
c that they were not interested in puzzles 
d that none of them were as successful as Will Shortz 

2 When did Will first become interested in puzzles? 
a before he was 14 years old 
b when he was 14 years old 
c when he was 16 years old 
d when he entered university 

3 What kind of classes did Will Shortz take in _college? 
a classes by professors who study puzzle writing 
b classes that he and his professors developed 
c classes taught by professional puzzle makers 
d classes that art students take 

4 Which sentence describes Will Shortz' college experience? 
a He enjoyed his time in college very much. 
b He was bored in college and did not finish. 
c He felt he did not learn very much. 
d He thought it was too challenging. 

5 Why is Penny Press mentioned in the fourth paragraph? 
a It is the first company at which Will Shortz worked. 
b It is where he was allowed to develop new puzzles. 
c The owner of the company did not hire Will Shortz. 
d It is where Will Shortz worked during college. 

6 Why did Will Shortz consider his job at Games magazine a "dream job"? 
a He earned a lot of money writing crossword puzzles. 
b Games was the only puzzle magazine in the U.S. 
c He could study the history of puzzle making at the magazine. 
d He designed new puzzles and worked with other puzzle makers. 

7 At The New York Times, Will Shortz __ _ 
a changed the kind of puzzle the newspaper published 
b made the crossword puzzle more interesting for most people 
c made the crossword puzzle more difficult to solve 
d wrote newspaper articles about puzzles and games 
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SELF CHECK

Answer the following questions.

to 

r---· 
\,_ 

�t 

120 Re.view Unit 3

1 Have you ever ·used the KWL method before·? 

D Yes · D No D· I'm not sure. 

2 Will you practice KWL in your reading outside of English class? 

o· Yes [j No o· I'm not sure. 

3 D<? yo':1 thi�k K�L i_s he_lpful? W�y. �r w�y not?

4 

5 

6 

Which·of the six reading passages in· units 7-9 did you enjoy most? Why? 

. . . 

Which of the six reading passages in units 7-9 was easiest? Which was 

the most difficult? Why? 

. . . . . . ' . . 

What have you read in English outside of class recently? 

7 What time of day do you most feel like reading? Do you use that part of 
. . . . . . . . . 

the day to do your most important reading and studying? 

� Ar� yol,J ke�ping a vocabulary journal? 
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Review Reading 5: The People Behind the Music 

Fluency Practice 

Time yourself as you read through the passage. Try to read as fluently as you can. Record your 

time in the Reading Rate Chart on page 176. Then answer the questions on the next page. 

f he People Jehittd the Music 
Think for a moment about the last music album you bought. Most likely, you'll think of the singer 

or band that made you want to buy the album. You might even know the name of the guitar player 

or the drummer. Those talented performers, however, are only some of the people involved in 

making the music you enjoy. The majority of people in the music industry work behind the scenes, 

5 but the roles they play in the musical process are very important. 

Songwriters 

Songs begin with the songwriter, of course. Some songwriters work alone, but many work in teams 

that combine the talents of a lyricist, who writes the words to songs, and an instrumentalist, often 

a piano player or guitarist, who writes the music. Many of today's pop stars work with songwriters. For example, some 

10 of Lady Gaga's biggest hits were written by Nadir Khayat, also known as "RedOne." Some songwriting teams have 

become very famous, such as Mike Stock, Matt Aitken and Pete Waterman, who were responsible for many big 80s 

pop hits. 

Arrangers 

After a song has been written, music arrangers make it more appealing by deciding which instruments will be used, 

15 what tempo, or speed, the song will have, and whether the song should have a lower or higher pitch. A good 

arrangement can bring a song to life and make it a classic. 

Studio Musicians 

Not every singer or instrumentalist can be a star, and many work in the background as studio musicians. These artists 

are not a part of any one musical group. Instead, they are hired for recording sessions that eventually become the 

20 albums you buy, as well as soundtracks for television shows, movies, and radio ads. 

Recording Eng·neers 

Recording engineers also play a major role in creating the final 

sound that you hear. First, these engineers set up the recording 

studio, the room where the performers play, placing musicians 

25 and microphones in exactly the right places to get the best 

sound. Next, they use electronic equipment, such as multi

track recorders, to capture the music. Finally, long after the 

musicians have gone home, recording engineers use a mixing 

board to balance the melodies and rhythms of each musician, 

30 and sometimes to incorporate special sound effects or additional 

tracks. 

Many people make a living with music. You may not recognize all 

of their names, but all of them work together to create the songs you love to listen to. 

405 words Time taken 
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Reading Comprehension 

1 The article is mainly about __ . 

a pop stars who write the biggest hits 

b songwriting teams who combine their talents 

c people who play a background role in creating music 

d instrumentalists who work as hired musicians 

2 According to the passage, an instrumentalist is responsible for __ . 

a writing the music of a song 

b writing the lyrics of a song 

c choosing piano and guitar players 

d recording the music 

3 Why does the author mention Lady Gaga? 

a to give an example of a star who works with a songwriter 

b to explain why she does not write her own songs 

c to compare her with other talented songwriters 

d to persuade readers to buy her music 

4 Which of the following do music arrangers probably NOT do? 

a decide which pitch to use 

b decide how fast or slow a song will be 

c decide which instruments to use 

d decide the price of the CD 

5 Which piece of equipment is used at the end of the recording process? 

a a guitar or piano 

b a microphone 

c a mixing board 

d a multi-track recorder 

6 Which sentence is NOT true about studio musicians? 

a They work in the recording studio. 

b They are not as famous as the artists they play for. 

c They usually support or play for the same artist. 

d They earn money for each session that they do. 

7 Which statement would the author probably agree with? 

a Studio musicians would be more successful as members of one musical group. 

b It is important to buy albums made by performing artists who are not yet famous. 

c People are often unaware of the amount of work that goes into creating music. 

d Having a famous person sing a song will usually make it successful. 
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Review Reading 6: Savory Chocolate 

Fluency Practice 

Time yourself as you read through the passage. Try to read as fluently as you can. Record your 

time in the Reading Rate Chart on page 176. Then answer the questions on the next page. 

Candy, cake, brownies, ice cream, pie, fudge-these are 

some common uses for chocolate. But did you know that 

chocolate also has a savory1 side? Michael Laiskonis, a 

pastry chef, says that while chocolate is certainly thought 

5 of most often as a sweet snack or dessert, it is being used 

more frequently in savory dishes. 

Cocoa, and later chocolate, was first enjoyed by the 

Mayans and Aztecs of Central America, and then by the 

Europeans, particularly in countries like Spain, Portugal, 

1 o and Italy. It makes sense, then, that many savory chocolate dishes can be found in these cuisines, most commonly 

in their sauces. This is because chocolate adds a dark, shiny color and a rich flavor to the sauce. 

a moleaish 

Mexican mo/es are a good example of sauces that heavily feature chocolate. 

Moles are rich and spicy sauces that originated in southern Mexico around 

the 16th and 17th centuries. They get their complex flavor and dark brown 

color from chili peppers and chocolate, much like the original cocoa drinks 15 

from Mayan times. Moles are commonly served with meat and rice. Over 

in Europe, an Italian wine or vinegar sauce called agrodolce also uses 

chocolate, and is most often served with lamb and pasta. Some recipes for 

coq au vin, a classic French chicken dish, call for chocolate as well. 

Chocolate is being used in less traditional dishes, too. Chefs and home cooks 20 

alike are rubbing steaks with cocoa powder and adding pieces of chocolate 

to meat stews. Many recipes follow the Mexican idea of adding cocoa or dark chocolate, which has a bitter flavor, to 

spicy dishes, but it has recently become very popular in America to cover salty bacon or potato chips in chocolate. 

This combination sounds odd but can actually be explained through science. Studies called "flavor-study research" 

25 have shown that certain foods with similar chemical structures taste good when eaten together. For example, chef 

Heston Blumenthal combined white chocolate and caviar2 because he thought the two offered a tasty balance of 

sweet and salty. Scientists later found that these two flavors go well together because they have some proteins in 

common. This is also the reason why scientists think cocoa tastes good with cauliflower and garlic. 

This might all sound a little strange if you've only ever known chocolate to be a sweet treat. But it's also good news 

30 for chocolate lovers-as Laiskonis says, "No matter what your mother may have told you, it's perfectly acceptable to 

eat chocolate for dinner!" 

1 Savory food is food that does not taste sweet. 414 words Time taken 
2 If you eat raw eggs from the sturgeon fish, you are eating caviar. 
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Reading Comprehension 

1 The writer assumes that the reader 

a knows how to bake chocolate cake 

b knows chocolate is used in desserts 

c likes to eat chocolate in savory dishes 

d has traveled to Central America 

2 Which question is NOT answered in the passage? 

a How is mole made? 

b What ingredients are in mole? 

c What color is mole? 

d When was mole first made? 

3 What effect does chocolate have on dishes? 

a It makes the sauce darker. 

b It makes the dish sweeter .. 

c It makes the meat softer. 

d It makes the dish spicier. 

4 How does the article describe the flavor of cocoa powder? 

a bitter 

b sweet 

c salty 

d spicy 

5 Which food is NOT mentioned as going well with chocolate? 

a cauliflower 

b garlic 

c caviar 

d apple 

6 According to scientists, what determines if a food will taste good with chocolate? 

a the food's chemical structure 

b the food's level of sweetness 

c the food's color 

d the food's place of origin 

7 When the writer says it is good news for chocolate lovers in line 30, what is he referring to? 

a They now have more knowledge about chocolate. 

b They can eat as much chocolate as they like. 

c They now have an excuse to eat chocolate during meals. 

d They now know what goes well with chocolate. 
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UNIT 

The Secrets of Advertising 10· 

Sales people from Red Bull, 

an energy drink company, 

drive specially designed cars. 

Getting Ready 

Advertising billboards are 

very common in the United 

States. 

Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

Big websites like YouTube 

make lots of money by 

featuring advertisements. 

1 Have you seen any advertising yesterday or today? Where? Check V) all that 

apply. 

D on television 

Don flyers 

Din text messages 

D in newspapers 

Din store displays 

Din emails 

D on public transportation 

Don clothes 

D on websites 

2 Which of these advertisements did you pay attention to? Why? 
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UNIT 10 

Before You Read 
Interesting Ads 

Reading Skill 
Scanning for Proper Nouns 

One way to quickly 

recognize what a 

reading passage 

is about is by first 

scanning for proper 

nouns. Proper nouns 

are specific names 

of people, places, 

and things. They are 

easy to find because 

they start with capital 

letters. 

CHAPTER 1 Ads Are Everywhere! 

A Look at these pictures and answer the following questions . 

1 Which shows a more traditional form of advertising, and which shows a 

more modern form? How are they different? 

2 Which do you think is more effective in selling a product? why? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Scan the passage on the next page for proper nouns. Write the proper nouns 
you find in each paragraph below. Then � the correct option. 

Paragraph 2 _______________ _ 
This paragraph is probably about (clothing I exercise). 

Paragraph 3 _______________ _ 
This paragraph is probably about (drinks people buy I entertainment). 

Paragraph 5 _______________ _ 
This paragraph is probably about (the Internet I animals). 

B Now skim the passage to see if your answers were correct. 

C Read the e.ntire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 128. 

Motivational Tip: Set a class goal. Together with your classmates, set a class goal for reading
rate and reading comprehension for the two chapters in this unit. How many words-per-minute do you think your 
class can achieve? What \eve\ o1 comprehension can you achieve? Check to see if you have met your crass goars at 
the end of this unit. 
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would you believe that the average person sees nearly 3,000 ads every day? 
That seems unbelievable, but advertising has become so common that ads 
are virtually everyvvhere we look. Furthermore, most advertisements today 
don't seem like advertising. Newspapers and television are no.longer the only 

5 way for companies to reach their target audience. Today, advertisers are far 
more subtle in their selling. 
Take a look: your clothes may have a brand name or logo on them. 
Many designer brands like Gucci and Louis Vuitton display their logo 
prominently on their clothes and bags. Branding is also very important 

10 for big sports companies and professional sports teams. For example, Nike 
has spent hundreds of millions of dollars creating and promoting their 
instantly recognizable "swoosh" logo. Tiger Woods wearing Nike clothes 

Your favorite forms of entertainment are also filled with ads. Companies activel� 1 seek to sponsor concerts and 
TV shows: for example, the Coca-Cola Company sponsored American Idol, one of the most popular shows on 

15 American television, since its first season. Similarly, many sports tournaments would be impossible to hold if not 
for money given by sponsors, who want their ads clearly visible in stadiums. In movies, you'll see characters 
driving a particular brand of car, or eating a popular snack, because companies pay for their products to be there. 
In the James Bond film Casino Royale, car manufacturer Ford paid about $22 million for James Bond to drive one 
of its cars-for only three minutes! 

� 
20 The problem for advertisers is that people have learned to ignore traditional advertising, such as TV ads and 

billboards. Advertisers must find new ways to get the public to notice them-and continue noticing them. The 
key word now is "engagement": companies are trying to create deeper, more interactive experiences, which 
could be anything from contests to parties to charity runs, and link the experience with the brand. 
Companies have starting using the Internet to reach a wider audience. For example, brand websites can be 

25 accessed by anyone, anywhere. Advertisers are using social networking sites like Facebook to post videos 
and entertaining stories that feature the company's products. Their goal is for people to share these posts 
with their friends, and eventually reach millions of people. The energy drink company Red Bull has been 
very successful in creating online content that viewers respond to. By sponsoring and making short films 
focused on extreme sports like skateboarding and surfing, Red Bull has attracted more than hundreds of 

30 millions of views on its YouTube channel. 
Advertisers are finding new and different ways to grab our attention. As a results, ads are getting more creative. 
Instead of telling us what is so special about a product, advertisers are making products part of our lives. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context 

128 UNIT 10 Chapter 1 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions.

1 The passage mentions clothing in paragraph 2 because ____ _ 

a consumers pay extra for clothing with logos 

b clothing can be a way to advertise a product 

c advertising on t-shirts does not work 

2 Which best describes what the writer means by "engagement"? 

a A company puts an advertisment in the newspaper. 

b A company pays a famous actor to appear in a television commercial. 

c A company organizes and funds local sporting events. 

3 According to the passage, what is the main problem advertisers face 

today? 

a Advertising costs too much money. 

b People do not notice advertisements anymore. 

c People do not read newspapers or watch TV anymore. 

B � the correct answers to complete the following sentences.

1 Advertisers have (fewer I more) ways to reach consumers now. 

2 In modern advertising, we (know I don't know) when we're being sold to. 

3 Branding involves companies creating (memorable logos I better products). 

4 (Ford I The movie studio) paid to have a specific car used in a James 

Bond movie. 

5 Companies use social network sites like Facebook so that people can 

(share information about the brand I buy their product directly). 

6 Red Bull sponsors short films about (energy drinks I skateboarding). 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner.

1 Are there any places you think advertising should NOT appear? Why? 

2 Do you prefer advertisements that educate and inform you, or do you 

prefer ones that entertain you? Why? 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage.

1 The project is virtually finished, so there's __ to do. 

a not much b still a lot 

2 When something is painted a subtle color, you __ notice it. 

a immediately b hardly 

3 A prominent company is usually __ . 

a successful b unsuccessful 

4 One reason a store's sign might not be visible is that--· 

a it has misspelled words b it is too small 

5 A man sits next to you. One way to ignore him is to--· 

a start talking to him b pretend he is not there 
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6 Which is a more interactive activity? 

a reading a book b discussing a book with friends 

7 If you get access to a building, you-.-· 

a are allowed to enter it b must leave it quickly 

8 If you like a website's content, you like its __ . 

a words and pictures b design 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with a

partner. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 Can you name a company with a famous logo? Describe the logo? 

2 What kind of subtle clues could you give friends so they buy you the 

birthday gift you want? 

3 How can students have more interaction within the classroom? 

A Write in-, im-, or un- next to the words in the box to make them negative. 

a __ possible 

e __ aware 

b __ patient 

f __ certain 

c __ concerned d __ secure 

g __ correct h __ identified 

B Write the letters of words from A next to the correct definition. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

______ : not seeing or knowing something 

______ : not confident about yourself 

______ : not sure about something 

______ : annoyed because you have to wait 

______ : not worried or not interested 

______ : wrong or untrue 

______ : not recognized 

______ : cannot happen or cannot be done 

C Use the prefixes in- and un- to complete the article below. Leave the 

space blank if the word doesn't need a prefix. 

Dressing Down in the Office 
It's "Casual Friday" in the office, and you're wearing a pair of jeans and 

a sweater. This (1) __ formal style of dress in the workplace would not 

be considered (2) __ . appropriate in today's business world. In fact, 

psychologists say that "dressing down" (as opposed to "dressing up") 

helps people be creative and (3) __ relaxed. 

(4) __ fortunately, many companies are doing away with "Casual

Fridays." This is because most employees are (5) __ aware of what exactly 

"business casual'' is, and come to work looking (6) __ tidy, dressed more 

for the beach than fOi the office. As a rule, avoid wearing slippers and 

shorts, and try to wear nice pants and shirts with collars. If you're (7) __ 

sure about your employer's rules, just ask! 

Vocabulary Skill 
Prefixes in-, im-, and un-

You read the word 

unbelievable in line 

1 of the reading 

passage. The prefixes 

in-, im- and un- mean 

not, so adding them 

to a word makes it 

negative. These can 

come at .the beginning 

of a verb, adjective, or 

adverb. Recognizing 

and remembering 

what these prefixes 

mean can help you 

to understand more 

words. 
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UNIT 10 

Before You Read 
Interesting Ads 

Reading Skill 
Making Inferences 

Information in a 

reading passage is not 

always stated directly. 

Sometimes a reader 

has to infer (make 

guesses about) events 

or a writer's opinion, 

using the information 

that is available in the 

reading. 

130 UNIT 10 Chapter 2 

CHAPTER 2 Brand Engagement Gone Wrong 

Rett
"' 

s Alligator Luggage 

c::) Unbreakable case 

c::) Comes in many attractive 

colors 

c::) Easy to wheel around 

c::) Everything you need to clean the 

house 

c::) Pretty and color-coordinated 

c::) Easy to store when you' re done 

A Think about answers to the following questions. 

1 What kind of customers would buy the products above? 

2 How would you advertise each product? Be creative! 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Skim the first paragraph of the passage on the next page. Make 

inferences to answer the following questions. 

1 What do you think the main topic of the passage is? 

a advertisements that no one liked 

b famous commercials and slogans 

c advertisements that caused problems 

2 The two examples in the passage were mostly (positive I negative) 

experiences for the companies. 

B Skim the remaining paragraphs. Make inferences to answer the 

following questions. 

1 American Apparel was (happy I unhappy) about Nancy Upton winning 

the contest. 

2 People felt bigger women were treated (well I badly) by the fashion 

industry. 

3 Some people did not like the Chevrolet Tahoe because of its (price I size). 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 

page 132. 
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Take a walk down the street and count the number of advertisements you see. With so 
many brands and companies competing for your attention, advertisers have to work harder 
than· ever One popular method of engaging consumers is by holding competitions where 
consumers come up with their own commercials or slogans. These have proven to be 

5 successful, and do increase the number of people who come into contact with the brand. 
But allowing strangers to be active in a brand's identity can lead to great· problems. Here are 
two cases of advertising gone wrong 

Not a Model Spokesperson 
When fashion brand American Apparel introduced its 

10 new range of plus-sized1 clothing, the company held a 
contest to find new models. In the contest, women could 
submit photos of themselves that showed off how nice 
the company's clothes look on larger women. But when 
the company advertised that it was looking for "the next 

1s BIG thing," some women were offended because they 
. thought the company was being disrespectful to women. 

An American actress called Nancy Upton decided to enter the contest to show the world how 
insensitive she thought American Apparel was. 

Nancy took photos of herself in poses that made fun of the contest. She wore American 
20 Apparel clothes and copied the style of their ads, but also ate fattening food, like burgers, in 

the photos. The photos became an Internet hit and she won the popular vote. While American 
Apparel did not recognize Nancy as the winner, her photos started a big discussion about how 
bigger women were treated in fashion, and Nancy became a hero to many. 

crashing the commercial 
25 Car manufacturer Chevrolet thought they had a good 

idea: organize a contest where people could create their 
own commercials for Chevrolet's newest and biggest 
vehicle, the Tahoe. The company supplied video and 
sound clips, and people could use computers to mix 

30 them and add their own text. The contest accomplished 
its goal of promoting the Tahoe, as more than 30,000 
videos were made. 

While many entries focused on the best features of 
the truck, a few were less flattering; they pointed out 

35 that the Tahoe was bad for the environment and that owning a big vehicle can sometimes lead 
to unsafe driving. Unfortunately, the negative videos spread fast, and Chevy got as much bad 
publicity as it did good publicity. 

1 Clothing for women in sizes larger than extra-large is said to be plus-size.
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

A Read the following sentences. Check (v') true (n or false (F). 

/ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

/ 

1 

2 

3 

4 

,s 

T 

Companies usually avoid holding contests. 

A company cannot control who enters a contest, but they can control who wins. 

Nancy Uptori did not enter the contest because she thought it was offensive to women. 

The few negative videos of the Tahoe were watched by many people. 

The contests were unsuccessful because they were not popular enough. 

B Which contest does each of the following sentences describe? 

Check (v') American Apparel (A) or Chevrolet (C). 

A 

Consumers thought the brand was hurting .people's feelings. 

The contest earned the company both positive and negative publicity. 

People entered the contest because they did not approve of the product. · 

The contest involved people sending photos of themselves using the product. 

Consumers could vote for the winner. 

Critical Thinking C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 Do you think Nancy Upton deserved to win the contest? Why, or 

why not? 

F 

c 

2 How can a company control its image in contests and other events? 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Definitions 

A Match each word or phrase with its definition. The words in blue are 

from the passage. 

1 consumer a to give to somebody for their approval 

2 slogan b a phrase that gets buyers' attention 

' 

' 

3 submit c to say something to make a product or person 

look or feel good 

4 insensitive d not noticing or caring about another person's 

feelings 

make fun of e someone who uses a product 

publicity f to provide something that is wanted or needed

flatter g to say something that hurts or upsets someone 

supply h news to make a product or event popular 
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B Complete the following sentences using the words in blue from A. You 
might have to change the form of the word. 

1 Getting mentioned in the newspaper is a good example of 

2 That new dress looks great on you. It's really _____ _ 

3 Please don't my brother's hair. He's very 

______ about how he looks. 

4 ______ voted for Nike's "Just Do It" as one of last century's 

most famous _____ _ 

A Use a dictionary to complete the chart with the correct noun, verb, and 
adjective forms. Compare your answers with a partner. 

'-
Verb Adjective Noun 

1 offend offending/ offensive offense 

2 favored/favorite 

3 experience 

4 imaginative ' 

5 scare 

6 concern 

7 suggestive 

,a support 

B Complete these advertisements with the correct word from the chart. 

"\ 

Vocabulary Skill 
Word Families 

When you learn a new 
word in English, it is 
helpful to also learn 
words in the same 
"family" that form 
the different parts of 
speech. Since a word 
can have a slightly 
different meaning in a 
different form, learning 
word families can help 
you to expand your 
vocabulary. 

Shy? Lacking confidence? If the idea of speaking in public (1) _______ you, our program will 

change your life. With (2) · coaches who will (3) you every step of 

the way, you'll soon overcome your fear. 

Here's a(n) (4) _______ for people who (5) _______ the finer things in life-why not 

try our tailor-made luxury holidays? Sleep in a 5-star tent in Kenya. Swim in marble pools in Morocco. 

Go on a food tour of Tokyo. The only limit .is your (6) ___________ _ 

If bad breath is your (7) _______ , chew on our new Minty Bits. Try the freshest sweets in 

town, guaranteed to get rid of (8) smells! 
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Real Life Skill 
Advertising and 

Psychology 

Many advertisements 

try to engage or "talk 

to" people's feelings 

and emotions�like 

fear and lov0"'.-to 

persuade us that we 

need a product. They 

use certain words and 

images to produce 

reactions in us. For 

example, a company 

selling blankets can 

show images of 

puppies and use 

words like warm or 

cuddly. 

A Read the following descriptions of commercials. Match each to the 

correct advertising message. 

a A woman is driving a car with her. two small children in the 
backseat. Suddenly, another car turns in front of her. The mother 
hits the brakes, and her car immediately stops. The children are 
laughing and smiling. 

b A group of college-age friends are relaxing at the beach. All of a 
sudden, the sky turns grey and it starts to rain heavily. The friends 
get cans of soda from their cooler, and an invisible umbrella forms 
above them. They stay dry as they continue drinking soda. 

c An older couple are watching the sunrise from a cruise ship. 
Then, they are seen playing golf. Lastly, they are eating dinner in a 
beautiful restaurant. The watches on their wrists are clearly seen 
the whole time. 

1 __ This product will help you have fun. 
2 __ This product will show people you are rich. 
3 __ This product will keep you safe. 

B Read the following slogans. With a partner, discuss what the 

advertising message of each slogan is. 

1 The world's most beautiful women use SoftSilk Shampoo. 
2 Drink Crystal Water. Cleaner, purer, safer. 
3 Where is your child? You'll always know with Sattel cell phone. 

C Now choose one of the three commercials in A and write a slogan for 

the product. 

Motivational Tip: Review your reading fluency progress. Refer to the reading rate

and reading comprehension charts at the end of the book. How would you evaluate your progress? Are your scores 

gradually going up? Use these charts to evaluate the progress you are making. What goals can you set for yourself 

as you continue to the next unit? 

What do you think? 

1 Some people think advertising has turned us into a greedier society. Do you 
agree? Why, or why not? 

2 Should companies be allowed to advertise to children? Why, or why not? 
3 Advertising has changed a lot over the last few decades. How do you think it 

w\\\ change in the next 1 O or 20 years? 
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UNIT 

Food and the Environment 11 

1 A is a niore eco-friendly place to buy groceries. 
a supermarket b farmer's market 

2 Microwaves use up to two-thirds ___ electricity than regular electric ovens. 
a less b more 

3 Bottled water is cleaner than tap water. 
a true b false 

4 It's better for the environment if you wash dishes ___ after a big dinner party. 
a using a dishwasher b by hand 

5 Which type of drink container would be better for the planet? 
a aluminum can b glass bottle 

Getting Ready 

A Complete the quiz above, then discuss your answers with a partner. 

B Check your answers below. How man¥ did you get correct? 
1 b: A farmer's market is more likely to sell foods that are grown in the area, while a 

supermarket normally sells foods that have traveled thousands of kilometers. Buying 
local foods saves fuel and reduces pollution caused by transportation. 

2 a: A microwave uses 50-65 percent less energy to heat food than regular ovens. This 
is because it works faster and focuses energy directly on the food, as compared to 
heating the surrounding air like in an oven. 

3 b: In many countries, tap water has to meet higher standards than bottled water. 
So bottled water is not necessarily cleaner! 

4 a: If you have many things to wash, use a dishwasher. It uses half the energy, one-sixth 
of the water, and less soap compared to washing everything by hand. 

5 a: Making aluminum cans requires less energy than making glass bottles. They're also 
more commonly recycled and are usually made from 40 percent recycled aluminum. 

Motivational Tip: Reading in English is important. Being able to read well in English

will help you to achieve sucess in and out of the classroom. As you make progress in this chapter, it will help you 

as you set and reach your goals outside of the classroom. 
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UNIT 11 

Before You Read 
A Healthy Meal 

Reading Skill 
Distinguishing between 

Main and Supporting 

Ideas 

Every paragraph has 

a main idea, with 

supporting ideas 

that explain the 

main idea. The main 

idea is usually in 

the beginning of the 

paragraph-but not 

always! By knowing 

the difference 

between main and 

supporting ideas, you 

can understand the 

purpose of a passage 

more clearly. 

136 UNIT 11 Chapter 1 

CHAPTER 1 Engineering a Better Burger 

A Think about answers to the following.questions. 

1 Which would you rather eat from each pair of foods below? Why? 

2 Which are natural foods and which are processed? Which do you think is 

healthier? Why? 

OR 

OR 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Skim each paragraph in the passage on the next page. @ the
sentence that describes the main idea of each paragraph. 

Paragraph 1 

a Most people on the planet are omnivores. 

b People are eating more meat. 

Paragraph 2 

a Raising animals for meat has changed the world for the worse. 

b Methane and carbon dioxide are greenhouse gasses. 

Paragraph 3 

a Scientists are coming up with new ways to produce meat. 

b Stem cells can be used to create beef in a laboratory. 

B Read paragraph 4. Write the main idea and one supporting idea. 

Paragraph 4 

Main idea: 

Supporting idea:��������������������� 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 
page 138. 
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Humans have traditionally been omnivores, with a diet of both meat and vegetables. But lately 

it seems we've become a society of meat eaters. According to the United Nation's Food and 

Agriculture Organization (FAO), global demand for meat has increased over 500 percent in the past 

50 years. Two things explain this: the Earth's population is rising rapidly, and people with higher 

5 incomes tend to consume more meat. With the population expected to reach nine billion people 
around 2050, and with developing countries getting richer, this trend won't stop any time soon. 

If meat production rises to match demand, the consequences could be devastating for the 

planet. Thirty percent of Earth's entire land surface-a massive 70 percent of all land available 

for agricultural use-is used for raising livestock. And more land is required each year as farmers 
10 struggle to meet the rising demand, which comes at the cost of rain forests and other valuable 

land. Reports by FAO show that meat production is responsible for 70 percent of the Amazon 

deforestation in South America. Large factory farms are also big consumers of energy and cause a 

lot of pollution. It's clear that our hunger for meat, and the way we produce it, is not sustainable 

in the long run. 

15 Fortunately, food scientists have been anticipating this need for change. They are working 

on some interesting alternatives to current methods of meat production. A group of Dutch 

scientists are engineering meats that can be grown in laboratories. This involves using cells taken 

from cows to grow "muscle" that can be mixed with other things to make beef. They say that this 

process could reduce the amount of energy and land needed to raise cattle by about 40 percent. 

20 Other scientists from the United States and China are working to create "meaty" flavors from 

mushrooms, which could be used to flavor foods. They feel people can detect chemical flavors, 

and that natural flavors are better for the body. 

For now, lab-grown meat is not a threat to traditional farming. Although scientists say that their 

beef could be ready for testing (and eating) soon, large-scale manufacturing won't be possible for 

25 another ten years. It's far too expensive to develop in large quantities-the Dutch team will spend 

over $200,000 making enough meat for one burger-and not everyone will be keen on the idea of 

eating lab-grown meat. While the general public isn't quite ready to accept "fake" meat, the day will 

come when we may not have a choice. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Odd Word Out 

138 UNIT 11 Chapter 1 

A Read the following sentences. Check (.I) true (n or false (F). 

/ 
T F 

1 People with more money usually eat less meat. 

2 Most of Earth's usable land goes to livestock farming. 

3 Some scientists are trying to make mushrooms taste 

like meat. 

4 Lab-grown meat costs more than normal meat.

\..5 Lab-grown meat will be sold in supermarkets very soon. 

B Complete the following summary with words or phrases from the 
passage. 

Global demand for meat has risen by (1) in the last 50 years, 
partly because the population has grown, and also because people are 
generally getting (2) . This rising demand has a huge effect 
on the environment. Livestock farms already occupy (3) of 
all agricultural land, and (4) are being destroyed to create 
even more land for this purpose. Raising large numbers of livestock also 
consumes a lot of (5) and causes a lot of (6), ____ _ 

But science may have a solution. Some scientists are trying to make 
meat in a (7) by taking (8) from cows to 
grow (9) . However, it will take at least ten years to produce 
meat in large quantities, because it is (10) to manufacture. 
Other scientists are creating "meaty" flavors from (11) ; they 
believe these (12) flavors taste better and are healthier. In the 
end, though, a lot depends on whether the public can accept these meat 
alternatives. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

A 

1 Would you rather eat foods that are created in a lab or grown naturally? Why? 

2 Can you think of any meat alternatives that are already available to the public? 

� the word or phrase that does not belong in each group. 
The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 struggle relax rest calm down 

2 ask consequence demand request 

3 attracting polluting damaging 

4 anticipation feeling emotion mood 

5 limitation choice alternative option 

6 support keep up limit 

7 interested curious keen on disgusted 

8 chemical fake manufactured natural 
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B Complete the following sentences with the words in blue from A. You 
might have to change the form of the words. 

1 He does not have enough customers to his business. 

2 Many people to lose weight. The problem is they are 

______ to diet and exercise but never really follow through. 

3 Cycling is a good to driving. 

4 The boxer his opponent's punch and moved out of the way. 

A Look at some examples of where adverbs are placed in a sentence. 

Many adverbs can be placed either before or after the verb they describe. 

She spoke confidently about her new project. 

· She confidently spoke about her new project.

Some adverbs appear at the very beginning of a sentence and describe the 

entire sentence. Some adverbs describe a clause within the sentence. 

Suddenly, it started raining, but luckily I had my umbrella with me. 

Sometimes adverbs appear at the end of a sentence. If a sentence has more 

than one verb, we avoid putting the adverb at the end. 

� The boys sang the songs that they had prepared in class loudly. 

,t The boys loudly sang the songs that they had prepared in class. 

B Write the adverb form of these adjectives. 

/ Adjective ' Adverb Adjective 
1 tradition 6 sincere 

2 aggressive 7 passionate 

3 virtual 8 persuasive 

4 previous 9 loyal 

,5 essential 10 natural

Adverb 

C Read the sentences below. @the adverb. Then, underline the 
word, phrase, clause, or sentence that the adverb describes. 

1 The lion in the cage roared aggressively. 

2 Frankly, I'm not bothered about what he thinks. 

3 The president argued for lower taxes very persuasively. 

4 Many dogs follow their owner loyally and listen to their commands. 

5 The James family traditionally go to France for Christmas. 

...... 

Vocabulary Skill 
Adverbs 

In this chapter, we saw 

the words traditionally 

and easily. These are 

examples of adverbs. 

Adverbs can be used 

to describe verbs in 

a sentence; they tell 

us how something 

is done. An adverb 

usually appears right 

before or after the 

verb it describes, but it 

can also appear at the 

beginning or the end of 

a sentence. 
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UNIT 11 

Before You Read 
Problems from Food 

Reading Skill 
Understanding Cause and 

Effect 

Sometimes a reading 

is organized around the 

causes and effects of 

a problem or situation. 

Understanding these 

cause and effect 

relationships will help 

you to understand the 

author's main idea. 

140 UNIT 11 Chapter 2 

CHAPTER 2 Is Your Diet Destroying 
the Environment? 

A Think about answers to the following questions.

1 How do foods get from the farm to our table? Number the images (1-5) 

based on the stages in the process. 

2 What problems to the Earth could each stage cause? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner.

A The following sentences are from the passage on the next page. Write

the cause and the effect. 

1 Some adopt a vegetarian diet as the ethical alternative to eating meat, 

because they believe killing animals is wrong. 

Cause some people believe killing animals is wrong 
Effect these people become vegetarian 

2 Animals such as cows, pigs, and sheep release methane-a greenhouse 

gas that causes global warming-when they pass wind. 

Cause������������������������ 
Effect������������������������ 

3 A vegan diet may deprive us of vitamins and minerals that are essential 

to our health. 

Cause������������������������ 

Effect����������������������� 

B Read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on

page 142. 
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People become vegetarian for different reasons. Some adopt a vegetarian diet as the ethical

alternative to eating meat, because they believe killing animals is wrong. People who are concerned 
about their health see it as a good way to keep slim and lower their risk of various diseases. Lately, 
more people are replacing meat with vegetables because of the vital role this plays in protecting 
the environment. 

Researchers from the Union of Concerned Scientists in the U.S. released a report on the impact of 
consumer behavior on the environment. Their study showed that meat consumption is one of the 
main ways that humans can damage the environment, second only to the use of motor vehicles. 

But how will modifying our diets make a difference? We can compare the amount of resources 
10 needed to produce meat and crops1 . For example, we need almost 20,000 liters of water to 

produce a kilogram of beef, whereas only 150 liters of water is needed to produce a kilogram of 
wheat. Similarly, one hectare (or 10,000 square meters) of farmland that is. used for raising livestock 
produces about 227 kilograms of beef, but the same amount of farmland can produce 13,600 
kilograms of carrots, 18,000 kilograms ofpotatoes, or 22,7000 kilograms of tomatoes. It's clear that 

15 we can make more efficient use of land and water if we produce crops instead of meat. 

Raising livestock also contributes to rising global temperatures. Animals such as cows, pigs, and 
sheep release methane-a greenhouse gas that causes global warming-when they pass wind, 
with one cow producing an estimated 500 liters of methane each dav. A 2006 reoort by the 
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) says that livestock farming accounts for 37 percent 

20 of all methane production, and warns that methane may have a more damaging effect on the 
. atmosphere than carbon dioxide. 

There is growing support for vegetarianism. For example, schools across England and the U.S. hold 
"Meat Free Mondays" to show students how easy it is to eat less meat. some people go one step 
further and eat a vegan diet, which excludes all animal products such as cheese, eggs, and milk. 

25 ,However, some nutritionists believe that a vegan diet may deprive us of vitamins and minerals that 
are essential to our health. 

One does not have to become vegan or fully vegetarian to help save the environment. Whether it's 
just being vegetarian for one day a week-or just eating less meat-a small effort on our part can 
go a long way. 

1 Crops are plants such as wheat and potatoes that are grown in large amounts for food. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Definitions 

142 UNIT 11 Chapter 2 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions. 

1 Which is NOT mentioned as a reason people become vegetarian?

a They think meat is too expensive.

b They think eating meat is morally wrong.

c They think eating meat is bad for health. 

2 What do you think "Meat Free Mondays" is about? 

a Meat is free for students on Mondays. 

b Students try not to eat meat on Mondays.

c Students take classes on environmental issues. 

3 What does go one step further in lines 23-24 mean? 

a travel more 

b learn more 

c do more 

B Which amount is larger? � the correct item in each pair. 

1 the damage done to the environment by (eating meat I driving)

2 the amount of global warming caused by (methane gas I carbon dioxide) 

3 the water needed to produce a kilogram of (meat I vegetables) 

4 the amount of (meat I vegetables) you can produce on a piece of land 

5 the vitamins in a (vegan I vegetarian) diet 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner. 

1 Can you think of any disadvantages of being vegetarian? 

2 Do you agree with the final sentence of the passage-that a small effort 

can go a long way? 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 When you adopt something, you it. 

a accept b reject

2 Something that is ethical is seen as __ _ 

a right b wrong

3 Which would account for traffic accidents? 

a more traffic lights b careless driving

4 is vital to your health. 

a Exercising b Smoking

5 If something has an impact on your life, it __ _ 

a has changed you greatly b means very little to you

6 If you estimate a number, you think of an __ _ 

a exact number, like 338 b approximately correct number, like 300 
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7 When you modify something, you change it __ _ 
a slightly b completely 

8 A man deprived of food is __ _ 
a fat b thin 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with 
a partner. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 What's the best way to adopt good habits? 
2 Who in your family has had the biggest impact on your life? 
3 How would you define something as ethical or unethical? 
4 What is a vital part of learning a new language? 

A Complete the following chart, then write the word next to the correct 
definition. Use your dictionary to help you. 

/' Word Part of speech Word· Part of speech 
vitamin vivid 
survive revive 

� vivacious 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

_____ : to make something active and healthy again 
_____ : substances in food that keep you healthy 
_____ : very clear and detailed 
_____ : to continue to live 
_____ : very lively and energetic 

B Complete each sentence using a word from A. You might have to 
change the form of the word. 

1 The couple was in a serious car accident, but luckily they ____ _ 
2 Which has more C: an orange, or a glass of orange juice? 
3 I have very memories of growing up in Italy. 
4 You look tired. Maybe drinking some coffee will help to you. 
5 Sandra is such' a and outgoing woman that everyone in the 

office likes her. 

C Now come up with two sentences of your own using words from the 
chart. Share your sentences with a partner. 

Vocabulary Skill 
The Root Word vit I viv

In this chapter, you 

learned the adjective 

vital, a word made by 

combining the root 

word vit, meaning life, 

with the suffix -al, 

meaning like or relating 

to. Vit, also sometimes 

written as viv, can be 

combined with other 

prefixes and suffixes 

to form many words in 

English. 

Motivational Tip: Too challenging or too ·easy? Challenging reading provides the

opportunity to use effective reading strategies. Easier reading provides the opportunity to practice reading fluency. 

in order to improve your reading abilities, you will need a combination of both. 
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Real Life Skill 
Understanding Units of 

Measure 

Most of the world uses 
the metric system to 
measure things like 

length and weight. Some 
countries, though, use 
non-metric measures, or 
a combination of both. 
The metric system uses 
prefixes to indicate the 
size of the number. The 
most common prefixes 
are mi/Ii (0.001 ), centi
(0.01 ), and kilo (1,000). 
For example, one 
kilometer is equal to 
1,000 meters, while 

one meter is equal to 
100 centimeters. 

A Review the comparisons in the chart. What does each measure? Complete 
the chart using the words from the box below. One word is used twice. 

wetghl 

volume 

'Measures 

weight 

temperature 

length 

distance 

area 

Non-metric vs. Metric 

1 pound (lb) = 453.592 grams 

1 foot (ft) = 0.3 meters (m) 

1 inch (in) = 2.5 cm 

1 gallon = 4.5 liters (I) 

1 mile = 1 .6 kilometers (km) = 1600 meters (m) 

32 Fahrenheit (°F) = 0 Celsius (0C) 
To convert Celsius to Fahrenheit: [number in Celsius] x 
1.8, add 32. 

1 hectare= 2.47 acres= 4046.86 square meters (sq2) 

B Use the correct form of the words below to compare each set of 
measurements. Not all the words will be used. 

big cold heavy hot less light long more short small 

1 One pound is lighter than one kilogram. 

2 One inch is _____ than one centimeter. 

3 One gallon contains liquid than one liter. 

4 One kilometer is _____ than one mile. 

5 50° F is than 50°C. 

6 One hectare is _____ than one acre. 

What do you think? 

1 Would you change your eating habits to help the environment? Why, or why not? 

2 How do you think our diet will change 10 or 20 years from now? Why? 

3 Do you think everyone in the world should use the same measurement 
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I 

UNIT 

.Living for the Future 12 

Are �ou a friend of 
the environment? 

always sometimes never 

1 I turn off lights when I leave the room. D D 
. . 

2 I recycle paper, or write on the reverse side of the page. D D 

3 I recycle aluminum cans and plastic drink bottles. D D 

4 I use public transportation such as buses or trains. D D 

5 I buy used or recycled products. D D 

6 I take short showers and use water carefully. D D 

7 I eat more vegetables than meat. D D 

8 I avoid buying products with wasteful packaging. D D 

Getting Ready 

A Complete the survey above by checking (V) the boxes that apply to you. 

B Compare your results to the answers below. How did you do? Can you think of more 

ways to be environmentally friendly? 

· If you answered mostly ...

always: You look for ways to use less and recycle more, even if it requires more effort

or time. Cpngratulations for being a true friend of the environment!

sometimes: It's awesome that you're thinking about the future! Keep doing what

you're doing, and think of more ways you can help out.

never: Don't worry if you've never done these things before-it's not too late to start�

Take small steps,' like turning off electronics when you're not using therri, or taking

showers instead of baths.

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 

D 
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UNIT 12 

Before You Read 
How Clean Is Your City? 

Reading Skill 
Scanning for Names 

and Numbers 

Key information in a 

passage often contains 

numbers, dates, or 

names of people, 

places, and events. 

Sometimes numbers 

are written as digits (1, 

2, 3) and sometimes as 

words (one, two, three). 

CHAPTER 1 Clean Up Australia, Clean Up 
the World 

A Think about answers to the following questions. 

1 Do you think your city is clean or dirty? Why do you think so? 

2 Why are some cities cleaner than others? What can people do to make 

their cities cleaner? 

3 What are some kinds of vOlunteer work that people do to help the 

environment? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Read the following questions. @ the type of information you need

to scan for. 

1 When did Ian Kiernan organize his first date name number 

Clean Up event? 

Answer: 

2 How many people took part in the first date name number 

Clean Up Australia? 

Answer: 

3 Which organization helped Kiernan date name number 

organize Clean Up the World? 

Answer: 

4 How many countries took part in the date name number 

first Clean Up the World? 

Answer: 

5 What program helps people reuse date name number 

and recycle cell phones? 

Answer: 

B Now scan the passage on the next page and answer the questions in A. 

c Read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 

page 148.· 

Motivational Tip: Reevaluate the questions. Review each of your responses on the

comprehension questions in this unit. For the items you got correct, identify why you got them correct. For the 

items you got incorrect, identify reasons why you missed those questions. When you review questions you missed, 

you can identify mistakes and \earn from them. 
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Ian Kiernan was taking part in an around-the-world 
sailing race in 1987 when he noticed an alarming 

amount of garbage in the oceans. Returning home to 
Australia, Kiernan felt he had to do something about it. 

5 He started close to home by organizing a community 
event in 1989 called Clean Up Sydney Harbour. To his 
surprise, more than 40,000 volunteers came out 
to clear away garbage. Encouraged by this success, 
Kiernan decided to make the clean-up a national event 

10 the following year. It took off-across Australia, an 
estimated 300,000 people spent the day working to 
improve their local environment. 

Clean Up Australia Day has been held annually since 
then, growing bigger every year. In 1993, Kiernan started 

15 an even more ambitious program. With the help of the 
United- Nations Environment Program, he launched 

Cle.an Up the world to support communities around the 
world in cleaning up and conseNing the environment. In 
its first year, more than 30 million people in 80 countries 

20 participated. Clean Up the world now falls on the third 
weekend of September every year, and has grown more 
popular as the years go by. 

Today, Clean Up Australia Day welcomes more than half a million volunteers who help to clear 
thousands of tonnes of garbage from beaches, parks, streets, and waterways. They pick up 

25 used cigarettes, glass and plastic bottles, plastic bags, and thousands of snack food wrappers. 

In recent years Kiernan says that there has been an increase in harmful electronic waste-such 

as computers and cell phones-and that e-waste is accumulating faster than other trash. 
E-waste sometimes makes up 70 percent of the overall waste found in landfills, according to
Global Futures Foundation. Kiernan feels that companies need to take more responsibility for the

30 cleanup and recycling of their products, since chemicals from e-waste can cause health problems
if they leak into the ground or into the water supply. To help deal with e-waste, Kiernan started a
program called Clean Up Mobile Phones to collect used cell phones for reuse and recycling.

Ian saw a problem that needed fixing, and he chose to take action. By starting Clean Up 
Australia Day, he raised awareness of how we treat our Earth. What's more, he united millions 

35 of people in their goal to make the world a cleaner place. Through persistence and hard work, 
Ian has shown that anyone who puts their mind to it can make a difference. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Words in Context 

148 UNIT 12 Chap(e.� 1 

A Choose the correct answer for the following questions. 

1 What is another possible title for this passage? _ 
a The Dangers of Electronic Waste 
b Small Ideas, Big Impact 
c Who Is Ian Kiernan? 

2 Which event is no longer running? 
a Clean Up Sydney Harbour 
b Clean Up Australia 
c Clean'Up The World 

3 Which is NOT true about e-waste? 
a It is dangerous to people. 
b It has been a growing problem over the last few years. 
c Many companies have special programs to deal with it. 

4 The purpose of the last paragraph is to show that ___ _ 
a even one person can make a difference to the world 
b lots of people want to help the environment 
c Ian Kiernan should be rewarded for doing a good job 

B Put these events in the correct order from 1-6.

__ 1 __ Kiernan competed in international sailing races.
___ Kiernan worked with the United Nations to start an international 

program. 
___ Forty thousand people picked up garbage in Sydney. 
___ Kiernan became concerned about environmental problems. 
___ Kiernan began focusing on recycling old computers and cell 

phones. 
___ People across Australia worked to clean up garbage. 

C Discuss the following questions with a partner.

1 Would a clean-up day be popular in your country? Why, or why not? 
2 Where do you think all the trash goes after being collected? 

A Choose the best answer. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 The baby ·was alarmed by the ____ noise. 
a soft b loud 

2 Volunteers ____ · for the work they do. 
a get paid b don't receive pay 

3 When you start an ambitious project, it will ___ _ 
a take a lot of time and effort b be very easy to finish 

4 It you launch something, you it. 

a start b stop 
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5 Waste is generally ____ _ 

a kept on a computer b thrown into a trash can 

6 . When money accumulates, it is earned ____ _ 

a over a long period of time b all at once 

7 An army that is united is usually ____ _ 

a weaker b stronger 

8 A person who is persistent is likely to be ____ _ 

a hardworking b lazy 

B Answer the following questions, then discuss your answers with 
a partner. The words in blue are from the passage. 

1 Do you like to accumulate things, or throw things away? 

2 Name a volunteer organization that does important work in your country. 

3 What is your ambition in life? How will you accomplish it? 

4 Is persistence or talent more important for success? Why do you think 

so? 

A Read the flyer below and @ all of the re- words you find.

Recycle more with Sunrise Collection Services! 

Can you recall how much you spent last m9nth on your electricity bill? Now 

you can save the planet AND reduce your monthly bills by separating plastic, 

,. tin, aluminum, and paper from your weekly trash. Every kilogram of trash you 

return is a dollar off your bill. You will get a fefund for the total amount at the 

end of the year. 

Visit our brand new website to find out mort3. You can now do more online, such 

as renew your SunRise Collection Club membership, review and adjust price 

plans for waste collection services, and contact us with questions or comments. 

B Match each of the re- words from A with the definitions below. 

1 : to begin or take up again 

2 : to make something smaller 

3 : to use a waste item again 

4 : money that is given back 

5 : to give back something 

6 : to look something over 

7 : to remember or hear again 

· C Are th�re any other words beginning with re- that you can add to this
list? What do they mean? Discuss your answers with a partner. 

Vocabulary Skill 
The Prefix re-

In this chapter, you 

saw the verb recycle, 

a word made by 

combining the prefix 

re-, meaning again or 

back/return, with the 

verb cycle, meaning. to 

happen again. 

Re- can be combined 

· with nouns, verbs,

adjectives, and root

words to form many·

words in English.
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UNIT 12 

Before You Read 
Our Natural Resources 

Reading Skill 
Skimming to Assess 

a Passage 

Skimming can help 

you decide whether 

a reading contains 

the information that 

you are looking for. If 

it does contain useful 

information, then you 

can read it again more 

slowly. 

150 UNIT 12 Chapter 2 

CHAPTER 2 Resources for the Future 

A Answer the following questions. 

1 How many natural resources can you list? 

water, oil, 

2 Which of these resources does your country have plenty of? @ 
them. Which resources are likely run out in the future and be a problem? 

B Discuss your answers with a partner. 

A Imagine that you need to choose an essay topic on the environment. 

Skim the article on the next page and check (II') the topics that it would 

help you with. 

1 D Animals in the Rain Forest

2 D Why We Need Freshwater

3 D Government Laws on Natural Resources

4 D Turning Seawater into Freshwater

5 D The Importance of the Amazon

6 D Natural Resources: Running Out?

B Skim the article again and write the correct paragraph number for each

main idea. 

1 __ We all need to contribute to saving our environment. 

2 __ Our food supply is linked to the amount of fresh water available. 

3 __ Rain forests are being destroyed at an alarming rate. 

4 __ Water is important for every form of life. 

5 __ The Earth's rising population is threatening natural resources 

C Now read the entire passage carefully. Then answer the questions on 

page 152. 
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we are a planet of seven billion people, and this 
number is growing by about 370,000 people every day. 
This is putting a huge strain on the planet's natural 
resources. For many governments and environmental 

5 organizations, the race is on to drastically reduce our 
consumption of resources before they run out. 

Water is one of our most precious resources. Our quality of life, as well as life 
itself, depends on the availability of clean, fresh water. It is the most widely 
used resource in industry, and plays a major role in energy production. Although 

10 70 percent of the world is covered in water, only 2.5 percent of that is freshwater, 
and less than one percent of that freshwater is readily available to us. Yet we 
often overestimate how much water we have, and reduce it further through 
pollution or inefficient use. 

Some 92 percent of all freshwater used annually is dedicated to growing plants 
15 and raising animals for food. This means that if water runs out, our food supply 

might follow. In India, it is estimated that future water shortages could reduce 
grain harvests by 25%. In a country where the population exceeds 1.2 billion 
people and is growing rapidly every year, this is a huge concern. India, like many 
developing countries, is already struggling to provide for its population. While 

20 most people in developed countries can get water at the turn of a tap, nearly 
four billion people elsewhere lack access to safe water, according to a 2012 
United Nations· world water Development Report. 

Rain forests are another endangered resource. They once covered 14 percent of 
the Earth's land surface, but this has shrunk to only six percent. Every second, an 

25 area of rain forest the size of a football field is destroyed-at this rate, rain forests 
will disappear completely in less than 40 years. All rain forests are important, but 
it would be a disaster if the Amazon rain forest was gone. Often called the "Lungs 
of the Planet," the Amazon stretches across a large portion of south America. It 
is so big that it produces 20 percent of the Earth's oxygen, and is home to more 

30 than half of the world's estimated ten million species of plants and animals. 

Governments around the world have laws to help protect and conserve these 
precious resources. But, no matter how many rules there are, it is ultimately 
individuals who must help the planet to sustain itself. Changing our lifestyle and 
limiting our use of natural resources is the only way to ensure a .better future for 

35 our children, and our children's children. 
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Reading 
Comprehension 
Check Your Understanding 

, 

A Choose the correct answers for the following questions. 

1 What does the writer mean when he says people in developed countries

can get water at the turn of a tap in line' 20? 
a Water is easily available to people in developed countries. 
b People in developing countries do not have taps. 
c People in developed countries waste more water. 

2 The writer uses India as an example of a country that ____ _ 
a pollutes and wastes water 
b depends on water to grow food 
c has access to lots of clean water 

3 Why does the author discuss our children's children in the last line? 
a to say people who have children cause the most problems 
b to compare the lifestyle of children and adults 
c to suggest our actions affect the world beyond a few years 

B Read the following sentences. Check (ti) if the sentence is true for wa
ter (W) or rain forests (R). 

w R ' 

1 A large amount of this resource is not easily available.

2 This natural resource helps provide the air we breathe.

3 Population growth is one reason this is under threat. 

4 Losing this will have a big impact on the world. 

5 Governments have laws to protect this natural resource. 

\.. 6 This might be completely gone in four decades.

Critical Thinking 

Vocabulary 
Comprehension 
Odd Word Out 

152 UNIT 12 Chapter 2 

C Ariswer the following questions, then discuss your answers with a partner. 

1 Have you ever been in a situation where there was no clean water? How 
long did you not have water for? What did you do? 

A 

2 Can you think of any natural resources that will never run out? ·Explain
your answer. 

@the �ord or phrase that does not belong in each group. The 
words in blue are from the passage. 

1 strain ease difficulty stress 
2 extremely greatly suddenly drastically 
3 opportunity ava11ao111ty busy possibility 
4 lack shortage exceed missing 
5 forever everlasting endangered permanent 
6 sustain discontinue keep going maintain 
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B Complete the following sentences with the words in blue from A. You 
might have to change the form of the word. 

1 What kind of situations can put a(n) on a relationship? 
2 The town has changed since the last time I visited. 
3 The tiger is a(n) animal, There aren't many left in the wild. 
4 It's easy to launch a business but it's difficult to it. 

A The following chart contains common nouns, verbs, and adjectives that . 
use the prefixes over and under. Check (II') the prefix that can be 
combined with each word; sometimes both prefixes can be used. You 
may use a dictionary to help you. 

\ ' 

'Word over under Word over under ""' 

1 weight 6paid 
. 

2 state 7 mine 

3 heated 8 sized 

4 achieve 9 dose 

, 5 way 10 flow 

B Complete the following movie review with the correct form of the words 
from A. 

Movie Review 

Opening this week is Eat Less/Live More, a movie that follows the journey 
of Jacob Harris from (1) achiever to environmental hero. At 
the start of the movie, Jacob is 30 kilograms (2) weight and 
miserable in his (3) paid job. When his car (4) heats 
one hot summer day, he decides to walk to work. This inspires him to 
think of ways he can lose weight while living a more sustainable life. As 
his transformation gets (5) way, the benefits turn out to be 
mental as much as physical , like in one hilarious scene where he stands 
up to a colleague who keeps trying to (6) . mine him. This 

- movie has an (7) stated style and ari (8) sized 
heart. 9/10 

Vocabulary Skill 
The Prefixes over and 

under 

In the passage you read 

the word overestimate, 
meaning to to think 
there is more than 
what is available. The 

opposite of this would 

be underestimate. The 

two prefixes over and 

under can be added 

to nouns, verbs, and 

adjectives. 

Motivational Tip: More than the definition. After completing this vocabulary exercise, think

about.what it means to truly know a word. If you know a word, you know more than the definition. You know it the 

context in which this word will appear, and what other words can be used near this word I challenge you to think 
about more' than just the definition of a word in order to improve your vocabullary skills. 
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Real Life Skill 
Reading Numbers in Text 

Different countries 
use different counting 
systems. Practice will 
help you get used to 
reading numbers in 
another language. 
Commas are used 
with large numbers 
to separate the 
thousands or between 
every three digits 
(e.g. 3,000,000). 

A 

B 

Look at the chart to see how numbers are written and spoken in 
English. 

/ Written Spoken. 

1,000 one thousand, a thousand, oneK�a� 

1,500 one thousand five hundred, fifteen hundred 

10,000 ten thousand 

100,000 one hundred thousand, a hundred thousand 

225,000 two hundred (and) twenty-five thousand 

1,000,000 one million, a million 

1,500,000 one million five hundred thousand, one point five million 

\. 
(1.5 million) 

Write the numbers for the following amounts. Remember to add 
commas. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

two million 

four million five hundred thousand 

four hundred fifty-five thousand 

seventeen hundred twenty-eight 

ten thousand seven hundred 

C Read the following passage to yourself. Then read one paragraph aloud to 
a partner, and listen as your partner reads the second paragraph to you. 

Cigarettes and the Environment 

When you think about trash, you probably don't think about cigarette butts. With almost 

1 4.Strillion cigarettes being smoked worldwide each year; where are the butts (the
unused ends of cigarettes) going? About 66 percent of butts don't go into trash �ans, 
but litter our beaches and streets. During the 2007 Great Canadian Shoreline Cleanup, 
volunteers collected some 270,000 cigarette butts. 

· Making cigarettes also affects the environment. Farmers use wood fires to dry tobacco
leaves, using over 11 million tonnes of wood each year. This means nearly 600 million
trees are cut down every single year. In southern Africa alone, 200,000 hectares of forest
are chopped down annually. To make things worse, manufacturing cigarettes creates lots
of factory waste, reaching a high of 2,460 million kilograms in 1995. That's a lot of trash!

What do you think? 

1 How can individual people preserve the environment? How? 

2 Do you think volunteer activities are a good way to solve environmental 

problems? Explain your answer. 

3 Whose responsibility is it to keep the ocean and land clean? Why? 
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Review Unit 4 

Fluency Strategy: Reading ACTIVEiy 

In order to become a more fluent reader, remember to follow the six points of the ACTIVE 
approach-before, while, and after you read. See the inside front cover for more information 
on the ACTIVE approach. 

Activate Prior Knowledge 

Before you read, it's important to think about what you already know about the topic, and what you 
want to get out of the text. 

A Look at the passage on the next page. Read the title and look at the photo. What do you think 
the article is about? What are billboards?

B Think more about the topic. What do you know about billboards? Where can you see them in 
your country? What products are advertised on them? Discuss with a partner. 

Cultivate Vocabulary 

As you read, you may come across unknown words. Remember, you don't need to understand all the 
words to understand the meaning of the passage. Skip the unknown words for now, or guess at their 
meaning and come back to them later. Note useful new vocabulary in your vocabulary notebook-see 
page 6 for more advice on vocabulary. 

A Now read the first paragraph of the passage. @any words or Phrases you don't know. 
Can you understand the rest of the paragraph even if you don't understand those items? 

B Write the unknown words here. Without using a dictionary, try to guess their meaning. Use the 
words around the unknown word and any prefixes, suffixes, or word roots to help you. 
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Think About Meaning 

As you read, think about what you can infer, or "read between the lines," for example, about the 
author's intention, attitudes, and purpose for writing. 
Read the opening paragraph again and discuss these questions with a partner. 
• What do you think is the purpose of the reading? Why did the author write it?
• How do you think the author feels about billboards with advanced technology? Do you think he or

she is in favor of it, or against it?
• Why does the author call the billboards high-tech devices? How are the billboards high-tech?
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Increase Reading Fluency 

To increase your reading fluency, it's important to monitor your own reading habits as you read. Look again at the 

tips on page 8. As you read, follow these tips. 

Now read the whole passage Billboards That Recognize You. As you read, check your predictions from 

Think About Meaning. 

BILLBOARDS THAT RECOGNIZE YOU 

Have you ever felt you were being watched? Some new 

technologies might make you feel that way. Digital billboards 

are being created that have the ability to recognize certain 

characteristics. These high-tech devices have cameras pointed 

s at the people on the street, and software that tries to recognize 

people by age and gender. A computer inside the billboard then 

uses this information to display ads that are directed at the 

people who are looking at the billboard. For example, if a man 

passes a billboard featuring an ad for cosmetics, the computer 

10 can change the ad to something that is more likely to catch the 

man's attention, such as a restaurant, or sporting goods. 

While advertisers see this as a great opportunity to reach their target customers, some people feel that this kind 

of profiling is an invasion of their privacy. People are now much more aware of how information is exposed, 

shared, bought, and sold on the Internet. Now this debate will include technologies such as these "smart" 

15 billboards. But advertisers claim that they are sensitive to people's concerns about privacy-companies that 

have tested the billboards in Japan and the U.S. assure consumers that the billboards can only guess your age 

and gender, but they will not be able to recognize your face or obtain any personal information about you. 

Until recently, this kind of "personal" advertising has been mostly limited to the Internet. Search engines like 

Google and Bing can follow what we search for because each computer that connects to those sites has a unique 

identity. Companies then pay search engines to use this information to display ads for products and services that 

you have searched for. So if you search for travel information, you are likely to see ads for airlines and hotels. This 

kind of advertising has proven to be much more effective-and valuable-than traditional advertising. 

In addition to taking steps to deliver more personalized messages, advertisers are using billboards to offer 

more useful information. Digital billboards can connect to the Internet to display information such as the 

time, weather, and news headlines. In the future, this technology could be used to reflect activity on social 

media sites or to broadcast ads that relate to local events. 

In today's world, people ignore thousands of ads every day. Advertisers are trying to change that trend by 

personalizing the experience of seeing an ad. So pay attention the next time you see a billboard-it could 

be talking to you . 

Verify Strategies 

To build your reading fluency, it's important to be aware of how you use strategies to read, and to consider how 

successfully you are using them. 

Use the questions in the Self Check on page 158 to think about your use of reading strategies. 
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Evaluate Progress 

Evaluating your progress means thinking about how much you understood from the passage, and how fluently 

you were able to read the passage to get the information you needed. 

Check how well you understood the passage by answering the following questions. 

1 What is another possible title for the passage? 

a The Dangers of Technology 

b Billboards Past and Present 

c How Information Is Sold 

d A New Level of Advertising 

2 What does a digital billboard's camera look for? 

a a person's fashion style 

b what a person is carrying 

c a person's age and gender 

d whether someone is alone 

3 What is the main idea of the second paragraph? 

a High-tech billboards do not collect personal information. 

b People do not mind the billboards tested in Japan and in the U.S. 
c Advertisers buy information about consumers on the Internet. 

d People are worried about the type of information collected by billboards. 

4 Why does the passage mention Google? 

a It is an example of a search engine that sells information to companies. 

b It is better than other search engines in gathering information. 

c It has started using high-tech billboards to get infor�ati_on.

d It plans to develop better ways to profile Internet users. 

5 Because of advertising profiling, a person buying airline tickets online will __ . 

a see ads for hotels and car rental companies 

b get better prices on their airline tickets 
c see no ads on the airline's website 

d be offered discounts on shoes and clothing 

6 In the passage, the writer says that video billboards __ . 

a allow people on the street to use the Internet 

b show movies and commercials 

c display information about the weather and news 

d are placed inside stores and buildings 

7 What is the reason for advertisers making high-tech billboards? 

a- People ignore n?gular advertisements.

b Regular billboards are not in good locations. 

c It is cheaper to make high-tech billboards. 
d People are suspicious of regular advertising. 
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SELF CHECK 

A Here is a list of all the reading skills in Active Skills for Reading Book 2. For each skill, say whether 
you found the skill useful, not useful, or you need more work with it. Check (.I) one of the boxes. 

/ Reading skill Useful Not useful Needs work� 

Describing a Process 

Finding Definitions 

Identifying Main and Supporting Ideas 

Identifying Main Ideas within Paragraphs 

Making Inferences 

Noticing Patterns 

Predicting 

Predicting Vocabulary 

Previewing 

Recognizing Facts 

Recognizing Sequence of Events 

Scanning for Details 

Scanning for Numbers 

Scanning for Proper Nouns 

Skimming 

Skimming For General Ideas 

Skimming to Assess a Passage 

Understanding Cause and Effect 

Understanding the Main Ideas 

\. Using Headings to Understand Main Ideas . . 

B Here are the four fluency strategies covered in the Review Units. For each strategy, say whether 
you found it useful, not useful, or if you need more work with it. Check (II') one of the boxes. 
/ Fluency strategy Useful Not useful Needs work""'\ 

PRO 

PQR+E 

KWL 

\. Reading ACTIVEiy 

C Look again at the Are You an Active Reader? quiz on page 10 and complete the chart again. How 
has your reading fluency improved since you started this course? 
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Reading Review 7: The Life of a Food Critic 

Fluency Practice 

Time yourself as you read through the passage. Try to read as fluently as you can. Record your 

time in the Reading Rate Chart on page 176. Then answer the questions on the next page. 

You've seen restaurant reviews in newspapers, or perhaps in magazines or on the Internet. People 
read these reviews when they want to know about the quality and price of the food at a restaurant. 
Or maybe they're looking for a restaurant with a distinctive atmosphere-dark and romantic, bright 
and cheerful, or modern and sophisticated. But who writes the articles? Who gets paid to eat? Those 
lucky people are food critics. 

Food critics are journalists who eat at restaurants and write reviews that give readers the feeling that 
they have visited the restaurant themselves. The articles almost always include a description of the 
restaurant, for example,whether it is nicely decorated or has a beautiful view of the ocean. The menu, 
prices, and service are generally described as well, but a food critic's main task is to write about their 
opinion of the food. 

For "foodies"-people who love and study food and cooking-dining is a feast for the senses, not just 
for the stomach. Food critics may tell readers about the colors of fresh vegetables, the silky texture of 
a soup, or the rich aroma of a perfectly cooked chicken. They will mention whether they were listening 
to soft music while they ate, or the noises of pots and pans being washed 1h the restaurant's kitchen. 

1s And most importantly, they will describe the taste of every dish on the table, starting with the appetizer 
and ending with the dessert. Every detail of the meal is important. 

All of this may sound easy enough, but food critics do face some challenges. First, food critics must be 
excellent writers. Their job is to give accurate information in an entertaining way because newspapers 
and other publications want the restaurant review to be an enjoyable feature. It is also important for 
food critics to be very observant by nature, and to have an excellent memory, since taking notes at the 
table is not something typical customers do. 

Looking like a typical customer is essential for remaining anonymous, but is perhaps the most 
difficult challenge. Food critic Ruth Reich!, former editor-in-chief of Gourmet magazine, used to go to 
restaurants wearing disguises so that she received the same food and service as any other diner. 

Despite the challenges, a career as a food critic appeals to many people. Anyone who is thinking about 
becoming a food critic should start by developing strong writing skills and learning as much about food 
and cooking as possible. 
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Reading Comprehension 

1 Food critics are 

a restaurant owners 

b professional cooks 

c professional writers 

d magazine editors 

2 Which of the following would probably NOT be included in a restaurant review? 

a a description of a restaurant's atmosphere 

b information about a restaurant's hiring procedures 

c information about a restaurant's prices 

d a description of a restaurant's food 

3 What is the purpose of paragraph 3? 

a to say that a critic must use all his or her senses when at a restaurant 

b to teach critics what they need to pay attention to when at a restaurant 

c to show that it is a very difficult job being a food critic 

d to say that the taste of the food is the most important detail of a review 

4 Why does the author mention soft music and the noises of pots and pans being washed? 

a because food critics must listen carefully to the waiters 

b because it's important for restaurants to use clean dishes 

c because food critics generally focus on the positive 

d because food critics must pay attention to every single detail 

5 According to the passage, food critics need a good memory because __ . 

a they have to avoid taking notes at the table 

b they have very busy schedules every day 

c they like having a challenging job 

d they need to remember which restaurants they have been to 

6 Why did Ruth Reichl go to restaurants wearing disguises? 

a She didn't want to get special food and service. 

b She didn't want her friends to know she was a food critic. 

c She enjoyed seeing people's reactions. 

d She had a different job during the day. 

7 How does the writer end the passage? 

a with a writing tip 

b with a warning 

c with a personal example 

d with advice 
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Reading Review 8: The Urban Gardener 

Fluency Practice 

Time yourself as you read through the passage. Try to read as fluently as you can. Record your 

time in the Reading Rate Chart on page 176. Then answer the questions on the next page. 

Cities are home to skyscrapers and apartment buildings, and it's rare to find wide, open spaces within them. 

With limited space for parks and gardens, architects and city planners often find it challenging to incorporate 

greenery in neighborhoods. one creative solution is to grow plants on unused areas like walls and rooftops. It's 

a popular idea, and now rooftop gardens and green walls have been sprouting up1 in cities around the world. 

5 There are many benefits to having green spaces to the urban landscape. 

Adding gardens to rooftops or walls can create a pleasant environment

what was once a gray cement wall can become a colorful, blooming garden. 

The caxiaForum art gallery in Madrid, Spain, is a famous example-one 

of its walls is covered with 15,000 plants from over 250 different species. 

10 In other cities, green walls are being used more functionally, to cover up 

construction sites and empty buildings and to prominently decorate the 

lobbies of office buildings. 

Using plants to cover walls and rooftops can also keep cities cooler in the 

summer. Buildings and roads absorb the sun's heat and hold it, causing a 

15 building or neighborhood to stay warmer longer. Plants, on the other hand, 

provide an enormous amount of shade. There is evidence that growing a 

roof or wall garden can lower a building's energy costs. Many cities offer tax 

discounts to businesses with these features. 

In New York City, public schools plant rooftop gardens that can reduce 

20 heating and cooling costs. In addition to saving the school money, teachers 

the green wall at 

Caxiaforum Madrid 

and parents love the gardens because of their educational value-it's a fun and healthy way for their kids 

to investigate the world around them. "For the children, it's exciting when you grow something edible,"2

said Lauren Fontana, principal of New York's The Public School. 

These green spaces are also used to grow food. In recent years, rooftop gardens have slowly been 

25 included in the "local food movement." This is based on the concept that locally grown food reduces 

pollution since it does not have to be transported far. Vegetables are being grown in rooftop gardens by 

schools, churches, neighborhoods and even restaurants. Chef Rick Bayless serves "Rooftop Salsa" at his 

restaurant in Chicago, USA, using only ingredients grown in his rooftop garden. 

Rooftop gardens and green walls may require a bit more effort to grow and maintain. However, hard work 

30 always brings rewards, and with green spaces, the rewards are plentiful. 

1When something sprouts up, it appears suddenly. A sprout is a young plant. 
2Something that is edible can be eaten. 
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Reading Comprehension 

1 What is this article mainly about? 

a gardens in Madrid, New York, and Chicago 

b people growing plants on roofs and walls 

c private gardens in the city's unused spaces 

d how to grow your own food in the city 

2 According to the article, people __ as cities have little space for gardens, 

a grow plants in their apartments 

b go to the countryside on the weekends 

c paint their walls and roofs green 

d grow trees and flowers on top of roofs 

3 Why is the green wall in Madrid mentioned in the article? 

a It is the most expensive green wall in the world. 

b It is located on the side of a government building. 

c It is a famous example of a green wall. 

d It was made to provide jobs for homeless people. 

4 Which is NOT mentioned as a benefit of a rooftop garden? 

a It becomes a park that the community can use. 

b Having one might mean paying less taxes. 

c Children can use it to learn about the environment. 

d Growing plants on a roof keeps buildings cooler. 

5 Because food can now be grown in cities, __ . 

a the food at expensive restaurants is cheaper 

b governments are making many rules about city gardens 

c farmers in the countryside are moving to the city 

d there's less pollution caused by transporting food 

6 Why did Chef Bayless name his dish "Rooftop Salsa"? 

a He got the idea while cooking on his rooftop. 

b He buys the salsa from other rooftop gardeners. 

c It is made from food grown on his rooftop garden. 

d The money earned from the dish is given to rooftop gardeners. 

7 What is the main idea of the last paragraph? 

a Rooftop gardens and green walls will take a long time to develop. 

b Rooftop gardens and green walls are worth the time and effort. 

c People with rooftop gardens will be able to grow and sell their own food. 

d People underestimate the effort needed to maintain rooftop gardens and green walls. 
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Vocabulary Index 

Unit 1 

Chapter 1 

encourage /rn 1k3nd3/ v. to give someone confidence, for example, by letting them know that what 
they did is good: When things aren't going well, he encourages me. 

hands-on /'hrendz 1on/ adj. actually doing a particular thing, rather than just talking about it or getting 
someone else to do it: Ninety-nine per cent of primary pupils now have hands-on experience 

of computers. 

healthy / 1hcl8i/ adj. well and not suffering from any illness: Most of us need to exercise more to 

be healthy. 

ingredients /m'gri:di::1ntz/ n. things that are used to make something, especially all the different 
foods you use when you are cooking a particular dish: Mix together all the ingredients. 

kitchen /'k1tJ::1n/ n. a room that is used for cooking and for household jobs such as washing dishes: 
She was in the kitchen preparing dinner for the family. 

qualified / 1kwol::1/a1d/ adj. someone who has the skills or experience in order to work in a particular 
profession: There are not enough qualified teachers in the country. 

recipe / 1res::1pi/ n. a document that describes how to cook something: He got a recipe for chocolate 

cake from the cookbook. 

serve /s3:rv/ v. to give someone food and drinks: Tonight the restaurant is serving a cold tomato 

soup. 

Chapter2 

add /red/ v. to put something in or on the other thing, to increase, complete, or improve it: Add the 

cheese to the pasta sauce. 

bake /be1k/ v. to cook in the oven without any extra liquid or fat: Bake the cake for 35 to 50 minutes. 

check /tJek/ v. to make sure that something is correct: He checked that he had his room key. 

cool /ku:11 v. to become lower in temperature: I waited for the fan to cool the room. 

melt /melt/ v. to change to a liquid, usually when heated: The snow had melted, but the lake was 
still frozen solid. 

mix /m1ks/ v. to stir or shake together, or combine in some other way, so that it become a single 
substance: It mixes easily with cold or hot water to make a tasty drink. 

pour /p:,:r/ v. to make a liquid flow steadily out of a container by holding the container at an angle: 
Heat the oil in a frying-pan, then pour in the egg mixture. 

spray /spre1/ v. to cover or scatter an area: Remember to spray the flowers with water twice a day. 
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Unit 2 

Chapter 1 

beat /bi:t/ v. to do better than someone in a competition: In yesterday's games, Switzerland beat 

the United States two-one. 

champion /'tJ�mpi::m/ n. someone who has won the first prize in a competition, contest, or fight: 

She is a champion boxer and wrestler. 

competitor /bm 1petrtgr/ n. a person who takes part in a competition or contest: Herbert Blocker of 

Germany, one of the oldest competitors, won the silver medal. 

confident l'konfrd;}nt/ adj. to be sure of your ability or idea, or that something is true or : I am 

confident that people will believe my story. 

confused /bn 1fyu:zd/ adj. not knowing exactly what is happening or what to do: Things were 

happening too quickly and Brian was confused. 

machine /m;} 1Ji:n/ n. a piece of equipment which uses electricity or an engine in order to do a 

particular kind of work: I put the coin in the machine and pressed the button. 

opponent /;} 1poun�mt/ n. in a contest, your opponent is the person who is playing against you: Norris 

knocked down his opponent twice in the early rounds of the fight. 

wonder l'wAnd;}r/ n. something that causes people to feel great surprise or admiration: That 

building is a wonder. 

Chapter2 

discussion /dr 1skAJ;}n/ n. a talk, often in order to reach a decision: There was a lot of discussion 

about the report. 

during /'dugrrIJI prep. If something happens during a period of time or an event, it happens 

continuously, or happens several times between the beginning and end of that period or event: 

Storms are common during the summer. 

keep in touch /ki:p m tAtJ/ expression v. to maintain communications with someone or know how they 

are doing: I still keep in touch with people I met in university. 

opinion /g 1pmy;}n/ n. what you think or believe about something: I wasn't asking for your opinion. 

surely /'Jugrli/ adv. emphasizes that you think something should be true, and you would be 

surprised if it was not true: If I can accept this situation, surely you can. 

temperature l'tempgrgtJgr/ n. a measure of how hot or cold it is: The temperature dropped at night. 

useful /'yu:sfal/ adj. something that can do something or help you do something: This book might 

be useful for people who want to learn how to speak in public. 

vote /vout/ v. to make your choice officially at a meeting or in an election, for example by raising 

your hand: Nearly everyone voted for him at the company meeting. 
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Unit 3 

Chapter 1 

abroad /a'br::,:d/ adv. a foreign country, usually one separated by an ocean or a sea: I would love to 

go abroad this year, perhaps to the South of France. 

comfortable l'kAmftabal/ adj. to feel confident and relaxed: She wasn't very comfortable at the party 

because she didn't know anyone. 

culture !'kAltJar/ n. the way of life or beliefs of a particular society or civilization: We must learn to 

mix with people of different cultures. 

excellent /'eksalant/ adj. very good: She is excellent at her job. 

exciting 1Ik 1sa1t1IJ/ adj. something that makes you feel very happy or enthusiastic: The race itself is 

very exciting. 

experience 1Ik 1sp1arians/ n. something that you do or that happens to you, especially something 

important that affects you: He had a bad experience with a spider when he was young. 

make sure /me1k Juar/ expression v. check that something is the way you want it to be: Make sure that 

you follow the instructions carefully. 

miss /mis/ v. to feel sad and wish someone you love was with you: I really miss my sister, who is 

studying in another country. 

Chapter2 

awesome / 1:i:sam/ adj. someone or something that is very impressive: The new restaurant has really 

awesome food. 

embarrassed /em'brerasd/ adj. to feel shy, ashamed, or guilty about something: He was 

embarrassed by the tear in his pants. 

hardly l'ho:rdli/ adv. emphasizes that something is very difficult to do: My garden was covered with 

so many butterflies that I could hardly see the flowers. 

improve IIm'pru:v/ v. to get better at something: He said he was going to improve his football. 

journal l'd33:ml/ n. a record of activities you do every day: I keep a journal of what I learned in 

English class. 

lots of /lotz av/ expression pron. a large number of something: We have lots of land to build 

whatever we want. 

practice /'prrekt1s/ v. doing something regularly in order to be able to do it better: I practice 

speaking English to my parents every day. 

shy /Ja1/ adj. nervous and uncomfortable with other people: She's so shy that she does not 

speak much to strangers. 
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Unit 4 

Chapter 1 

advice /red 1vals/ n. something said to say what you think should be done in a situation: My advice 

is to marry your girlfriend. 

average /'rev�ndy n. a number gotten by adding two more more numbers and then dividing by the 

total amount of numbers: The average age of college students is 20. 

borrow /'borou/ v. to use something that belongs to someone else and that you will give back to 

them later: Can I borrow your DVD? 

education /
1
ed3u 1ke1J�n/ n. learning and teaching in a school: The price of education at a private 

school is very high. 

list /hst/ v. to write many things, names, or numbers so you can remember or check them: In her 

diary, Jenny lists all the things she needs to do each day. 

per /p3:r I prep. for each: You need to buy one ticket per person. 

personal /'p3:rs�nl/ adj. belonging to one person and not to a group: Paul has a personal bank 

account that his wife does not use. 

worry f'w3ri/ v. to be unhappy and think a lot about a person or event: I am worried about my sister. 

Chapter2 

earn h:rn/ v. to get money or other things by working: How do you earn a living? 

interest /'mt�r�st, 1mtnst/ n. money that must be paid to the bank when you borrow money: If you 

do not pay your credit card, you will owe the bank interest. 

owe /ou/ v. to need to pay money to someone: Will paid me $400 but he still owes me $200. 

rent /rent/ n. the amount of money paid for the use of a piece of property: The rent for a 

one-bedroom apartment is $800 a month. 

second-hand /'sebnd hrend/ adj. used by someone else before: We bought a second-hand car that 

has 25, 000 miles on it. 

split /spht/ v. to divide among people: We split a large sandwich. 

stick to /st1k tu/ expression v. to persist, continue: Is it easy to stick to your budget? 

transportation /trrensp�r 1te1J�n/ n. ways to move from one place to another: The fastest method of 
transportation is by plane, but traveling by bus is cheapest. 
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Unit 5 

Chapter 1 

address /d 1dres/ v. to speak about: She addressed the issue at the meeting. 

annoying /d 1n01/ adj. making you feel slightly angry: Getting something different than what you 
ordered is very annoying. 

attention /d 1tenJdn/ n. looking and listening: His attention to his work was interrupted by the 
telephone. 

combination /
1
ka:mbd 1ne1Jdn/ n. two or more things, ideas, or events put together: Chicken soup 

is a combination of pieces of chicken, vegetables, and water. 

constantly lka:nstdnti:/ adv. all the time, or very often: Joe is constantly talking on his cell phone. 

convenient /bn 1vi:nydnt/ adj. easy and comfortable to do or get to: Our neighborhood is 
convenient to the stores and subway. 

emergency Nmd:ct3dnsi:/ n. a bad situation that_requires immediate attention: Ca// the police; this 
is an emergency! 

Chapter2 

confirmation /
1
ka:nfa: 1me1Jdn/ n. a document that says an arrangement or plan is definitely 

happening: Hotels send confirmation of your reservation through e-mail. 

download ldaun
1
loud/ v. to move information from the Internet to a computer: My computer 

downloads files very slowly. 

frequent Nri:kwdnt/ adj. happening often: In my new job, I make frequent trips to Paris. 

imagine Nmrect3dn/ v. to think about something and form a picture in your mind: The little girl likes 
to imagine that she is a princess. 

local /loubl/ n. someone who lives in the area being talked about: We got directions to a good 
restaurant from a local. 

prepare /pdpe.:r-/ v. to get ready: The girls spent the afternoon preparing for tonight's dinner party. 

translate /trrens 1le1t, 1trrenz
1
le1t/ v. to change into another language: This book was translated into 

20 languages. 

typically /t1p1kli:/ adv. the way something usually happens: Children typically have many toys in 
their bedrooms. 
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Unit 6 

Chapter 1 

honor /'a:n3'/ n. something that makes you feel very proud: Winning the Nobel Peace Prize is a 

great honor. 

kick off /k1k o:f/ expression v. to start: The party kicked off with everyone yelling "Surprise!" 

lighting /'la1t11J/ n. the act of starting something, like a candle, to burn: Richard is responsible for 
the lighting of the church candles. 

on foot /o:n fut/ expression to go somewhere by walking: It will take 10 minute to get to the train 
station on foot. 

requirement /n'kwa13'm�nt/ n. something needed or asked for: Two years' experience is a 

requirement for the job. 

select /s�'lekt Iv. to choose specific people or things: The woman selected a vegetable dish from 
the menu. 

symbol /'s1mb�l/ n. a picture or shape that represents an organization or an idea: The boys decided 
their club's symbol would be a snake. 

take place /te1k ple1s/ expression v. to happen, occur: The circus takes place once a year in our town. 

Chapter2 

control /bn'troul/ v. to make something or someone do what you want: We control a computer 
using a keyboard and mouse. 

judge l'ct3A(51 v. to decide who is the winner: The swimming event will be judged by three people. 

looks like /luks la1k/ expression v. to seem the same: It looks like it's going to snow. 

manage /'mremct3/ v. to take care of a business: If you start your own company you will spend most 
of your time managing workers and money. 

object /'a:bct31kt/ n. the goal or main idea of a game: The object of basketball is to throw the ball 
into the net. 

racer /'re1s3'/ n. a person who competes in a speed competition: Do you know which racer crossed 
the finish line first? 

slide /slaid/ v. to move something over a smooth surface: The workers helped to slide the boxes 
across the floor. 

take a wrong turn /te1k e1 ro:IJ t::r-n/ expression v. to go in the wrong direction: You don't want to take 
a wrong turn and end up on the other side of town. 
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Unit 7 

Chapter 1 

claim /klenn/ v. to say that something is true even though you are not sure if it is: He claims to be 

an expert on the subject. 

despite /d1 1spa1t/ prep. used to introduce a fact even though something might have prevented it: She 

did well on her exams despite not studying. 

establish h'strebhJ/ v. to create or introduce something that will last for a long time: The school was 

established in 1989 by an Italian professor. 

forbidden /far'b1dn, f:,r 1b1dn/ adj. not allowed to do or have something: Drinks are forbidden in 

the theater. 

former /fo�rm�/ adj. someone who used to have a particular job, position, or role, but no longer 

has it: The former principal of my school came back to give a speech. 

found /faund/ v. to get an institution or company started, often by providing the necessary money: 

The Independent Labour Party was founded in Bradford on January 13, 1893. 

subject lsAbc!31kt/ n. an area of knowledge or study, especially one that you study at school, 

college, or university: My favorite subject at school is English. 

survive /s�1va1v/ v. to continue to exist even after being in a dangerous situation or existing for 

a long time: I'm not sure if my house will survive another earthquake. 

Chapter2 

century /sentJ�ri:/ n. a time period of 100 years: Many scientific discoveries were made during the 

20th century (1901-2000). 

efficient h'f1J�nt/ adj. do tasks successfully, without wasting time or energy: We must think of a 

more efficient way to finish this project. 

engineering /enc!3�1ni:rnJI n. the science and mathematics of making machines, roads, bridges, 

etc.: You must study engineering if you want to know how to build a bridge. 

flood lflAdl v. to cover dry land with water: The river ran over its banks and flooded the town. 

natural /nretJ�r�I/ adj. describes things that exist or occur in nature and are not made or caused by 

people: The recent typhoon is the worst natural disaster in South Korea in many years. 

prize /pra1zl n. something valuable given to the winner of a competition or game: First prize in the 

competition was a new car. 

rotate /rou'te1t/ v. to move around something, especially in a circle: Planets rotate around the sun. 

threaten /Sretr:if v. to say you will hurt someone: Tabatha threatened to fire her assistant unless his 

work improved. 
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Unit 8 

Chapter 1 

calculate /krelkyg
1
le1t/ v. to do math: Can you calculate how much money we will need for the trip? 

develop /d1 1velgp/ v. to happen, occur: Over the Pacific Ocean, the storm developed from a few rain 

clouds into a strong typhoon. 

exist /ig 1z1st/ v. to be present in the world as a real thing: He thought that if he couldn't see 

something, it didn't exist. 

originate /g 1nC5g
1
ne1t/ v. to begin, come from: Automobiles originated in the 19th century. 

primary /pra1
1
meri/ adj. something that is very or most important to someone or something: His 

difficulty with language was the primary cause of his problems. 

replace /n'ple1s/ v. to take the place of someone or something: Her boss retired, and she 

replaced him. 

situation /
1
s1tJg'we1Sgn/ n. the way things are at a certain time, what's happening: The leaders are 

meeting to talk about the situation in their countries. 

variety /vg 1ra1ygti:/ n. different types of things: That store carries a wide variety of goods, from 

clothes to furniture. 

Chapter2 

communicate /b 1myu:ng
1
ke1t/ v. to give information to others: People communicate by spoken or 

written language or by body movements. 

demonstrate /demgn
1
stre1t/ v. to show people how something works or how to do it: The trainer will 

demonstrate how to do an exercise. 

formal /fo<:}'mgl/ adj. very or too proper: He's a difficult person to get to know because he is always 
so formal. 

get the hang of /get og hrelJ gv/ expression v. to understand how to do something: If you practice hard, 
you will soon get the hang of it. 

introductory /
1
mtrg 1dAktgri:/ n. a small amount of general information about a particular subject: My 

college has introductory classes for people who are interested in learning a new language. 

practical /prrekt1bl/ adj. useful: A computer would be a practical gift for a student. 

similar /s1mg}<:}'/ adj. almost alike: She has a blue dress similar to yours, but hers has a green collar. 

stand for /strend fo<:}'/ expression v. when a letter or symbol is used to represent a word or an idea: 

RSVP stands for a French phrase that asks people invited to an event to please send a reply. 
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Unit 9 

Chapter 1 

celebrate /'selg
1
bre1t/ v. to do something special (like having a party) for an occasion: I celebrated 

my birthday with friends in my favorite restaurant. 

dedicated to /'ded1
1
ket1d tu:/ expression v. give a lot of time and effort to something because they think 

that it is important: He's quite dedicated to his students. 

festival /'festgvgl/ n. a public celebration, usually for a special reason: On Norway's independence 

day, the Norwegians in my town hold a festival with singing and dancing . 

flashy /'flreJi:/ adj. showy: He wears flashy clothes and drives an expensive sports car. 

mask /mresk/ n. something a person wears to cover their face, especially to hide their identity: In 

some versions of the story Cinderella wears a mask so no one recognizes her at the dance. 

parade /pg're1d/ n. an orderly movement of people in uniforms or colorful costumes, usually to 

show pride or to honor a special day or event: On Halloween, people dress in their best 

costumes and march in a parade down Main Street. 

reunion /ri'yu:nygn/ n. a party attended by members of the same family, school, or other group who 

· have not seen each other for a long time: The society holds an annual reunion.

spread /spred/ v. to gradually reach or affect a larger and larger area or more and more people: He 

was angry with the lies being spread about him. 

Chapter2 

ceremony /'serg
1
mouni:/ n. a formal event, usually with rituals: The priest performed a marriage ceremony. 

check in /'tJek 1n/ expression v. to arrive and arrange your stay at a hotel: I'll call the hotel to let them 

know we 'II check in tomorrow. 

dare /deer-/ v. to do something that requires courage: Most people hate Harry, but they wouldn't 

dare to say so. 

display /d1 1sple1/ v. to put something in a particular place so that people can see it easily: All our 

family photos are displayed in the living room. 

especially /i'speJgli:/ adv. used to emphasize a characteristic or quality: The brain is especially 

sensitive, and even a minute without oxygen can cause problems. 

fascinating /'fresg
1
ne1t1IJ/ adj. very interesting and attractive: Madagascar is the most fascinating 

place I have ever been to. 

greet /gri:t/ v. to say hello to someone: When I met the president, she greeted me in a very friendly way. 

separate /'sepgrgt/ adj. several different things, rather than just one thing: Men and women have 

separate exercise rooms. 
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Unit 10 

Chapter 1 

allow /J 1 lau/ v. to let, permit: We allow our son to drive the family car. 

consider /bn 1s1d�/ v. an opinion of what something or someone is: I consider Barbara my best 
friend. 

employ /Jm 1

p
lo1/ v. to pay someone to work for you: The company employs 18 people. 

no longer /nou 'la:IJg�/ ex
p
ression adv. not any more: Bobby is tired and no longer wants to go to the 

park. 

prohibit /
p

rou'h1bdt/ v. to forbid, to ban by order or law: The law prohibits people from killing each 
other. 

retirement /dtay�mdnt/ n. the period of your life when you stop working completely: My dad will 
reach retirement age soon. 

significant /s1g 1mfibnt/ adj. something that is important or shows something: On New Year's Day 
people plan ways to make significant changes to their lives. 

transition /tnen 1z1Jdn/ n. a change from one condition to another: The transition from high school to 
college can be difficult for young people. 

Chapter2 

freedom lfri:ddm/ n. having the power to do what you want: The dog is not in a cage and has the 
freedom to go wherever he wants to go. 

gradually /gne<l3dwdl:i/ adv. happening slowly or by small steps: Gradually, I got used to life in the 

city. 

independent /
1
mdd 1

p
enddnt/ adj. free, able to do things by yourself and in your own way: Claire 

spent her last day in Japan independent of her boyfriend. 

interview /mt�
1
vyu:/ v. to ask a person questions to get information: A TV reporter interviewed the 

mayor about the city's problems. 

migrate /ma1
1
gre1t/ v. to move to a different country or place: Birds migrate from cold to warm areas 

of the world each year. 

overcome /
1
ouv� 1kAm/ v. to deal with and solve a problem: Not having much space in a store can 

be overcome by using tall shelves. 

reluctant /dlAktdnt/ adj. to be unwilling to do something: I'm a bit reluctant to start riding a scooter; 
I'd prefer to drive a car. 

suburb /sA
1
b�b/ n. a small city or town outside a large city: There are many cars in the suburbs. 
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Unit 11 

Chapter 1 

adjust /d 1(6Ast/ v. to change something slightly so that it is more effective or appropriate: The shop 
must adjust its hours to attract more customers. 

ancient /'emJdnt/ adj. belonging to the distant past; very old: The people of ancient Greece helped 
create modern western culture. 

associate /d 1souJi
1
e1t/ v. to link or connect with: Dark clouds are usually associated with thunder storms. 

break up /brerk Ap/ expression v. separated or divided into several smaller parts: Break the chocolate 
bar up into six pieces. 

come up with /kAm Ap w18/ expression v. to think of a plan or idea and suggest it: The purpose of 
today's meeting is to come up with ways to earn money. 

connect /bnekt/ v. to put or join together: The printer cord must be connected to the computer and 
to a source of electricity for it to work. 

keep track of /ki:p tnek Av/ expression v. to make sure that you have the newest and most accurate 
information about something all the time: With 50 students in a class, it's very difficult for a 
teacher to keep track of everyone. 

switch /swrtJ/ v. to change to something different: Sarah's hair was very dry, 'so she switched to a 
better shampoo. 

Chapter2 

claim / 1kle1m/ v. to state that something is true, even though it has not been proved: Josh claimed 
he was late because of traffic. 

evidence /'evdddns/ n. anything seen, experienced, read, or said that shows an event happened: 
There is a lot of evidence that stress makes people become sick. 

limit /'hmdt/ v. to stop an amount or number from increasing beyond a specific point: Entry to this 
contest is limited to people living in Ontario. 

oddly /'a:dli:/ adv. strange or unusual: Why is Greg behaving so oddly today? 

recent /'ri:sr:it/ adj. in the past but not very long ago, such as yesterday, last week, or last month: 
I recently visited my parents. 

sense /'sens/ v. to become aware of something, although it is not very obvious: A mother can sense 
when her child is in pain. 

take into account /te1k mtu d'kaunt/ expression v. to allow or plan for something: We should take into 
account that there will be vegetarians at the party, so let's prepare some non-meat dishes. 

truth /tru:8/ n. the facts about a situation, rather than what is imagined or invented: The truth is that 
I broke your television. 
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Unit 12 

Chapter 1 

greedy / 1
gri:di:/ adj. to desire money, food, etc.: He is a greedy man. No amount of money will every

be enough for him. 

request /n'kwest/ v. to ask for something: The teacher requested the class be quiet. 

luxurious /
1
lAg

1

3""riy�s/ adj. very comfortable and expensive: Roberto enjoyed his luxurious lifestyle. 

delicate / 1dehbt/ adj. small and beautifully shaped: A harp player must have delicate hands.

delight /d1 1lait/ n. happiness, joy: Patty jumped up in delight. 

dish /d1S/ n. plates, bowls, and platters used to serve and hold food: Please put more vegetables on 
your dish. 

declare /d1 1kle""/ v. to say that something is true in a firm, deliberate way: William declared his 
intention to become the best golfer in the world. 

out of breath /aut Av bre8/ expression adj. to have difficulty breathing: You should exercise more if 
you become out of breath after climbing a few stairs. 

Chapter2 

obtain /�b 1tem/ v. to get or achieve something: The color purple can be obtained by mixing red 
and blue. 

fare /fe""/ n. the price for a ride on something, like a taxi or a bus: If we take a taxi together, we can 
share the fare. 

promotion /pr� 1mouS�n/ n. advertising to help sell something: The store had a buy-one-get-one-free 
promotion. 

terrible !'ter�b�l/ adj. horrible, very bad: Did you see the terrible car accident on the highway? 

immense Nmens/ adj. very large: There is an immense statue in the middle of the park. 

fool /fu:1/ v. to trick or deceive someone: On April 1, people try their best to fool their friends. 

shock !Sa:k! n. something that is unpleasant, upsetting, or very surprising: It was a shock to learn 
Vivian wanted to quit her job. 

hoax /houks/ n. something that is not true, a trick: The bomb threat turned out to be a hoax. 
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Prefixes, Roots and Suffixes 
Here is a list of prefixes, roots and suffixes that appear in this book. 

Prefixes 

a, ad movement to or change into: advance, arrive, attend; con/com with or together: connection, 
communicate; cross- across: cross-country, cross-cultural; dis not, negative: disappear, 
disapprove, disconnect; ex upwards, completely, without, or former: exhausting, experience, 
exclusive; im/in not, negative: impossible, incorrect, insecure; in related to inside or inwards: 
income; inter between two or more places or groups: Internet, international; kilo a thousand: 
kilogram, kilometer; micro very small: microphone; milli related to thousand: million, milliliter, 
millimeter; mis badly or wrongly: miserable; over more: overestimate, overpay; pre done 
before or in advance: precaution, predict, prepaid; re again or back: return return, recycle, 
renew; sub below or under: submit; tele far: television, telephone; trans across: transportation, 
transform; un not, negative: unaware, unethical, unidentified, unthinkable; under less: underway, 
underweight; uni one: university, united; up higher or improved: uphill, upgrade, update; well
done well or a lot: well-known, we/I-liked 

Root Words 

bio related to life: biology, biography; geo related to the earth: geographic, geology; phon related to 

the sound: phonics; physio nature/body: physiology; psych related to the mind: psychologist; pub 
related to people: publicity, public; socio related to the culture: sociology; vit/viv life: vitamin, vivid 

Suffixes 

able full of: beatable, believable; al used to make an adjective from a noun: additional, personal, 
national, vital; an/ian relating to: American, Australian, Italian; ant/ent indicating an adjective: 
important, independent; ate used to make a verb from a noun: decorate,· originate; ation/ution/ 
ition used to make a noun from a verb: combination, resolution, competition; dom state of being: 
freedom, kingdom; eer one who does something: pioneer, volunteer; en used to form verbs meaning 

to increase a quality: harden, threaten, frighten; ence added to some adjectives to make a noun: 
confidence, excellence; ent used to make an adjective from a verb: confident, excellent; ent one 

who does something: parent, student; er/or someone or something that does somethin·g: advertiser, 
competitor, reporter; er (after an adjective) more: faster, safer; est (after an adjective) most, ever, 

any: safest; ful filled with: careful, powerful; hood state of: childhood, neighborhood; ion/sion/tion 
indicating a noun: admiration, competition; ic used to make an adjective: realistic, simplistic; ine 
indicating a verb combine; ish relating to: English, distinguish, Jewish; ist one who does something: 
artist, psychologist, tourist; ity used to make a noun from an adjective: charity, identity; ive indicating 
an adjective: aggress_ive, negative; ize/ise to make or cause to become: memorize, surprise; less 
without, not having: hopeless, restless; logy/ology the study of: geology, psychology; ly used to 

form an adverb from an adjective: especially, quickly; mate companion: roommate, classmate; 
ment used to make a noun from a verb: improvement, measurement, government; ness used to 
make a noun from an adjective: awareness, business, friendliness; ous/ious to have or to be full 
of: adventurous, curious, dangerous; some full of: awesome, handsome; th indicating an order: 
eighteenth, sixth; ure indicating some nouns: culture, temperature, candidature; y indicating an 
adjective: flashy, healthy 
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Reading Rate Chart 
Use this graph to record your progress for each of the eight Review Reading passages. Find the intersection 
of your reading rate and your comprehension score. Write the number of the review reading on the chart. Your 
goal is to place in Quadrant 4. 

/"335 "" 
Quadrant2 Quadrant4 

320 
305 
290 
275 
260 
245 
230 
215 
200 
185 
170 
155 
140 
125 
110 
95 
80 
65 

�o Quadrant 1 Quadrant3 

1 (20%) 2 (40%) 3 (60%) 4 (80%) 5 (100%) 

Calculating your words-per-minute (wpm) At the end of each passage you see the number of words in 
the text (i.e., Practice Reading #1 = 175 words). Divide your time into the number of words in the passage 
to get your wpm. For example, if you read Practice Reading #1 in 45 seconds, your wpm equals 233 wpm 
(175/. 75 = 233). 

Quadrant 1: You are reading slower than 200 wpm with less than 70% comprehension. 
Quadrant 2: You are reading faster than 200 wpm with less than 70% comprehension. 
Quadrant 3: You are reading slower than 200 wpm with greater than 70% comprehension. 
Quadrant 4: You are reading faster than 200 wpm with greater than 70% comprehension. 
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